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THE JEWISH MUSEUM AND ARCHIVES  
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

The Jewish Historical Society of British Columbia (JHSBC) was founded on

January 25, 1971, under the direction of historian Cyril Leonoff, with assis-

tance from the National Council of Jewish Women and Canadian Jewish

Congress, Pacific Region. By 2002, the JHSBC’s collection had become so

extensive that it became apparent that a formal archives was needed to

house their records. The Jewish Museum and Archives of British Columbia

(JMABC), administered by the Jewish Historical Society, officially opened to

the public on March 25, 2007.

The JMABC is the preeminent and authoritative body for the gathering and

sharing of community memory of Jewish life in British Columbia.  Through

its publications, education programs, public events and the operation of the

archives, the JMABC collects, researches, preserves, exhibits and interprets

archival material and artifacts related to the history of the Jewish people in

British Columbia.

The archives’ holdings comprise records from 70 organizations, families and

individuals, and cover the years 1860-present, with predominant dates of

1920-2005. As of publication, the archives holds 300 linear metres of textual

files, 300,000 photographs and 750 oral history interviews.

The Scribe is the annual journal published by the JMABC.  As an anthology,

occasionally with peer-reviewed articles, it seeks to cover all aspects of the

Jewish experience in British Columbia and Western Canada, including his-

tory, culture, art, literature, religion, communal activities and contributions

to the development and progress of Canada.
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EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION

From bargain basement to formal wear, factory to retail store, employees to own-

ers, this issue of The Scribe looks at Jewish involvement in the clothing industry

in Greater Vancouver. While many of the companies featured had retail locations

elsewhere in the province and beyond, and there are a few photos in this issue of

stores in other parts of British Columbia, there are no interviewees from outside

the Lower Mainland. Given the sheer number of Jews participating in the indus-

try, there was no chance of compiling a comprehensive issue. Nonetheless, this

collection of 28 oral history interview excerpts represents an extensive collection

of voices, covering a period of almost 100 years.

The vast majority of the 20-plus stores featured in this edition have been or

were in business for decades. The longest-running company by far is Army &

Navy, started by Samuel Cohen in 1919, the most recent, Fab Clothing, was

started in 1999 by Yoel Farzan. 

More than half the companies represent multiple generations in the clothing

business. Army & Navy is headed by Cohen’s granddaughter, Jacqui. Murray

Goldman, whose father was a steam presser in a ladies coat factory, has been

followed in the industry by his son David and grandson Sammy in Boys’Co. Rose

and Arthur Chinkis’ son Boris, with his wife Janine and son Brad, carry on After

Five. Bryan’s also represents three generations in the business, while Finns

Kerrisdale Ladies is a second-generation store. Among the stores that have

closed, Jermaine’s lasted three generations in the White family, Petite Fashions’

Chark family also had three generations in the clothing industry and several

stores involved two generations: for example, Sam’s Shirt Shop, Drapeshire

Clothes and Sweet 16.

As fad-driven as fashion is, the entrepreneurs in this issue of The Scribe negotiat-

ed the moving target of style, as well as dips in the economy, the advent of new

technologies, changes in clientele and other factors to run successful, long-last-

ing businesses.

Most of the companies had more than one location at some point in their histo-

ry, and it is fascinating to see what seems like a quick progression from one

storefront to dozens, to even more, in and outside of the province. Joseph Segal

took Fields, which he started in 1948, to some 80 stores. In 1977, it became a sub-

sidiary of Zellers when Segal bought Zellers, and then it was acquired by the
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Hudson’s Bay Company, in which Segal was the largest stockholder at the time.

Fields’ ownership has changed and Segal is no longer involved, but the store

survives. Many other stores expanded and contracted on an impressive scale.

What is striking about the clothing industry, as opposed to the junk and furniture

industries, on which The Scribe has previously focused, is the number of women

involved in either running the business on their own or working as partners with

their husbands or other family. In chronological order of the stores’ establish-

ment, examples include Army & Navy, Jermaine’s, Leo’s Menswear, Marjorie

Hamilton, Bryan’s, La Belle Rose, Jay David, Petite Fashions and After Five.

Another unique aspect of this industry versus that of junk and furniture is that

fewer businesses were started by a first-generation North American. Several

entrepreneurs did come from Eastern Europe or Russia, but many were born in

Canada and a few in the United States; Louis Eisman of Mr. Jax immigrated

from South Africa and Farzan from Israel. For some reason, the Prairie

provinces appear often in this edition, in particular Saskatchewan, with the

Wines (Petite Dress Shop) coming to Vancouver via Saskatoon, Irving

Goldenberg of Clinton’s was born in Saskatoon, Joel Herman’s (Charles of

California and McKee’s) mother was from Canora, Mickey James and his brother

Abe Jampolsky (Finn’s) were from Lipton, Esther Nobleman (Jay David) came

from Estuary, the White family (Jermaine’s) has Saskatoon connections and Sam

Zack (Regal Clothiers) was born in Regina.

One aspect of the clothing industry that is not different from the junk and furni-

ture industries is the level of commitment that all of the interviewees featured

in this issue had or continue to have toward the Jewish community. Volunteers,

philanthropists, employees, active members of different groups and organiza-

tions – all are represented in these pages.

Hopefully, reading this issue of The Scribe will offer a new, or renewed, appreci-

ation for the people who make and sell our clothes. Theirs is a competitive, ever-

changing industry that requires ingenuity, creativity, self-confidence and tenac-

ity to survive. Fashion, business and common sense all come into play, of course

– and a healthy sense of humour helps in dealing with customers and in making

a store stand out in advertising. While it’s too late to get Mac-Cohen tartan

sportswear from Jermaine’s or a “dirty shirt” from Murray Goldman, there are

many places that would benefit from your patronage – and help make you into

the smart-dressed person you were meant to be.

The Scribe8
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From the JMABC Collection: Oral History
Excerpts – The Clothing Industry

In this section are excerpts from oral histories conducted by various volun-

teers. They were also transcribed by volunteers, entailing hundreds of

hours of work, as most of the interviews were more than 10,000 words long.

For their presentation here, the interviews have been edited and parts have

been summarized by journal editor Cynthia Ramsay and archivist Alysa

Routtenberg. The chronological order of the interviews is maintained

except in rare instances. The interviews, which appear in alphabetical

order by the surname of the interviewee, represent but a small fraction of

the Jewish community members who are or were involved in the clothing

industry. Those whose families are not included in this section are asked to

please contact the Jewish Museum and Archives to arrange an oral history

interview or to donate items to the archives.

Carole Abramson (Petite Dress Shop)
Interviewed by Debby Freiman, June 17, 2015, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.15-10

Carole Abramson was born August 17, 1947. She has two siblings: an older

brother, Brian, who lives in Jerusalem and a younger sister, Cynthia, who

lives in Nottingham, England. Their parents were Myer and Bluma

(Blossom) Wine.

Carole’s paternal grandparents, Abraham (Avram) and Kayla, lived in

Khotyn, in Bessarabia (which is now Ukraine). “My understanding is the

family had an inn and where Khotyn was located … it was on the border in

an area where there were a lot of skirmishes and, every time there was a

skirmish, it would be either Romania or it would be Russia.”

Her maternal grandparents were Michael and Ann Gurevich. “My mother

was the youngest of five and I think her oldest sister was born in the Old

Country [Russia].” Carole’s mother, Blossom, was born in Saskatoon on

March 7, 1914.



In Saskatchewan, Carole’s grandmother “had a little grocery store in

Saskatoon, where the family lived in the same building and, I believe, her

parents lived with them – part of the time anyways – and helped her with

the kids because her children were two, four, six, eight and 10 when her hus-

band passed away. I can’t even begin to imagine that.”

Carole’s father, Myer Wine, was born in Khotyn on May 25, 1905, and left

home when he was about 16. He and a cousin took a ship out of Russia,

which stopped in Brazil and New York, “and he decided that everybody else

on the ship was going to New York and it would probably be harder to get a

job there, so he got off the ship in Brazil.”

The cousin may also have disembarked there, “I don’t know that,” but “I have

cousins in Peru and I had cousins in Bogota that we know…. So, my father

lived for about 14 months in Pernambuco,” a state in Brazil. “Then he came to

Canada because his brother was here. And he lived in small-town

Saskatchewan for a while and I think he was kind of a dry-goods pedlar…. I’m

pretty sure he ended up, he and his brother, ended up in Saskatoon in the

ladies wear business, they had a store or two in Saskatoon.”

Myer and Blossom were married in 1938. Their eldest, Brian, was born in

1939. They lived in Saskatoon until 1947, then they moved to Vancouver. 

Myer was very involved in the Vancouver Jewish community,  including

Canadian Friends of the Hebrew University, Richmond Golf and Country

Club, Vancouver Talmud Torah (VTT) and Jewish National Fund.

“Although he had never had the chance to go to university, he was very big

into education. He used to tell us ‘You can shine shoes better with a univer-

sity education.’”

Blossom didn’t work outside the home until after Myer died. “My mother

was too busy doing work in the community, running Hadassah and the

Women’s UJA [United Jewish Appeal] campaign, and the [Israel Bonds]

bond campaign, you name it…. In the 1950s and 1960s, my mother had her

hand in just about everything, she was pretty busy. Before she got married, I

think she was working for my father because she quit school when she was

about 12 or 13 to help out with the family business,” the grocery store “that

The Scribe10



Myer Wine honoured at Hebrew University. Left to right, Carole (daughter),
Cynthia (daughter), Blossom (wife), Myer, Ann (née Epstein, daughter-in-law) and
Brian (son).
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my grandmother had. She said she finished her matriculation with the help

of a tutor at some point so she had her high school graduation, but I think

she was working for my father, probably in the ladies wear business.”

Carole said, “My very, very first job, I worked at my dad’s store off and on

from the time I was 12 or 13. And the reason I did it at that time, it was only

for a couple weeks, my mother wanted to take some program during the sum-

mer at UBC.… I’m not sure what my sister did during that period of time but,

in order for me to have something to do, I went to work for my dad for that

two weeks…. I think he paid me 35 cents an hour and I think I still have my

very first paycheque…. I never cashed it.”

Carole worked there intermittently until she was 21 or 22. “I liked my dad’s

staff. He had a few salespeople who worked for him for a really long time.”

Myer bought the store in 1947 when the family moved to Vancouver, but did
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not own the building in which is was located. “It was the Petite Dress Shop,

it was called at the time, at 732 Granville, so it’s in the Vancouver Block.”

Despite the store’s name, “he sold all sizes from petite all the way up to

ladies’ plus sizes.”

Among the labels sold was Joseph Ribkoff. “I worked in the store long

enough, you think I would have remembered [others but] that’s the only one

I can remember because that was what I used to like – the Joseph Ribkoff

clothes were less dressy than they are now. The label still exists and the

clothes are, well, they were probably upscale in those days, too. I guess I had

a bit of a skewed idea about clothes because I never really had to go shop-

ping at that point.”

The store was successful. “He was considerate, he was a good businessman….

Also, there were many fewer options for ladies wear at the time. There were

the department stores and there were a few other nice stores around, either

slightly higher or slightly lower quality or price range than my father had, but

nothing like what there is now. The options in shopping now, I’d hate to be in

the retail business now…. When I was little, they worked much fewer hours, as

well. They weren’t open any night, they closed early on Wednesdays, I think 12

or one o’clock … they weren’t open Sundays.”

Travelling representatives of different clothing lines would come into the

store and present their products. “He sold ladies coats, suits and dresses….

Mostly, he sold to businesswomen, largely because he had some beautiful

suits and nice dresses…. You never saw women, other than out playing sports

or something, in pants. You didn’t even go downtown in pants, usually we

got dressed [up] to go downtown.”

While her mother, sister and she did get some of their clothing from the

store, Carole used to sew her own skirts “because Dad didn’t sell skirts. I

took sewing in school. I used to sew some of my sportswear, my cotton

pants in the summer time and stuff because I couldn’t get it from Dad and I

wasn’t very good at shopping. I never really grew up shopping.”

Petite Dress Shop “wasn’t the biggest or the fanciest store in town or the

most expensive but it certainly wasn’t the cheapest store in town. [Dad]
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worked there pretty much every day. It provided us with a fairly comfortable

existence, certainly didn’t have to scramble for anything that I can recall,

neither did we live particularly extravagantly.”

Carole mentioned a couple of incidents that happened at the store. “I don’t

recall that there was ever a huge shoplifting problem, but I might not have

been made aware of that, other than my dad came in one time and there was

an expensive fur-trim coat that had been on display towards the front of the

store and, apparently, it had disappeared. He was not impressed.”

There was a tailor on the premises. “A lovely Jewish woman, her name was

Eva Weiner. She was terrific, she was his alterationist. I don’t remember if

she worked every day or not, but she worked in the back of the store in one of

the fitting rooms…. Not really great working conditions, now that I think of it,

but she was really good. And he had a few women working for him who

worked for him for years and years, one of whom I continued to bump into

occasionally in Oakridge when I was working in Oakridge even just a few

years ago. And she was young when she started working for him, probably 16

or 18, so she probably wasn’t all that much older than I was.”

A few years after the family’s return in 1966 from time in Israel, Myer “had a

fairly minor heart attack and decided at that point to hire somebody to help

him manage the store and the person he hired was Burt Chark, who he ulti-

mately sold the store to. And he probably would have sold the store, I’m

guessing, in 1970, because … he had quite recently retired when he passed

away at the beginning of 1971. So, it might have been 1969, somewhere in that

range.... Burt changed the format quite a bit. He’d had retail experience …

and that was just about the time that it became more acceptable for women

to wear pants in social situations and at work and whatnot ... but it always

kept the upper[-end labels], it was never really casual, it was always really

nice clothes for years after my dad sold it.”

The Charks changed the store’s name to Petite Fashions. Keeping the

Granville Street store, they expanded and had more than one store, including

in Kerrisdale, Oakridge and West Vancouver, the last one closing in recent

years. The downtown one, however, closed “quite a long time ago. That whole

block of Granville Street … when they made Granville a mall.”
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It never occurred to Carole – who married her husband Arnie in 1968 – to go

into the fashion business. “It would have been way too much work for me

and I ended up with three kids. It’s hard to run your own business.... I don’t

think I would have had a talent for it.”

Myer passed away on January 2, 1971, and Blossom died on July 11, 2007.

While her dad’s dream job would have been mathematics professor, said

Carole, he seemed to enjoy his work. “I think he would have loved to have

gone to university.... He was a smart man.”
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Esther Brandt (Marjorie Hamilton)
Interviewed by Jane Cherry, with Jennifer Yuhasz in attendance, April 12,

2010, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.10-07 (additional notes supplied by Esther Brandt

on September 15, 2015, and her son, Ron Brandt, on September 24, 2015)

Esther Brandt was born February 24, 1932, in Uccle, a suburb of Brussels,

Belgium. There were 11 children.

Esther’s parents were born in what was Poland at the time, but is now

Russia, she believes. “They immigrated to Belgium with five of their chil-

dren, the older ones, and they settled in Brussels. They lived there ... until

my father died in 1936.... My mother was taken to a concentration camp in

1942 and we were hidden by the nuns.”

Esther came to Canada in 1947, “with a group of orphans that the [Canadian]

Jewish Congress brought out.... I met my husband there in Montreal.” He

also was an orphan.

They first went to Winnipeg, but “it was very cold because it was in the win-

ter time.... He went to the Congress and he said he wanted to go to a warm

place, so they said the only place they could take us was Vancouver. So, we

came here January the third, 1948.”

The two became a couple in 1950 and were married in 1951. When they “got

married and when we became Canadian citizens, we legalized his name to

Larry, so his name [was] Larry Lazare Brandt.”  They were married for 52

years, and had three children, Sheri, Ron and Rochelle.

When she came to Vancouver, Esther stayed with the Lerners. At the time of

her oral history interview, Gertie Lerner was 104 years old and living at the

Louis Brier Home and Hospital.

Esther was with the Lerners for some months, then became an au pair to a

widow. “She had three sons and, while I went to school, I looked after the

children after school.”

Esther “spoke English already by then, because I went to [Point Grey

Secondary School] to learn how to speak English, for the summer. They put
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me into the class in Grade 9 already” at Point Grey. She was there a year, but

switched to and graduated from King Edward High School.

Larry “stayed with the Slobins for a year, and then he went to work and lived

with a family, the Pawers, as a roomer, room and boarder. And then we got

married and I worked and he worked on two jobs, so we could save to buy a

down payment for a house.”

Larry learned to be a tailor when he was living in England. When he moved

to Vancouver, he first worked as tailor for a man on Granville Street. He did

this for six to eight months. He was then approached by Max Adler to cut

blouses for him at his factory, Regional Blouse, and soon Larry became the

manager.

During this time period, Larry’s brother and his wife, Bill and Irene Brandt,

also moved to Vancouver, and they did not speak any English. At first, Bill

worked at Sweet 16; he then asked Larry to be his partner in a new store. Bill

and Irene opened a store on East Hastings Street, and Esther went to help

out. Bill worked in the back, Irene and Esther in the front. They worked

together until Bill and Irene learned enough English to be on their own, and

then Esther went back to work with Larry. Bill and Irene subsequently

opened their own shop on Robson Street, Bill’s Tailor Shop.

“His brother, coming from Israel – he didn’t want to be in Israel anymore

because it was too difficult for him so we brought him out here,” recalled

Esther.

“In 1959, a man [William Hamilton] approached my husband and he said

that he wanted to be partners with us in a factory, so we went and we

became partners in the business. It was called Marjorie Hamilton.”

The clothing factory opened on Cordova Street in 1959, according to Ron

Brandt, and his parents became partners in the business after having been

employees. The factory moved to Water Street in 1971 and then to 7th

Avenue in 1985, by which time the Brandts owned the business outright.

Marjorie Hamilton, which was named after Bill Hamilton’s wife, was a facto-

ry, not a store. They started by selling fit-all dresses, then, after three or four
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years, proceeded to sell sportswear. Marjorie Hamilton was not a designer,

but copied other designs, which they sold. Originally, their sportswear was

not for modern, young ladies, so Esther introduced some new labels:

Cimone (named after Esther’s brother who died in the Holocaust) was high-

er-end sportswear, Ziba was a higher-end sportswear label for petite women.

When they started selling velvet jackets, they were the only ones in the city

making or selling velvet jackets – soon, all of the department stores picked

them up. The Brandts sold their clothing lines throughout Canada, and as

far south as Idaho and California. They sold to Marks and Spencer, under

their label, and to Nordstrom. They also had a contract in Ottawa to make

military uniforms. Larry did the cutting, while Esther did the bundling,

shopping, office work, etc.

The Brandts stayed in the business until 1995. They had started with 10 peo-

ple and ended up having some 500 employees. When they retired, they sold

The Marjorie Hamilton label is still available from sellers of vintage clothing.

propervintageclothing.com
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Marjorie Hamilton to a young couple who made outdoor wear.

Comparing the sale of their store with their start in business, Esther said of

Bill Hamilton, their initial partner, “this man was very good to us, he sold us

goods on consignment because we couldn’t afford to buy, and we didn’t

have enough power behind us that the bank would loan us money…. We

asked him why he did that and he said, when I went into business, I prom-

ised myself I would help people go into business and help them in business.

And we thought it was such a good idea that we did the same thing.”

Both Ron and Rochelle worked in the factory at one point, Rochelle in cus-

tomer service and Ron on the more technical side. Neither stayed in the

business, nor have any of the five grandchildren gone into the clothing

industry. The Brandts’ legacy lives on, however, in the businesses they

helped others start over the years.

Esther and Larry were married for 52 years. He died in 2003 from cancer.

“We didn’t have too much of a retirement because he died after a little

while. But he was always thankful, every morning he said, thank God I’m

alive, because when he was in the concentration camp, he thought he will

never see his 70th birthday, and he made it to 72. So, he did it.” 
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Arthur Chinkis (La Belle Rose, After Five)
Interviewed by Gary Averbach, with son Boris Chenkis in attendance,

September 18, 2011, Richmond, B.C.; 20.11-16

“I was born in 1926 and my mother passed away in 1938 … in Chernovka

[between Kiev and Odessa].… My father, of course, was very stressed, losing

his wife, and he didn’t live much longer. He passed away in 1940.”

Arthur had two older brothers: Leon was 12 years older and Sam was 10

years older. After their father died, Arthur joined them in Moscow. “On June

the 19th, 1941, I packed one little suitcase because I knew that I’m going just

to visit them and I came to Moscow. The next day, the 21st of June, was

announced the Second World War. The Germans [had] crossed already from

Poland to Brest-Litovsk, there was the war.” There was no longer the option

of returning to Chernovka.

He stayed with Sam, as Leon was married and had a young daughter, Ella. 

“But, meantime, the governor of Moscow announced that all children up to

the age of 17 should leave the city because the Germans were bombing the

city already and there were a lot of injuries. Mostly, they were throwing fire-

igniting bombs from the airplanes…. So, they announced that all the chil-

dren can go south of the country … to Tashkent.”

He went with a relative through marriage. They travelled on a freight train,

with a bag full of straw to sleep on. In Tashkent, there were more relatives.

He learned some basics from an engineer and worked in a factory. After about

a year, he got a job at a food-supply company. He learned to speak Uzbecki; he

also spoke Yiddish, Russian, Polish, German and, later, after coming to

Canada, English.

“Talking about when I had to go to Tashkent, to Samarkand and that mine

town, I felt friendly to the people … and, also, the Russians were friendly

because we were in the same boat – they were immigrants, they came with-

out anything…. I was working there and doing my electrical thing…. Later,

in 1945, there was a Jewish doctor working there from Romania.” In the

cafeteria, the doctor explained that the people working in the mines had
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developed a disease in the

lungs called silicosis and

asked Arthur to help run the

X-ray equipment, given his

electrical experience. The doc-

tor said, if Arthur couldn’t fig-

ure out how to work the

machines, they would send

him for training.

At that time, Arthur was

already friendly with his wife-

to-be, Rose. She also had run

away by herself; her parents

stayed behind, and were sub-

sequently killed by Germans.

Arthur and Rose were mar-

ried. “My Auntie Vera that

lived in Odessa started to

write letters, why don’t you

come to Odessa?… Well, for

Rose, she could work any-

where because she was working in [a] store, she knows the process of han-

dling, it was not bad. And, for me, I already had the diploma in the X-ray, so,

for me, it was also not bad.”

They eventually ended up in a town called Nesvizh, west of Minsk, where

they lived for seven or eight years. Their son, Michael, was born in

Uzbekistan, Boris was born in Nesvizh.

After the war, Jewish life was difficult, antisemitism still existed. There was

the question of whether to go to Israel or Canada. They were encouraged by

family in Canada to come. They were told, “Canada is a young country, it’s

lots of land and little people. Everybody gets a job. Maybe you don’t get a job

exactly what you want but you get a job.” So, they came in 1959.

Rose Chinkis and Boris Chenkis, 1982.

C
ourtesy of B

rad C
henkis
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Introduced to Charles Davis, Arthur got a job cutting copper. He started

learning to speak English “because there, at Charlie’s, were also people,

immigrants, they were from all over the world … but everybody tried to

speak English, that’s the way of communication. With Charlie, I spoke

Yiddish … but with the workers, you had to speak English.”

At night, he studied English at King Edward High School.

“I learned something and I went to Vancouver General Hospital for an inter-

view. I had my papers,” but not enough English to communicate with

patients. “I said to the doctor, I have a suggestion for you and I think you

will go for it: put me for six months in the darkroom, I’ll work in the dark-

room. When you take a picture and go to the darkroom, you have to develop

it and then dry it, and then cut the corners, and give it to the doctor to … put

on his screen, viewing screen. And he [did]. And that did not require too

much talking, just work. They liked what I was doing. Everything was fine.”

Next, he went to a nearby office that was called General Electric X-Ray. He

went in, spoke with the manager and, because all the positions in

Vancouver were filled, he accepted a job in Nanaimo. He commuted at first

– at the time there were two ferries – as Rose was working at National Dress,

on Homer Street in Vancouver.

Arthur worked in Nanaimo eight years. For more than four years during this

time, Rose worked as a cook at Camp Miriam in the summers, and Arthur as

a nurse on weekends. After that, Rose worked in the hospital for about two

years, helping “prepare all equipment for surgery, sterilizing everything….

Michael finished high school and Boris finished high school. [Then we]

decided there is not enough Jewish life in Nanaimo.”

Rose and the boys returned to Vancouver in 1967. She found a clothing busi-

ness for sale – Carr’s Ladies Wear, at 10th and Sasamat in Point Grey. The

owner wanted to sell because she had been in the business for more than 40

years, was elderly and was not in good health. When she found out that

Rose’s husband was an X-ray technician, just like her son, she was ready to

give Rose the key.
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When Arthur called their lawyer, Sam Huberman, “He says, you don’t do a

sale like that; you have to take a look, you have to call somebody, if it’s your

image. Rose said to him, Sam, it is this what I like to do, it’s called suits and

dresses; I don’t want to sell shorts or whatever. This is it and I would like

[you] to come and organize this … so Sam comes. Happily, luckily, he had

with him his briefcase, he had some papers … so we wrote up an inventory,

something [like] $15,000. It’s all what she had because she was planning to

sell so … she wasn’t buying new merchandise…. We discussed the price,

everything. Sam said you have to give her a down payment to make it

legal.... Mrs. Carr [said] don’t worry, I know these people, don’t worry.”

At the Showmart, where Carr’s had been buying stock for some 25 years, the

Chinkises filled in the product gaps. “And that’s it. After we were there for

one year, the business started to grow.”

They soon got advice that

they should relocate, that

the current store was in a

neighbourhood with a lot

of students, who did not

have much money.

Oakridge Centre was sug-

gested as an alternative.

“We go to Oakridge and

there is a store called

Josephine Venables. She

is retiring, an old lady,

and she wants to get rid

of the store. And she sells

exactly the same mer-

chandise that we were selling here. Then I said we have to take again the

inventory and discuss what she wants for the store…. We made the deal …

paid her something for the inventory and goodwill but we had to make a

renovation. And we started in Oakridge the business.

This Passover greeting ad in the April 5, 1968,
issue of the Jewish Western Bulletin also
announces that Carr’s Ladies Wear has come
under the new management of Rose Chinkis.
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“The business was

going better and better,

and then came an offer

from Pacific Centre,

when they built Pacific

Centre. And these guys

... I didn’t know what

they do, why they came

to us to go to Pacific

Centre…. Right across

from our store opened a

Boston Pizza and they

were sitting in Boston

Pizza and recording

how many people go

into our store, the time

[spent inside] and who

comes out with a bag

and who comes out

without a bag. They did this for two weeks. After two weeks, they sent us a

proposition that they had for us a place in a brand new shopping centre,

Pacific Centre, and you can choose any space you want…. I said I liked the

place on Granville Street next door to London Drugs…. I remember always

the people going there, in and out, in and out. I thought it never stops ... lots

of traffic here and we are across from the Bay and we are right next door to

London Drugs…. And we got that spot…. They gave us $10,000. The win-

dows, the doors, the front, and the rest, we had to do everything.”

After a year, they changed the name of the store from Carr’s Ladies wear to

La Belle Rose. They were 10 years in that location. They would have stayed

longer but the rent doubled and, even though they worked out a deal where-

by they would only be charged “$12 per square foot, that’s it.… Others

already paid $15 and $20 but they needed our name, La Belle Rose….

Meantime, up came Lansdowne.” They were offered a 10-year lease there at

$8 per square foot.

When the opportunity arose to start a La Belle
Rose in Oakridge, the Chinkises took it. This ad was
in the September 11, 1971, issue of the Jewish
Western Bulletin.
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“We knew that Richmond was not for us at that time. Richmond was farm-

ers, a lot of people were working at the airport, working at city hall, etc., it

was still not a big place. But we were 10 years there, we built up the clien-

tele.” They built up that clientele, in part, by recommending to Oakridge

customers who lived in Richmond that they shop at the Lansdowne store.

“But then Woodward’s sold the place.… [The buyers] paid $80 million for

these two department stores, Woodward’s and Eaton’s ... and the land….

They raised everybody’s rent.

“To tell you the truth, we didn’t need it. It’s too much, too much work.

Sometimes, you have to run from Oakridge to Pacific Centre to deliver a

scarf. She has everything, she has a suit, but she wants that little red scarf.”

In Oakridge, there was a card store but the mall wanted a business that

would have displays in its windows, shoes, dresses and the like. The mall

had found an interested tenant from out east, but the prospect of a larger

space made Rose realize she “would like to have a different store, just nice

gowns, wedding gowns … something special, not to mix with coats, with

pants … [but] we don’t have space.” So, when the prospective tenant did not

respond, Arthur went to the Woodward’s office and signed the papers.

Called After Five, the store sells evening wear. When it came time to retire,

their son Boris made La Belle Rose and After Five into one store. “Danken

gott, he’s doing a good business. What Boris does in business is better than

us, he goes directly to the supplier.... He speaks with the people that pro-

duce it so you can have a selection…. When you go there, you see the whole

factory and you choose what you know you need. That’s what he does now.

That’s what he’s training [his son] Bradley now [to do], he takes Bradley

with him.”
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Boris Chenkis (La Belle Rose, After Five)
Interviewed by Gary Averbach, July 6, 2015, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.15-13

Boris Chenkis was born February 13, 1952, in Nesvizh, Belarus, near Minsk.

His brother Michael was born (in Uzbekistan) in 1947 and died in 2007; he

was married to Lydia. Their father Arthur was born May 24, 1926, in

Chernovka; their mother Rose in about 1925 in a village near Baranowicze,

Poland, and she died in 2009. The family came to Canada in 1959, when Boris

was seven years old, making their way from Halifax to Vancouver by train.

Boris spent his youth in Nanaimo, where he was involved with the pep club,

and played on the school’s basketball and volleyball teams. “It’s a small-town

mentality but it’s great, and being Jewish never really became an issue for me.

I didn’t feel any type of antisemitism at that time, nor did my family. But my

connection to the Jewish community was going to Camp Miriam every sum-

mer, which was a very meaningful experience for me, so I remember those

years for sure because that’s where I created a lot of bonds with the Jewish

community in Vancouver.”

Boris had his bar mitzvah in Vancouver at Schara Tzedeck Synagogue. 

“The bar mitzvah was quite an experience. I really looked forward to it and

enjoyed it. Being the only Jewish kid in Nanaimo at that time, to do that, I

felt it was very special for me to do because there was nobody else there,

and all my friends were in Vancouver from Habonim Camp Miriam.”

In 1967, “my mother was approached – no, she had a friend, Mrs. Epstein,

Mary Epstein, who [knew about] a shop on Fraser Street, a clothing store

there, and she once went to visit her there and she saw the clothing and she

was quite impressed by the fabrics, and talked to [the owner] about the busi-

ness aspect and all that. She got the bug to open up her own store because

back in Nesvizh she ran, on top of a sanatorium, which is like a resort type

of thing … she ran a shop where she did embroidery. She did a type of

needlework, working with accessories like studs and that for jackets for peo-

ple in the government, so she had her own business involving fabrics and

clothing, which she always enjoyed…. As a matter of fact, my dad told me

that on the weekends he’d be working at the X-ray in the sanatorium … and

he would join her on the weekends to do the things that involved running
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the business: making

the … studs or buttons

on the jacket sleeves

and the collars to make

them special for differ-

ent government peo-

ple. They had quite a

bit of following in their

business. She was a

good businesswoman

and she had a fashion

sense.”

With a $1,000 deposit

– and lawyer Sam

Huberman doing the

paper work – they bought Carr’s Ladies Wear. “At that time, we were still in

Nanaimo, my dad and I were still in Nanaimo; my mom went on her own.”

They joined her in Vancouver in 1968, with Boris entering high school at

Lord Byng. While he had a few Jewish friends at Lord Byng, “the real con-

nection I always had was with Habonim, with Camp Miriam, because I had

been so involved and my parents were involved. I was a counsellor at camp,

a madrich at camp … so every weekend I was going to some kind of … activi-

ty put on by Habonim.”

After high school, “I went to Israel for a year on a Habonim program.…

That’s where I learned my Hebrew.” When he came back, he went to the

University of British Columbia, getting a bachelor of commerce degree 

in marketing.

Always somewhat of an entrepreneur, Boris made T-shirts with photographs

on them. “I went with my mother to Toronto for a trade show … and I remem-

ber we were walking down, I think it was Bloor or Yonge Street … and I looked

to my left and in a window there was this image coming up from this com-

puter printer of all little dots of somebody’s face and I stopped. I said to my

mom, wow, look at that, there’s somebody’s picture coming out of that

Brad Chenkis, Arthur Chinkis and Boris Chenkis, 2015.
C
ourtesy of B

rad C
henkis
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machine, let’s go in and have a look. So, we stopped, we went in and we went

and talked to the gentleman who was running it…. This guy happened to be a

professor from the University of Illinois, a computer science professor, and

he had invented this system of digital photography, where you take a picture

with a video camera and it would digitize it and give you a digital printout ...

then he pressed it on a T-shirt or on a calendar of that year…. My mother was

very supportive of whatever I wanted to do, and we flew … to Champaign, Ill.,

where we met with this professor and saw all his equipment and we bought

the system and got the rights for it in Western Canada…. I remember it was

like $15,000; it was a lot of money at that time for that system.”

It was in the late 1970s. “I got a booth at the PNE … and I started doing com-

puter pictures, calendars, on bags, T-shirts, and I did quite well…. I travelled

around to different places on the Island and did my computer pictures. When

Lansdowne opened up, Lansdowne Shopping Centre opened up in 1977, I

opened up what was called the Computer Picture World.”

Selling that business to an employee after about a year or so, “I went into La

Belle Rose full-time because we were growing and the business was getting

bigger and my mother needed help.”

Michael was already in the business, working in the stockroom, and Arthur

and Rose were working full-time. “At that time, we would have had three

stores: we would have had Oakridge, Pacific Centre and Lansdowne because

Lansdowne opened up in ’77, the Pacific Centre store in 1971 and Oakridge

in 1970.”

Boris met Janine [Segal] in 1979/80 and the couple were married in 1982 at

Congregation Beth Israel. “She always had a fashion flare and she got

involved in the business because … in 1984, I don’t know if you remember,

but Oakridge had that big renovation. There was the open-air Oakridge

Woodward’s mall. It was bought up by Cambridge, now it’s Ivanhoé

Cambridge, and so they closed the mall and they gave us an opportunity to

open up an After Five store because we were La Belle Rose down that corri-

dor, and then we opened up the After Five store in 1984.

“Janine and I took over the After Five. That was our baby because my mom
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and dad said … you’re married now, why don’t you have your own store, devel-

op it in the way you want to? You’re younger, you have ideas, and so we said

OK. It wasn’t easy getting a spot [but] we had a good relationship with the

Woodward’s people at that time. It was close between us and someone else

and they gave us the opportunity to open up that store in 1984 … so After Five

was there and La Belle Rose was just down the corridor in that same row.”

At La Belle Rose, “I was handling all the advertising, the marketing. I was

also helping in follow-up with the suppliers…. I would go with my mother to

the trade shows because I wanted to learn the business so we would go and

meet with the suppliers, see the line, make the order, and I would then fol-

low it up to make sure it came in on time and it was specific to what we had

ordered because sometimes they don’t ship you what they tell you they’re

going to ship you, so you had to have communication with them.

“So, I would be involved in the relationships with the suppliers because at

that time the relationships were quite good because most of the suppliers

were Jewish. Most of them were from Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, we had

some in New York … but my interest was in the marketing, the advertising.

As a matter of fact, on 10th Avenue, I have a picture here.” A photo taken in

1977 of “the University Way merchants,” their “happy smiles” showing

“their feelings about the future of the West 10th shopping area.” It lists the

retailers in the photo, including Boris. “I was president of the merchants

association on 10th Avenue in 1977…. I was again involved with the mer-

chants group” when the store opened in Oakridge.

“We used to sell – it was unbelievable – hundreds of ultrasuede coats every

year. There was us and there was Abe Nobleman, who also was in the mall,

kitty-corner to us, [in a store] called Jay David. Ultrasuede was an unbeliev-

able fabric; women would have it in three, four colours and, because it was

washable, just like the fabric was … nothing could ever happen to it.

“We were known for that and people would come from all over. But we

always had some evening wear, we noticed nobody was really catering to

that market…. That’s why, in 1984, we said let’s open up After Five by La

Belle Rose and just do evening wear. That was something I was interested in
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anyway because it was a little more exciting than day wear. Coats and suits

are nice but very common and the fabrics are nice, they’re quality goods,

but nothing that exciting. So, I was excited to open up my own store called

After Five with Janine, and we had a manageress there and it went very well.

We started creating a reputation.”

Michael’s wife Lydia worked with Rose at La Belle Rose, jumping between

stores until 1977, when she “became the manageress of Lansdowne, so she was

in Lansdowne and my mother and I were in Oakridge, we had a manageress

there, and, in 1984, I was completely involved with After Five on my own.”

For Boris and Janine, it was a “partnership in terms of building the business

up. She had a great fashion sense and she went to the trade shows with me

and we’d see the suppliers, to New York, to Vegas, to Montreal. A lot of the

Montreal people came to Vancouver.”

Newspaper clipping featuring Boris Chenkis, left, and other West 10th Avenue
retailers, 1977.

C
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henkis
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With the two stores in Oakridge, “it worked out well because … those indi-

viduals who bought the day wear … when they had a special event, they

would then come to After Five for that mother-of-the-bride or -groom dress,

so there wasn’t really competing in terms of the same types of consumer

needs … they were complementary, and we worked well together.

“The interesting thing about having an After Five store, a social occasion

store, [is that] you have very loyal customers but sometimes you only see

them every five years, when another son or daughter is getting married, or a

bar mitzvah or bat mitzvah, or they’re going on a cruise. That’s one thing I

always envied about the ready-to-wear daytime business: every new season,

you’d see people, [they would want to know] what’s new for fall, what’s new

for spring.”

At the trade shows, “everything is hot … [and] they would use names likes

Saks, or Neiman’s is buying this, or Nordstrom is buying this, and then you

have to figure out, well, are the people in Vancouver going to be buying this

because we were always more conservative here in our fashion style, so what

was hot in New York or Montreal may not have been hot in Vancouver.”

The family has been “blessed by very loyal staff and very good staff.” For

example, “Betty Higgins, who started with us on 10th Avenue in 1967. When

we opened in Oakridge in 1970, we closed the 10th Avenue [store] because

we made a decision that Oakridge was the future. She moved to Oakridge

and she became the manageress there, and she was with us, I guess, proba-

bly close to 30 years, 25 years as the manageress and she was great…. We

had a seamstress, Pidette Batista, who joined us in Pacific Centre and she

was with us just about 30 years as our head seamstress, as well as we still

have somebody today who has been with us for over 20 years. So, most of

our employees stayed with us, you know, 10 to 20 years, even some longer,

up to 30 years because we’ve been in business now coming up to 45 years.

So, we’ve been lucky that way because, I guess, we’ve been good to them and

they’ve been good to us, it’s always reciprocal.

“But the nature of our business is customer service, so you have to have peo-

ple who love what they do and can relate to the customer and be sincere

with trying to fulfill their needs because, when you’re dealing with fashion,
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or especially an after-five

social occasion, it’s a very big

decision and the women are

emotionally involved in it.

“We’ve had great staff; that’s

one thing we’ve been blessed

with.” This includes account-

ing staff – “just two account-

ants, bookkeepers who

worked with us, the same

people over that time.” It is

important to have good peo-

ple “because we have quite a

few suppliers, and more so in

the States now, out of New

York, so you had to have peo-

ple who knew all the intrica-

cies of dealing with

exchanges, with customs

papers, duties and paperwork

… which I, after a while, started handling because we were doing more U.S.

business. There was more paperwork involved in the business, so I took that

over because that can be quite burdensome.”

La Belle Rose opened in 1970 in Oakridge and, in 1971, when Pacific Centre

was being built, the store was approached to open there. “My parents were a

little hesitant but they gave them such a great rent that they decided to go

there…. [They were asked], do you want to be underground, where now

we’re creating this new concept, or do you want to be on the street? My

mother and father said we want to be on the street, Granville is a great street

… [but] what happened was the mall sucked everybody inside…. They were

all going underground and the traffic on Granville died down. We had a

name and people would know of us … but we lost that whole potential…. We

stayed there for 10 years ... and then the rent just kept going up. We said, it

just doesn’t make sense anymore because we have such a great store at

Rose Chinkis, left, and Betty Higgins (manager
of La Belle Rose) with an Oakridge Shopping
Centre award, circa 1970s.
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Oakridge, or two stores at Oakridge, and we’re a destination, so we closed

the Pacific Centre [location].”

The same thing happened at Lansdowne. They had been given a great lease

deal to entice them to set up a store there “and, again, when 10 years came

up, the great lease was jacked up more than two times and Lansdowne, it

never really developed to be a great mall. It was OK, we had a bridal salon

there because it was quite a big-sized store, as well as doing evening wear,

day wear, and Lydia managed that.”

At Oakridge, the “great lease we had in After Five … came due in 1994. We

had to make a decision again because, again, the rents were going up. So,

we thought, why don’t we [focus on] the After Five concept? Because that

was becoming stronger and we were creating a brand in the city of being

the go-to place for evening wear. So, we combined the two stores in 1994 ...

and that was a big transition in terms of our merchandise mix.” By then,

Rose was starting to have problems with her eyesight, and she and Arthur

decided to retire.

Oakridge was “an interesting centre” in that “there were so many Jewish

merchants there” at that time, such as Ms Céline (Mark Epstein), Jay David

(Abe Nobleman), Petite Fashions was there, Burt Chark was there, there was

an Israeli fellow. “They catered to the same customer base, ethnic, mostly

Jewish, some Italian women, Greek women, a little older, more mature cus-

tomers, and we kept being still there while everybody was closing down.

Over time, you know, Mr. Roberts sold to Ms Céline, they closed down. After

a while, Jay David, Mr. Nobleman, his kids didn’t want to go into it, he

closed down, and so we started getting those customers coming to us.”

As After Five’s clientele has shifted to more Asian customers, “we’ve

changed our merchandise mix and our sizing.” When a Jewish community

member came in looking for something for her granddaughter’s wedding,

“she came in and she says, Boris, you don’t have anything in my size; what’s

all these sizes, they’re zero to four? I said … our customers have changed.

And it’s true, so we changed the sizing drastically … [but] we always have

something ... and I did find her a beautiful dress for the wedding, so she was

happy. But those customers, the Jewish customers, either they have passed
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away over time or maybe they’ve even moved. I think most of them just

passed away; I don’t know how many have moved out of Oakridge.”

The staff, too, has changed. “You always have to have one person who

speaks Mandarin and Cantonese. It’s amazing how many customers, Asian

customers, come in and they don’t know a word of English. If you don’t

have that seamstress or salesperson able to communicate with them, it is

very difficult; you feel at a disadvantage.”

Boris’ eldest son, Brad, born in 1985, is the third generation in the industry.

After graduating high school, he got a diploma in business management

from Langara. “I said to him, try the fashion business … through osmosis, at

home, he’s heard about it from Janine and myself all the time, and he said

OK, I’ll give it a try…. He joined us in 2006 and he didn’t initially like it … you

have to have a lot of patience in the fashion business especially – as I said, big

Many Jewish merchants have set up in Oakridge Shopping Centre, as can be
seen in this September 7, 1973, ad that appeared in the Jewish Western Bulletin.
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decisions by women for social occasions – so I wasn’t sure if he was going to

stay with us or not. But he did and, so, coming up to next year, it’ll be 10

years. And, two years ago, he opened our website, afterfivefashion.com, and

he’s very involved with that. We’re shipping dresses all across Canada and

we’re starting to get a reputation of being the Canadian website to go to for

evening wear. He’s taking it to the next level that you have to be in…. If you

don’t stay on top of trends you’re gone. No matter how strong a brand you

think you have and how loyal your customers think they are, especially

nowadays with the internet and the new empowered consumer … if you’re

not on top of that, you’re gone. And so, I’m glad that he’s in the business full-

time with me. He goes to the trade shows … and he’s learning the business

and, so far, he’s liking it and he’s got a good eye … and the customers like

him … they relate to him.”

Younger son Gavin, born in 1990, recently got a job with Porte Realty, having

gotten a degree in urban land economics from UBC. “He wants to become a

real estate developer.” In the clothing business, “one of the things we always

regretted over the years being in the malls is that you pay this big rent and

you don’t, in the end, have a property, because a lot of people who were in

retail business, shmatte or whatever, when they went to retire, they made

their money on the real estate, the building they were in…. Over the years,

we always looked for a building. As a matter of fact ... we had a chance to

buy a building on Granville Street and Murray Goldman bought it instead.

He beat us out by like a day.”

Boris is not ready to retire. “I enjoy the people in it … that they’re mostly

Jewish people, so you talk the talk. It’s interesting, they’re mostly now

Iranian Jews. After the shah, the Iranian Jews left and they came to

America. They were in the carpet business in Iran and in the fabric business

in Iran. They came in and they bought out a lot of the wholesale – as well as

the designers – in New York City at that time, and most of the ones you deal

with are Jewish but they’re Iranian Jews, which you didn’t have before.”

Looking to the future, “retail in Vancouver is going to dramatically change

in the next five years. With Nordstrom opening up here this year and Saks

coming in…. We hear that they’re going to take a floor out of the Bay down-
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town and have a Saks within the Bay…. And Saks and Nordstrom carry a lot

of the lines we carry. One of the reasons we’ve still been able to survive over

time is because we were the only game in town that had that depth of selec-

tion and service. People would always come to us and say wow, this is great,

I found something … there’s nobody else to go to in Vancouver. And there

wasn’t, because evening wear is a very difficult sector to be in … because it’s

usually special orders; you never have the right size or colour. A woman will

come, she’ll find the perfect dress but, if it’s for a wedding, you have it in

blue, she needs it in green … or you have a 14, she needs a 16, so you’re

always on the phone, you’re special ordering, you have to have a seamstress.

Very few stores have a seamstress. We always, as I mentioned, have a seam-

stress at the back of the store, always, two or three sometimes during our

busy season, and they have to be good. So, we offer a level of service that

most retail independent stores could not offer and the department stores

can’t really offer…. But, once there are more players in the field, what you’re

doing is you’re chopping up the pie a little more, and it may not be a signifi-

cant part, but it’s something you need because rents are going up…. Our

square foot, with everything, is like $155 a square foot.”

In 2013, “we opened a store in Birch Bay Square. We did that because of the

cross-border shopping. That was the new phenomenon at that time, when we

had the strong Canadian dollar, so we got a great deal there. We opened in

Birch Bay Square an After Five and we created a situation where … we

became a bigger player by having a store in the States. So, now on our web-

site, we advertise we’re in Canada, we’re in the U.S., and, luckily, there isn’t a

high cost to that so we can manage that…. People don’t necessarily go to that

store, but as they’re driving to the airport or to Seattle or to Bellingham air-

port, they see us right on the I-5. I paid a lot of money for that sign…. And

they’d come in to Oakridge and say, oh, I saw your store…. Now, we have to

make a new decision about the new rate structure at Oakridge, which will be

next year.... They always say, the mall ownership, we want independents, we

want to be special, we want to be different, but when it comes time to negoti-

ate the lease, they open up a book and say, well, the head office in Toronto

says we gotta get this per square foot. We want you here, but we gotta get this

per square foot. So, dealing with our lease isn’t the same way as it used to be

when we dealt with Woodward’s, when Woodward’s owned the mall.
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“It was different: you could relate to them, they could relate to you, they val-

ued the importance of independents. Now, the new managers, when they

look at numbers, they say, oh, we have people waiting on the list; if you

don’t want to take it, there’s somebody else who will take your space…. In

terms of the future, it’s a good question. It depends on what Brad wants to

do. We want to develop the website business more because we see that’s the

potential, but nowadays most website businesses realize you have to have a

brick-and-mortar component as well, you can’t just be a website.”

In its second year, about 20% of the revenue is coming from the website,

mainly from prom/grad business, “and it will grow.”

As for a legacy, success in business is not the most important thing. “The most

important thing is what type of person you were in the community, in the

Jewish community. I think I’ve had some impact on a lot of young people,

being involved with Camp Miriam and Habonim; that was my contribution.

Since I finished that era, I haven’t done much in the Jewish community

because in retail it’s seven days a week, unfortunately, to survive, and … as I

was talking about Oakridge, we’re the only ones left…. I don’t want my son to

do that type of commitment, to have to be under that pressure…. I think, in

terms of the community, the values of the home and the community, that’s

what I’d want them to remember: that we were well known in the Jewish com-

munity, we were part of many simchas because of our contribution to the love-

ly fashions that the mother of the bride or groom were wearing, or guests. Just

about every function I go to, I see somebody wearing one of our dresses; it’s

amazing. Even when I go to my doctor or an appointment somewhere or to

the Cactus Club, I mention After Five, a girl says, oh, I bought my prom dress

[there]…. So, I feel that we’ve had an impact in the whole Vancouver commu-

nity, being here 45 years.”
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Marlene Cohen (Army & Navy)
Interviewed by Gary Averbach, October 26, 2011, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.11-17

“My grandmothers’ name was Fanny

Eddlestone Bramson … and her husband was

Frank Bramson…. My mother was born in

Chicago but I cannot tell you what year they

immigrated from Russia…. My mother’s

name was Anita.” She eventually became

Anita Bernstein; she died, at 84, in 1994.

Marlene’s father, Joe, was a manufacturer’s

representative; he died in 1976, at 75.

Anita was born in Chicago in 1910. The fami-

ly came to Montreal when Anita was in her

early teens, said Marlene. “They moved to

Montreal because my grandfather wanted to

start a Yellow Cab company that he had seen

in Chicago. So, my grandfather started the Yellow Cab…. He was considered

a pioneer in the Yellow Cab in Montreal.”

Marlene and brothers Stephen and Frank were born in Montreal; Marlene in

1932. Marlene married Jack Cohen in 1949. “Right out of high school, I got

married and moved to Vancouver.”

A friend of Jack’s from Montreal “said to Jack that there was a girl in Montreal

and the two of us were meant to be. He said you will absolutely fall in love with

this girl, she’s for you. She’s too young, but wait another year or so and, when

you come to Montreal, I’m going to get her phone number.”

It turns out that Jack also knew her father and was curious, thinking, “Joe

Bernstein, I didn’t know he had a cute daughter. Anyway, as it happened,

[Jack] found himself in Montreal on business when he was, I guess, 23 and I

was 17, just turned 17, and he called and wanted to take me out. My mother

knew of Sam Cohen [Jack’s dad] through my father [who travelled as a man-

ufacturer’s representative]…. They all stayed at the Vancouver Hotel, they

all had rooms that were called sample rooms, with their big trunks with all

Marlene Cohen, circa 1985.
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the ladies garments in the trunks, and they would all hang out together.

They started off in Montreal, they knew one another, came to Vancouver

and my father-in-law knew them all. Some he did business with, some he

didn’t. But, on Friday nights, whoever was in the lobby, my father-in-law

would pick them up and take them to his house for Friday night dinner. It

was never a religious night, but it was just a nice night to have Jewish people

around the table. So, [after] I married Jack [in Montreal and then moved to

Vancouver], I was living at my father-in-law’s house until we found a place

to live.”

Jack and Marlene honeymooned in Hawaii. On the cruise there, they met

Clark Gable and Lady Sylvia Ashley, who were also newlyweds. “He was a

wonderful, wonderful person, a real man’s man, and she was English, very

proper, very laid back.” The Cohens were supposed to fly back, but they real-

ly wanted to return home by ship. With Gable’s encouragement, they

jumped on the ship even though the gang plank had started to move away

and all their belongings were at their hotel. Luckily, a friend of Jack’s father

“saw what was happening and she said, Marlene, in a very thick Jewish

accent, Marlene, don’t worry…. They went back to the room, she and her

husband, packed our suitcases, sent [them] to the Fairmount Hotel.”

They were lent some clothes: “We were the best dressed couple on the boat.”

And even Gable offered: “Now, Jack, what can I give you? And she, Sylvia

Ashley, was just so tiny, there wasn’t anything of hers that I could borrow,

but Jack did borrow a pair of black shoes from Clark Gable. When we were

on the ship, everybody knew about it and apparently the Associated Press

got wind of it because the Vancouver Sun called my father-in-law and said

Mr. Cohen we just got a tape that your son and daughter-in-law stowed away

… and they’re on the way back to San Francisco, and my father-in-law was

not happy. He said I’ve never heard of anything so stupid in my life. You

would think that when people get married they would develop a sense of

responsibility, and he hung up. It was in the paper.” However, “it wasn’t real-

ly a stowaway – we did pay after about five or six days because there was so

much confusion.”

Jack and Marlene left Montreal in 1950, as did her parents in 1952.
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Jack suffered from multiple sclerosis, becoming quite handicapped in his

60s. “He was doing very, very well, then he started to develop the true dis-

ease symptoms, ultimately ended up in a wheelchair. But, before he ended

up in the wheelchair, he managed to walk around the house because I had

handrails put in…. I moved out of the house because Jack really felt that he

needed more care and he felt guilty because I was so young that I shouldn’t

be on my own. I did move into this apartment, but I was still running the

house on Marine Drive. We were separated by geography in the city, but we

had help in that house and the help was really directed by me…. Jack and I

were the best of friends.”

Marlene was involved in Hadassah. “That was my nucleus of new friends.”

She was recruited to do the Hadassah Bazaar in the early 1960s. She also

was involved with State of Israel Bonds and the Negev Dinner (Jewish

National Fund).

Started by Jack’s father, Sam, Army &

Navy “started off in Regina in mail order

business…. If you shopped in Eaton’s,

they would deliver your parcel. [Army &

Navy] was cash and carry, people didn’t

understand cash and carry … but they

realized that my father-in-law was sell-

ing everything so much cheaper than

the competitors, that they didn’t mind

carrying the parcel home to save the

money…. My father-in-law taught peo-

ple how to look at prices, and there are

always promotions.

“My father-in-law was a real retail genius.

My father-in-law was born in San Francisco and moved up to Vancouver and

thought that he would open up a little Army & Navy Surplus Store after the

First World War. And that’s what it was – it was strictly surplus…. Then it

became more of a small department store. Then there was a second store

and a third store, and it was bigger stores. The merchandising was always

Sam Cohen started Army & Navy.
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the same. It didn’t matter

whether it was a $5 shirt … it

only looks good if you throw it

on a table and they know they’re

getting a bargain. Don’t stack

them in colours, it looks too

fancy, it’ll look too expensive,

they won’t touch it. The same

with shoes. Everything looked

like a surplus. That’s the forma-

tive years of the development of

the chain. My father-in-law had

an eye for merchandising that

would catch the consumer’s eye

and think he was getting a bar-

gain – he was.”

Jack went to the University of

British Columbia, studied at University of California, Los Angeles, for a cou-

ple of years and then started working for his father in the Army & Navy. “He

wasn’t the pioneer type. My father-in-law started off with nothing, Jack

started off with something on a financial level. He never really had the pas-

sion like my father-in-law did for it, but he still went down and enjoyed

being down there. I would say that Jack was a passive owner and my father-

in-law was a self-made man. He was very tough, very, very tough. When peo-

ple make a success in life, they don’t think anybody else can do it as well as

they do. Of course, Jack went down to the store, he had wonderful sugges-

tions. My father-in-law sometimes took the suggestion up and, if he didn’t,

it would be a little farther down the road and my father-in-law would do it,

take Jack’s suggestion, but not right away, because he would like it to know

that it was his suggestion. Jack enjoyed the Army & Navy, he loved people

coming in there and he would be a friend to everybody. He created a climate

of you’re welcome, I’m so glad you’re here. He was a wonderful personality

and he loved people.”

The Army & Navy head office was in Regina, “and that’s where the comptrol-

This ad was in the December 8, 1949,
issue of the Jewish Western Bulletin.
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ler was. When my

father-in-law passed

away, the board decid-

ed that [comptroller]

Garth Kennedy, who

knew the guts of the

company, would be the

right one to run the

company. He stayed in

Regina and travelled

out to the different

stores. He was an

accountant, not a mer-

chandiser, but we had

some pretty good peo-

ple who filled the

department managers

quite capably for a

long time.

“Then, one day, Garth

Kennedy had a heart

attack behind the

wheel of his car, after

playing tennis, and

passed on. There was

nobody to take his

place. All of the board members, of which I was one, Jacqui [my daughter]

was one, met in Regina to attend Garth’s funeral. After the funeral, we had a

board meeting to discuss his replacement. They were tossing around differ-

ent names as to who would be the most capable…. I just got up and said I’m

nominating my daughter, I think that Jacqui should be president of the fam-

ily company. They all looked at me because Jacqui hadn’t really done that

much, but I knew Jacqui had it. Jacqui, I knew, was very capable. She had

worked in the Merchandise Mart for manufacturers reps, she used to take

The Army & Navy store on the 0 block of West Hastings,
Vancouver, 2010.
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dresses in her car in blue garment bags, look up different accounts. I knew

that she was savvy.”

Divorced, but still connected with Jack, who died in 1995, Marlene married

Harvey Wexler in 1987. “I knew Harvey for, I would say, about 17 years,” 14 of

those in marriage. 

In 1983, Jacqui married Herschel Herrendorf, who was born and raised in

Haifa. Their daughter Kasondra was born in 1986 and now runs her own

foundation, The Face of Today. Jacqui runs the foundation called Face the

World. “I can tell you that these two women in Vancouver are very well

known for what they do in the community…. The family of three women,

we’re strong, we’re joined at the hip, we talk every day, we have all our Yom

Tovs as a family. I couldn’t be more proud of my family.”
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Louis Eisman (Mr. Jax)
Interviewed by Gary Averbach, June 22, 2015, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.15-11

Louis Eisman was born on May 22, 1943, in

Cape Town, South Africa. He has a younger

brother and sister. Their maternal grandpar-

ents came from Lithuania – Nolson (Nathan)

and Pesha.

“In the early 1930s, my grandfather came out

alone and went to a small shtetl in South

Africa called Malmesbury, where he started

working … as a trader or whatever. Slowly, he

made some money and brought out the fami-

ly. There were six siblings. Some, only three

of them, were born in South Africa but three

of them [weren’t]. My mother came when she was five years old.”

His paternal grandparents “came in the late 1800s from Russia. I really don’t

know a lot about them but … my grandfather was actually very successful in

business. He had a big import business.” They lived in Cape Town.

Louis’ father, Julius, born around 1920, had two sisters. He died in 1974.

“He was a great guy, everybody loved him, but he gambled. After my

grandfather died, he gambled away everything that they had earned and

we had a bit of a struggle in our lives. I went to university for six months,

and I couldn’t stand it. I said, this is a waste of time, I’ve got to get out and

make money, and I started working immediately. I became a travelling

salesman in the shmatte industry and I did very well, and then had a big

agency, and then had a manufacturing plant” in South Africa.

Louis’ mother, Fanny, was born in about 1925, in Lithuania, and died in

1982. “She had to go and work because my father made us destitute. It was

just not the thing for a woman to work in those days but she went to work.

She was a cashier in a supermarket … or a pharmacy. And she worked all the

years until I started working and then I was able to support her. So, we came

up tough.”

Louis Eisman
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Yiddish and English were spoken at home. Louis went to Herzlia High

School. “I was in Habonim, and I was in Beitar, which was the revisionist

Menachem Begin group, because I had friends that were joined there…. I

went to Jewish camps.”

He knew people who had a raincoat factory, “they were friends of my par-

ents and I called him up. And he said, look, can you sell? And I said, I’m an

amazing salesman. I was young, I was like 19, and I went and started selling

raincoats for this guy and I did fantastic. Now, it hardly rains in South

Africa, but anyway, I did really, really well.”

Louis travelled into the country, selling to stores in various small towns.

“I had a driver with me, and the car was packed with these big bags of

samples.”

After a couple of years, “I got well known as a great salesman so people

started offering me agencies. I started an agency business where I had

lines of different companies and I had people working for me; I had one or

two people working for me.”

One company “was doing what they called ‘instant fashion,’ which meant

we used to get styles from Europe and copy them quickly … virtually the

same stuff that was shown in Europe, we were selling in South Africa…. I

bought into this business, 50% of it, I owned half the factory. I still ran an

agency business, which was a really good business, plus I had the interest in

this other factory … which was doing very well.”

Louis first met Marian in 1973 or so, and they were married in 1975. They

came to Canada in 1977. “There was a lot of trouble in South Africa, rioting,

and I had actually applied to come to Canada, Marian really wanted to

leave…. I couldn’t decide, shall we leave, shall we not leave? One day, there

were riots outside my office and the police were shooting black people, and I

said, that’s it.”

They went to Toronto, bringing with them their infant daughter, Jackie. “I

came with about $50,000, which I had to virtually steal out of the country

because you weren’t allowed to take your money, and so I was buying trav-
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eller’s cheques from people and trying to put together something but this

was the most [I could get]…. I went to Toronto on my own. My brother-in-

law, Marian’s brother lived there, so I stayed with him and I went looking for

a job. It took me two or three months, it was difficult…. I got a job in a com-

pany called Dylex, which was a big public company in the shmatte business.

“I remember I was interviewed by them and they wanted to give me a job

and I said, what is the salary? And they said it was $18,000 a year. And I

said, $18,000? I said, I can’t live on that! … I said to the guy, I’ll tell you

what, let me work for three months with no pay and then we’ll negotiate a

salary. And he says, we can’t do that.

“Anyway, I started working with $18,000, worked with a company called

Lady Manhattan, which was one of the group’s companies. It was a real mess

and I cleaned it up. In a year, I doubled my salary to $36,000 a year but still,

it wasn’t what I wanted. And then I got a job with a company called Mister

Leonard, which was a large company there, and I was doing extremely well.”

In 1978/79, “I had a salary plus a commission. I was travelling to Europe for

them and I was running their import division and it was fantastic. And then,

in 1979, everybody in the factory had gone to Miami for the winter and I had

to look after the factory, I was the new guy in the block. So, I was sitting

there and I got a phone call from a friend of mine, the same guy that got me

a job at Dylex, and he said, there’s a head hunter looking for somebody to

move to Vancouver. I said, I’m really not interested. And he said, it’s a good

opportunity, it’s with this guy called Joe Segal and he has this men’s compa-

ny, and he doesn’t know what to do with it.

“I said, let them call me. And Joe Segal called me up and he said, I’ve got

this men’s company. I just sold out my company to Hudson’s Bay and this

Lounge Fashions [Mr. Jax] was part of the group and Hudson’s Bay doesn’t

want it so I took it back.… I’m looking for somebody to run it. And I said, I’m

not really interested in men’s…. He said, come down for the weekend, just

fly down.

“I flew down, and there’s Segal, who picks me up in his Rolls-Royce at the

airport, takes me to his house on Southwest Marine Drive which I, as an
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immigrant, had not seen houses like that. He took me to Hy’s with his

wife…. He said, why don’t you move down here? He said, do you want to

work for people or do you want to be part of a company? He said, you give

me one buck and you can have 25% of this company and we can build some-

thing. I went back, spoke to my wife. She couldn’t wait to get out of Toronto,

she loved the idea of Vancouver.… This happened in December 1979. In

January 1980, I was here.”

Louis came first, bought a house on West Boulevard and 49th. “It was a

brand new house, and it was a bankruptcy…. It was $160,000. I went to the

payphone because there was no cellphones in those days, I phoned my wife.

She said, if you like it, buy it.”

The Eismans got involved with the Jewish community pretty quickly. “One

of the first things I did was I ran a Talmud Torah dinner…. I remember we

made $80,000 that year, which was a record for a Talmud Torah dinner.

Unfortunately, I was now a fundraiser in the city and I got involved in

many different aspects of the Jewish community. And yes, the factory, we

started off and it just grew and grew.”

Initially, the business “was a men’s [clothing] company, it was a mess. I

changed it to a ladies company [and], luckily for me, things just worked out

right. It was the time when women started working; in 1980, women started

working in business. I took all these men’s suit fabrics, which were tons of

them, and made women’s suits…. I remember the first season we had, we

did a million dollars’ worth of business.”

Mr. Jax had a store in Pacific Centre but were mainly manufacturers. “We

sold to Woodward’s and we sold to many other stores. So, we weren’t really

retail as such. We had a retail store … and then we had another retail store in

Richmond and then we had one in the States” at Bellevue Centre.

There were two annual sales, “where we sold all our leftovers. We used to

take in hundreds of thousands of dollars and people were lining up to come

– that was amazing – twice a year.”

The offices were initially on Cordova Street, it was a small factory. “As we
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grew, we moved – we had

another factory in … the

Province building, which

Segal owned. We had a few

floors there.” They finally

bought a building on

Alexander Street.

With the company growing,

“I had then bought another

25% … because we were

going to go public and I

knew that there was good

money going to be made….

I borrowed the money from

the Bank of Montreal. It

was something like $4 million, which was a lot of money for me, and I gave

my shares as equity and as collateral. And then we bought the big building,

[on] Alexander Street, of which Segal owned 50% and the company owned

50%. In other words, I owned 25%.”

There were about 400 employees working in “design, production, a million

different things. It was big…. We were doing 60 million a year in sales and

making a lot of money.” In the manufacturing, there were about 300 people,

then there were salespeople in all the offices, which were also in Montreal,

New York and Toronto.

It was a stressful business. “At some quarters, you had tons of inventory and,

at other times, you wrote it down…. Segal was not my boss but, basically, he

was. We were 50/50 partners but he was the king.”

In addition to the retail store in Pacific Centre, they also sold to other ten-

ants in the mall, such as Holt Renfrew.

Mr. Jax went public in about 1987. With the $30 million worth of shares sold,

the board wanted the company to start buying other companies. “What had

happened is interest rates had gone up to 18% and I had the $30 million

Mr. Jax fall catalogue, 1984.
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invested at 18%, which you couldn’t make in the shmatte business. To me, it

was the best investment, but the board said, you raise money to buy other

companies.”

It was hard to find management for the first company they bought, “but it

wasn’t a big deal, it was a $2 million purchase…. I was running both compa-

nies [though] and it was tough because it hurt Jax a little bit, because I was

giving my time to the other company. Then people from Winnipeg called

Joe Segal and they had a very large company doing about $150 million a

year in sales and they wanted to sell their company. So, Joe and I went to

Winnipeg to look at the company … big company, been around for years….

We were talking in the region of $20 million to buy this company, and I went

back quite a few times to do due diligence and I saw stuff that I was not

happy about. So, I went back to the board and I told them I was not happy

with the pricing of the inventory…. I was overruled by the board and we

bought the company. The first year, we lost about $10 million with that com-

pany. And it went on and went on … and I finally got into a little argument

with Joe Segal.”

Louis was bought out in 1991, and did a variety of investments after that. “I

probably did 10 deals of which five I lost my money and five did OK. So, it

hasn’t been easy, it’s been a bit of a struggle, but I’ve survived.”

Overall, “coming as an immigrant, with $50,000 in my pocket … I did very

well here and I’m thankful.”

A commemorative pair of sewing shears from the official opening of a Mr. Jax on
June 9, 1989, attended by Mila Mulroney, wife of then-prime minister Brian
Mulroney.
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Yoel Farzan (Fab Clothing)
Interviewed by David Goldman, August 24, 2015, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.15-20

Yoel Farzan was born on October 11, 1958, in Tel Aviv, to Solomon and

Judith. They had five sons: Avi, Yoel, Ilan, Yair and Yaron.

Yoel’s paternal grandfather, Abraham, was born in Russia and moved to Iran

when he was very young. Abraham was in masonry, married Leah, who was

from Tehran, and they had many children. “I met him twice in my life when

I was a teenager, I was 14 and 15 years old.”

Yoel’s mom’s parents – Shmuel and Leah – made aliyah from Iran. Shmuel

was in the fabric business. They went to a moshav.  “I knew them better

because they lived in Israel.”

Yoel thought that his dad, Solomon, was born in 1931. “He was born in Iran

and, when he was a young boy, I think he was about 16 years old, he decided

to [make] aliyah to Israel and he went to a kibbutz and then he went into the

army. That’s where he met my mom.” Solomon passed away 13 years ago, in

Vancouver.

Yoel’s mother, Judith, was born in Tehran, and came to Israel when she too

was 16 or 17. Now 72, she still lives in Israel.

After high school, Yoel did his army service. “It was to be three years, ended

up being three and a half years because of the war. So, when the war started

in 1979, in Lebanon, I was supposed to finish the army but we had to stay six

more months…. When I came to Canada right after the army, I did not really

know what I wanted to do, but my first cousin in New York City, Elie Tahari,

who was a very big outfit those days, asked me to come and work with him.

And so I said, well, I’ll come and see what I can do.”

Yoel immigrated to Vancouver in 1980. “About a year later, I moved to New

York City, where, shortly after, my first cousin Elie sent me to FIT [Fashion

Institute of Technology] in New York City…. I studied there for about a year….

Once I finished the Fashion Institute, he basically [gave] me a job in the

design department, where I was helping to choose the knits, cut and sew

knits, for the new collections.”
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Wanting to go into retail, “I asked him … if we can open, as a family busi-

ness, a store in Vancouver, a retail store called Tahari. He immediately said

yes, and only because it was us, as a family, he let us use the name Tahari

with no restrictions.”

Carrying only the Tahari brand, the store, which opened in the mid-1980s,

was located in Oakridge Centre. “I opened that with my family, not on my

own, for about two and a half, three years. After that, I went on my own into

the wholesale side of it, manufacturing…. After a few years of working and

living in the Orient [mostly in Hong Kong], I decided to come back to

Vancouver and I opened up this clothing company named Poorboy. And it

was, again, designing and manufacturing from A to Z.”

With reps in Canada and the United States, Poorboy was located on Homer

Street in Yaletown. “We were making clothes from scratch – buy the raw

material, cut, sew, design, pattern-making, everything was done in-house.”

He met his wife Anne, of blessed memory, in late 1997, in Vancouver. “In

fact, at one of the sample sales we had in Yaletown, we exchanged numbers

When Tahari opened in Oakridge Centre, the fashion spread in the March 28,
1985, issue of the Jewish Western Bulletin called it the “jewel in Oakridge
crown.”
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and it was history after that…. Anne was involved with me quite a bit at the

retail level for a long time.” Their daughter, Gabrielle, is 16.

In early 1999, Yoel went back into the retail business – a store called Fab

Clothing, on West 4th Avenue in Kitsilano.

“We started with cheaper-priced clothing. Shortly after, I saw that it’s not

where I want to be, and the denim business started to take off in a big way,

especially the premium jeans. I started going to Los Angeles and buying

goods from different agents. We bought well and we bought what’s in fash-

ion, and we bought everything that people wanted, from a brand point of

view….. The store was only 950 square feet and it was, from the moment we

opened it, always busy because of the product selection, the customer serv-

ice we have…. From there, we expanded to another bigger store in

Kerrisdale, where it was doing well in the early stages, in 2006, I believe it

was. We lasted in that location for about two years, when the economy start-

ed to slow down and we ended up closing the store and staying with one

store,” and moving to another location on 4th Avenue.

“Four months ago, we reopened Fab and the store is continuing to do well.

People remembered the name, people knew what to expect…. We’ve always

been on the contemporary side of the clothing that we sell, anywhere from

25- to 65-year-old ladies will come to us…. It’s not missy and it’s not junior.

It’s everyday clothing with really good prices.”

Social media plays a factor in the business. “We send messages every day

almost…. We have an Instagram account, we have a Facebook account, we

have also e-commerce and Twitter, as well. We don’t use it as much, but we

just signed up with Shoptik, another website company that features a lot of

different boutiques on their site.”

Fab has had celebrity shoppers over the years, such as Bif Naked and 

Goldie Hawn.

Yoel is involved with the community, including volunteering with the

Jewish Community Centre of Greater Vancouver. He does what he can. “I do

fashion shows when necessary, volunteering for any of these things.”
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Doreen and Solly Globman (Drapeshire Clothes / Avon-Park Clothes)
Interviewed by Naomi Caruso with Jennifer Yuhasz in attendance, June 2,

2011, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.11-09

Doreen (née Cohen) was born September 14, 1935, in London, England. She

has an older brother and a younger sister. 

Her father, Toby, had a store during the Second World War that repaired fur-

niture damaged by the bombing; after that, he had a shop that sold china

dishware. Her mother, Becky, was a piano teacher, “but we never had a

piano so she never passed that on.”

The family went to shul on holidays and kept a kosher home. Busy making a

living, her father worked on Shabbat. Her father “was the first child in his

family that was seven [children] to be born in England. After him were two

sisters but before him were three brothers. And they were very poor…. My

mother’s background was also much the same. Seven children but my

mother was probably the second or third oldest.”

Becky worked with Toby in the store. “My mother was friends with my

father’s sister, that’s how they met. My mother’s mother died when she was

13 or 14, so she really didn’t have a home after that and, a year or so later,

moved in to live with my father’s sister.”

Doreen had a secular upbringing, but “when I was going to school, we had a

rabbi come to the regular school once a week and give us Jewish education.”

She and her sister took dance and acrobatics.

“We were evacuated during the war, my sister and I and my brother. So, we

lived at a very young age without our parents, which was amazingly unhap-

py. Nothing bad happened to us but we were sent away from our parents. I

think we may have been six and eight my sister and I.” They were separated

for about six months.

By the time Doreen was 16, her parents had decided to take the family to

Canada. “I did secretarial work, that’s what I took at school. I was in the

intermediate school, which taught how to get a job: accounting, shorthand,

typing … in London. I never went to school here.”
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Solly and Doreen were married on

June 20, 1954. Except for taking

“off a few years to have three chil-

dren,” Doreen “worked up until I

was close to 60 … in my husband’s

factory for a while, and then I

worked in department stores. But,

before I had children, I worked in

offices as a stenographer.” Her last

job was at Woodward’s. “When

Woodward’s closed, I retired.”

Solly was born on March 14, 

1929, in Montreal. He has a

younger sister.

His paternal side comes from a

Jewish area near Kiev, Ukraine.

His father [Sam] was born in Ukraine. “We gave him a birthday. He always

asked, when is a good birthday? Because it was always by the holidays, the

Jewish holidays, we gave him a birthday of April 15th. It was April 15, 1902,

the birth date we gave him.”

Sam served in the Russian Red Army for a time, “and the reason he joined the

Red Army is because they had very little, and they lived through many

pogroms.... He had three sisters and one brother. Originally, there were four

sisters but one was killed in a pogrom.”

At about age 22, Sam left Ukraine, “somehow he got across the border into

Romania and, from there, he apparently caught a ship to Canada. His father

and three sisters were already in Canada. His mother and his younger broth-

er remained in Kiev.” When he settled in Montreal, because that’s “where

the relatives were, his father was already buried.”

Sam became “a special order cutter,” which is someone who “cut and used

patterns for made-to-measure clothing.” He learned the skill on the job.

Doreen and Solly Globman
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Solly’s mother, Luba, came here on her own from Latvia, where she grew up

in the care of her grandmother. She had an aunt here, but no place to live.

“She became friends with my father’s sister and she lived … in the same

room as my father’s sister and that’s how she met my father, in their home.”

Sam came to Vancouver because “there was an opportunity out here to go

into business, to open a factory, a clothing factory. So, in 1946, towards the

end of 1946, he came out here … and worked in a clothing factory. A few

months later, he ended up buying the place, not with his own money, with

borrowed money, and they took [over], with a partner, who had money.”

The partner, Sam Gold, “was living in Vancouver and had a men’s clothing

store” on Howe Street.

Solly finished high school in Montreal and came to Vancouver in early 1947,

intending to go to school. “I registered at the University of British Columbia

but, because we had no money, I worked with my father, who had already

bought the factory, and I worked in the factory with him. That was from

1947 till he passed away in 1952.”

When his father passed away, “we had about 35 people working in the facto-

ry and, when I left in 1981, we had 200 people working in the factory.” When

Sam died, the factory was on Hastings Street, one block east of Main Street,

but within a year, they moved it to Clark Drive and Venables Street. It had

been on Hastings for about five years.

The factory had two names. “The main name was Drapeshire Clothes,

which my father arranged for the name, and Avon-Park Clothes. What we

did was mainly made-to measure-clothing…. We did very little in ladies

[wear], mostly men’s tailored clothing…. We gradually became the largest

men’s clothing factory west of Ontario.”

Made-to-measure “now doesn’t exist in the sense that we had it. We had

made-to-measure: if a man had one shoulder lower than the other, if his head

was forward, if it was back, if he had a pigeon chest or if he had a flat chest,

we adjusted all the patterns to fit each person individually. It was so big that

when we had sales sometimes with department stores – there was
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Woodward’s and there

was Hudson’s Bay – and

… when they had a sale,

just on Saturday, and this

was for all their stores,

they would do as many

as 100 made-to-measure

orders in one Saturday….

When my father passed

away, I knew very little

about the factory. I knew

how to use the scissors …

and I was able to cut the

cloth and cut the lining

for the garments, each

garment was individually

cut. We very seldom did

ready-made, where we

piled up the clothes, most of the work was done individually for each person.”

Solly, his father and his father’s business partner would do the buying

together. In Montreal, there would be product from England, Italy, etc.,

“and we picked out the different cloths.”

In the shop, “it was very hard to get help.” They trained their workers, who

came from around the world, China, Europe, India, other parts of Canada.

“There was no skilled help out here and everybody had to be trained. And,

since I didn’t know anything about it, I had to have people under me. I

picked out the best people in each area and I worked with them on getting

the people to know the skills of what they had to do.”

It was a unionized workforce and, “after we were in business for about a

year, we had a strike for six weeks. In those days, it was different than today,

so what we did, we changed the name briefly in order to end the strike. We

ended the strike … and then, X amount of time later, we went back to our

original name.”

Joseph Grosso, president of Drapeshire Clothes
Ltd., circa 1970s.
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The workers wanted higher wages. As for the working conditions, “the

conditions were as good as they could be anywhere,” with the workers

putting in a 40-hour week, they had two breaks during the day, and “some

[sickness] insurance but not much.”

Most of the people “worked on piece work,” and “one of my jobs was to fig-

ure out how much each part of the garment was worth. There were about

110 steps in these garments, and each one had a different price.”

They made suits, “overcoats and even tail coats,” pants, jackets, tuxedos, top

coats, all made-to-measure. Solly sold the business in 1981. “A lot of gar-

ments were coming in from Europe at that time … so we had a lot of compe-

tition … and I felt that I had enough and so I sold the business.”

It remained under the same name, but “I think it went under just two or

three years after I left.”

After leaving, “I worked in a factory for a while, as the foreman. I worked

mainly in stores, in retail stores, just minimum hours a week, just to keep

busy.”

In the factory, “when it was very hot, I would climb on the roof and I got a

sprinkler, a garden sprinkler, and attached a hose and got the water going

on the roof so, instead of being 150 degrees in the shop, it went down to

140…. It was so hot with the steam presses. It was unbelievable.”

Doreen added, “Every Saturday, you went in and came home early like two,

three o’clock instead of seven o’clock at night. And his children do remem-

ber, three out of three, that Sunday was their day to be with Dad and go to

Stanley Park.”

Even though the shop wasn’t open Saturday and Sunday, Solly would go in

on Saturday.

The shop didn’t advertise, they just dealt with the stores to which they sold

– among their clients was American Continental and other airlines. Also, on

the odd occasion, they had “movie stars coming up to the factory.”
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Sometimes, said Doreen, an actor in a movie “had to have duplicates [of a

suit] because if one got all dirty or ripped, he had to have the same thing to

put on again.”

“The vest and slacks, anyhow,” said Solly. “I remember one time it was Yom

Kippur or Rosh Hashanah … and Warren Beatty came walking in … he’s an

actor and his time is valuable, he wants to be looked after right away. I said,

I’m sorry, I have to go home and I went home.”

“But you told him why,” said Doreen.

“Yes, I told him it’s a Jewish holiday and I can’t look after you.”

Suzanne Somers was another client. “When she wanted to pick out 10 suits

for her husband,” said Solly, “I brought Terry, my son, to the factory … and

she kissed him and hugged him.”

“He still remembers that,” said Doreen.
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Irving Goldenberg (Clinton’s)
Interviewed by Debby Freiman, May 19, 2015, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.15-08

Irving Goldenberg was born on July

23, 1930, in Saskatoon, Sask., the

youngest in the family. 

His father, Jacob, was born in 1900

in Bukovina, Romania, and came to

Canada with his family when he

was 13. “They settled in Montreal

only because they didn’t have any

English and they had a smattering

of French.” Jacob “finished his high

school at night school in Montreal.

During the day, he worked hauling

ice up the tenement houses in

Montreal.”

Jacob “came to Saskatoon with two of his friends from Montreal to see about

getting into the university. His friends told him a story that they could get in

without any entry exams.” That wasn’t true, so “they went back to Montreal.

My dad stayed [in Saskatoon].” Some of his sisters were there, notably,

Fanny Gropper, who was married to Max Gropper.

Jacob and Sarah – who was born in Russia, perhaps – met in Saskatoon. “My

father came in 1917. I think they must have met shortly after he arrived …

because they married in 1920.” 

Jacob worked as a lawyer, but, in Saskatoon, “he had some very close friends

that turned to him for advice all the time. He never charged and, particularly,

if it was a phone call, he never recorded any charge…. So, in the year 1936, the

home we were living in was foreclosed, so we had to move, he lost his home.”

Both of Irving’s parents “gave their whole life over to Jewish affairs … the

chapter in Saskatoon is known as the Sarah Goldenberg chapter of Hadassah,

and she gave her life for the cause of Israel and Jewish affairs in general…..

Irving Goldenberg
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And then, in civil affairs in Saskatoon, my father also was involved. It goes

without saying he was the chairman of the Jewish community, off and on, he

was active in the synagogue – whatever was going on in Saskatoon, he had

his finger in it. And when he left and came here [Vancouver], he still was get-

ting questions about certain things in Saskatoon.”

From age five, Irving had little contact with his parents, as “they got back to

working and doing whatever they were doing, they were very busy people. I

never had any special occasions with them other than Friday night. After din-

ner, we would sit down in our little den, and I had a stool that I used to sit on

and my father would read to us from the books of knowledge.”

Irving describes himself as “the black sheep in the family.” His sisters were

all more studious. Eight years his senior, “Tilly was the oldest and she was

awarded a medal from the Province of Saskatchewan as being the first

woman judge in Saskatchewan. And many of her judgments are law today in

Canada – she never told me that, one of her associates told me that.”

Irving met Evelyn “probably in a [Young] Judaea meeting or something

else” in Saskatoon at age 16. “My 21st birthday came within three weeks after

we were married.” They would have four children and many grandchildren.

By 19, Irving was already doing the major buying for a local clothier in

Saskatoon. He had been working since age 14 in department stores; prior to

those jobs (at a couple of different stores), he used to deliver groceries by

bicycle for his Uncle Max’s (Gropper) store.

“After school, I worked. I never played very much as a kid, so I worked in

any and every kind of retail operation,” including ladies shoes, men’s shoes,

“and then all the different kinds of clothing. And then, I ended up in one of

the better stores in Saskatoon selling – and buying. I emphasize that

because there was a very funny situation. I found myself dealing with a man

who owned a store, who smoked cigars. And that’s all he did, he never did

anything there. [But] I had the good fortune to be working with two [other]

men, one who went bankrupt in the 1930s, but he trained in England, and

the other one had also been working for this place…. I found out all about

things from these two men. I did kind of an apprenticeship, as you have it. I
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was there six, seven years [working in several stores], and from there I went

right into my own business.”

He started with a partner, who left him in debt. Creditors wanted to be paid.

“They rightfully could charge interest, some of them did charge, but the

business was going on, be it so small. I still broke a hundred thousand in the

first year, which was considered quite an accomplishment, so we had some-

thing to go by. There are a lot of things that come when you go into busi-

ness.… I got a lot of freeloaders as customers; they’re nice to deal with but

they never paid their bill, and so I got all this deadwood in accounts receiv-

able, and so I picked that up in the first couple of years.”

After five or six years in Regina, he wanted to get away from the city. “I was

offered an opportunity by my main [Canadian] supplier for suits, they

loved the idea of me going to L.A. I had a location picked and everything in

L.A. and I was quite prepared to move there…. When my father-in-law …

heard what I was planning he said, well, make sure to come and say

goodbye before you go because I’m never going down to Los Angeles to

see you, I’ll never cross that American line again.… His son had gone to

the United States and lost everything and came back, so he made me

know that he wouldn’t support anything in the States. His support was in

the literal sense rather than the financial; he wasn’t well-off so he could-

n’t do anything.”

Through a family friend, Irving was connected with a store in Vancouver,

Clinton Clothes, which he bought. He and Evelyn moved to the city in 1959. 

Active in the Saskatchewan Jewish community, “I went about getting involved

in Vancouver. I wasn’t here probably a year and I was already involved, I was

on committees’ organizing lists. Before they had the categories for a major

campaign … I would take the community lists … and I would see some people

who were at the bottom of our list and they don’t belong there, they belong in

a much higher category, and I could do that by balancing the different chari-

ties in town, how involved they were [in them].”

Irving changed the name of the store to Clinton’s. It was on the main level of

the Vancouver Block building on Granville Street.
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“It was dead centre in the city and so it can’t fail,” he thought. “Well, that

was my small-town training – if you were in the centre of any town, it

should be good. But, by that time, Vancouver was experiencing shopping

centres like Oakridge and, had I gone to Oakridge, I think I would have been

better off.”

Irving leased the store space, and financed his operation through sales.

He got his clothing from Montreal and Toronto. “Ivy League came out when

I was still in Regina, so I sampled some of the Ivy League clothing. It fit the

people of the day so well. More athletic-type figures, and soft construction

and soft shoulders, not heavily padded. That pretty well set the tone for

what I wanted to carry here, and most men’s figures it fit…. I’ll give you an

example, I bought some stuff from Italy. Italy was selling clothing but it was

all custom-made clothing and so they didn’t know factories, and it was

while I was here in Vancouver that there was a group that came from Italy to

Storefront of Clinton’s in the Vancouver Block on Granville Street.
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sell men’s clothing. I remember I was quite taken with it but I could see the

samples wouldn’t fit the kind of people I was selling to…. The Italians were

stocky and so they had a different figure type entirely, and so I had to prac-

tically redesign their clothing. The waist indentation is too high for the

average, they didn’t make shorts and talls so much – they were more

inclined to shorts.”

The interior of Clinton’s,
with Irving Goldenberg
at the counter (left) and
trying on a coat (below).

P
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In Vancouver, “I had a different relationship with my suppliers. My suppliers

had to be my friends or I couldn’t deal with them. It wasn’t for credit neces-

sarily because it wasn’t [long] after I came to Vancouver I started discounting

the paper. How you do that is two percent discount if paid in 10 days, as

opposed to most of the suppliers at 30 and 60 days ... and 90 days even. But I

would pay it in 10 days and I got better, a lot of money then.”

There was “a tailor on the premises, and that was of great assistance. Not

everybody could afford to have a tailor, their own tailor, they’re very hard

to find.” If you had a good tailor, “you would be able to mould it to their

body. Or, if it was more difficult, then we would probably start doing a

made-to-measure suit which isn’t custom made, they alter the pattern then

at the factory…. I would prefer selling inventory, it’s always better to see the

inventory turning, it’s a question of necessity, [but] some people actually

needed to have a custom-made suit. I had a couple of very big clients who

travelled a lot.... If they were in New York, one guy, he would buy all his

suits in New York and all his suits didn’t fit. That’s how I met him first – he

came in to buy a tie and we got talking and I could see that the suit that he

was buying a tie for [did not fit properly]. I could fit it much better in my

own tailor shop, and so that established him as a customer. I could tailor

make them, and so I would make five or six suits, all at a time.”

Location mattered. “People who were living in West Vancouver … they did-

n’t have to come over to town to buy a suit because they had a big shopping

centre, they had a couple of good clothiers over there…. I was dealing prima-

rily with people from Vancouver. And then we started to get, because of the

small sizes I would carry, I’d get Japanese trade. They were coming and

walking around the streets, so they would walk in. I took their money, the

Japanese Yen, and so I’d phone the bank and I’d say, I’m selling a garment

for X dollars and I’m going to take Japanese Yen, tell me how much

Japanese Yen to accept, then I’m going to come right to you and you are

going to change it for me to dollars. So, I put the transaction in dollars.” The

Japanese customers “came to be quite loyal because I would get one and he

would tell his buddies and then, the next trip, being located where we were,

we could get them.”
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Irving owned Clinton’s for about 20 years, until around 1980.

“When I initially was going into business, you can’t do it without money,

and so my father put up $10,000, which is what he said he would spend if I

was going to university. He didn’t have the $10,000, he had to take the

money from the bank, so he’s already in the hole because of me. My father-

in-law never had any money, he made a living after a fashion, nothing fancy,

and he had a grocery store. I had an uncle who … helped me get set up in

Regina, I think, originally. Anyway, it was a schlep and, by the time I came

to Vancouver, I had already established a credit line in Regina, and it was a

very substantial one at the time. And I had a bit of a reputation by then

because I was able to take over a business, or set up a business, from

scratch. I had, I think it was, an $80,000 credit [line] so ... I had it trans-

ferred over here to the Bank of Nova Scotia … [but] it turned out that it was

inconvenient for me here. The place I had to bank was quite some distance,

so that was my only time in the fresh air, walking to the bank.”

It was hard to have good sales discounts. “I couldn’t put it together because

everybody was offering 50 off and 70 off. There was a regulation by the city at

one time, if you had a selling-out sale, you had to sell out in a certain amount

of time.” But not everybody obeyed the regulation “and, 10 years later, they

were still having a selling-out sale. There was no control.”

Instead of selling the business, “I sold as much inventory as I wanted to sell

at the end. I had a sale that lasted only three weeks and then I went out…. I

had to guarantee the lease for the next occupant, the landlord wouldn’t just

take anybody, so I had to guarantee the remainder of the lease for him.” It

might have taken a month to be clear of that responsibility.

Irving recollected a sale that he had in Regina. There was a hockey playoff

series. “Every day, I would put a picture in the paper of the players that

scored the goals and would give them a shirt or sweater or something. So,

you had that picture with the write-up in the paper.” The series went seven

games. He took Evelyn to the final match, “the game got going and by golly,

all of a sudden, the goals started racking up. When I took her to go home,

they were going into overtime. The score was five all – and what does that

mean? That’s a discount of five for each goal, there’s a $5 discount, and so it
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was a $25 discount. And our clothing prices weren’t that high, suits at

$59.95; $75 was a fairly expensive suit. So, I’m fainting and I take her home

and leave her there. By this time, it’s about 10:30 or 11 [at night] and I go to

work. I go to the store, I get lots of tickets, tags, so I proceed to change all the

prices, $5 here, $7 there. I had to try and break even on that sale. I worked

until about seven in the morning and then I went home to shave and clean

up. I had some guys coming down from Saskatoon, from my [business] part-

ner, and then I had a local following that I phoned the night before so I had

a dozen salesmen on the floor.” They sold all the suits, got written up in a

menswear magazine, and broke even.

He also said that he trained his sales staff differently. When people “walk in

the door, they’re there for a reason. They’re wanting to buy a suit or they’re

wanting to look around, make up their mind where they’re going to buy their

suit. So, I taught this to the people working for me. I said … you have a very

short time to make an impression that they want to buy from you. It’s figured

that, within a minute’s time, it takes place. The people start to trust you,

they’re listening to you and, if they are not.… Don’t wait until it’s too late. By

the time that minute is approaching, at the end of the minute, if you are not

happy with the way things are going, turn it over to one of the other salesmen

and let them have a crack at it.”
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David Goldman (Murray Goldman, Bus Stop for Jeans, Boys’Co)
Interviewed by Debby Freiman, May 27, 2015, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.15-09

David Goldman was born in Vancouver on February 10, 1950. He has an

older sister, Penny.

“My dad’s parents were Ida and Reuben Goldman, who emigrated from

Poland with my dad and his older sister in the early 1920s. My grandfather

Reuben was a labourer in a town called … Opatów…. In 1922, a year ahead of

the rest of his family, he went to Montreal and got a job … earned enough

money to send for his wife and two children. So, my dad was three, his older

sister was five. And, [my grandfather] had to say goodbye to his parents,

they all did, say goodbye to their family…. The best job [Reuben] could get at

the time was as a steam presser in a ladies coat factory. So, my dad’s involve-

ment in the clothing industry … [he] came by it honestly. He would have

been, my grandfather, the first generation, when you put it that way. And

my dad was raised, literally, on the streets of Montreal, he lived in a third-

storey tenement. His mom took in tenants there, even in their small

cramped quarters, just to earn a little bit of extra money…. My grandmother

made sheitels, wigs for religious women, in the neighbourhood.”

David’s maternal grandparents were Bryna and Abe Lapidus. “They met in

Vancouver. My grandfather was from Lithuania, and he came here via Cape

Town…. He had some family in New York and Vancouver. One of his broth-

ers had moved to Vancouver, a couple of them in fact, and so, he eventually

ended up in Vancouver and probably met my grandmother shortly there-

after.” She was from Antopol, Belarus. “Her maiden name was Dexel, and

she married my grandfather when she was 16. It would have been around

1920…. My mom was born in 1924.”

They owned a couple of houses, “and I think they owned an apartment

building.… It was grandmother mostly, Bryna, who was very entrepreneur-

ial, and she would buy and sell houses…. My grandfather was basically her

handyman.”

Because their house was so close to Schara Tzedeck, “it became a bit of a

gathering place. In fact, she told me one time that Golda Meir was in her
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house [when Meir was

in town for a Hadassah

event] … before she

changed her name; her

name was Goldie

Meyerson, if I recall

correctly.”

David’s father, Murray,

was born on either

August 24 or 25, 1920,

in Opatów; he died in

Vancouver on June 10,

2013. David’s mom,

Shirley (née Lapidus)

was born in Vancouver

on February 25, 1924;

she died at age 84.

Murray “was intro-

duced to Vancouver in

the 1940s, when he

was enlisted in the

army, stationed on

Vancouver Island.

When they went on furlough, occasionally they would come to Vancouver …

in his case, he went to the Jewish Community Centre on 11th and Oak. Same

place that I went to day camp in the 1950s, as well. And that’s where he met

my mom at a dance…. He would come back on successive weekends and

continue to see my mom, but then he got called home and he was released

from the army … because his dad was sick, and he had to care for his par-

ents, and went back to work in Montreal for a short time. He decided he

liked Vancouver, and my mom, and he came back … moved here, courted

her, very quickly got engaged, and they got married. That was in 1944, in

October, and he didn’t have a job at the time, but he, shortly thereafter, got a

job at the Hudson’s Bay Company, and sold menswear [and accessories],

Three generations: Murray, David and Sam Goldman.
This photo was taken for an item in Malcolm Parry’s
Vancouver Sun column about Boys’Co’s 20th anniver-
sary, 2004.
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because he’d had a little bit of experience in Montreal, part-time.”

Murray was one of the founding members of the Richmond Country Club

and the Jewish Community Centre, and he was on the board of the Louis

Brier Home and Hospital. He was particularly active with the Big Brothers

organization, with the Jewish Federation of Greater Vancouver and the

Men’s Club at the Schara Tzedeck Synagogue.

Shirley was a stay-at-home mother and she volunteered a lot. She was

involved in Hadassah and helped at Shaughnessy Hospital on a regular

basis. She played mahjong, and loved to play bridge.

“Ours was a home full of laughter, both my parents had good senses of

humour, particularly my dad, but a lot of it rubbed off on my mom…. We

had a fun household growing up, a lot of fond memories with, not just fami-

ly dinners, but dinners, inviting friends of theirs over and, in particular, 

colleagues of my father, who’d come in from out of town, who we’d have at

Friday night dinners quite often. We had a Shabbat dinner every Friday

night, and I grew up kosher…. My dad insisted that both my sister and I

dress up for Shabbat.… If there was one of the travelling menswear salesmen

in town, they’d be at our house for dinner…. It was always lively banter at

the table with these guys. I loved that a lot.”

While working at the Bay, Murray “suggested to his bosses there that per-

haps they should try a certain way of merchandising product, or having cer-

tain products in the store. They weren’t too keen on listening.… He thought

he could do it better and decided to scrape up a few dollars. He got a $3,000

loan, found a partner and bought a store in what is now Gastown, it was on

Cordova Street.”

The store, Boston Clothing, was next door to Army & Navy, so Murray got to

know Sam Cohen, who “became a bit of a mentor to him. Sam Cohen was

the founder of Army & Navy in 1919. This is obviously well into his career as

a retailer, so he had a lot of advice for my dad and became friendly with my

dad and mentored my dad in the early years. One little anecdote I recall is

my first time going to Camp Hatikvah and Sam Cohen gave me, through my

dad, a fishing kit to take with me to camp.”
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Murray eventually bought out his

partner, Alex Myers. In approxi-

mately 1949, he moved “the store to

what became his first store under

his own name, which was at 164

West Hastings St., and he called it

Murray Goldman…. He literally

became the brand of the store…. He

didn’t have an education, but he

knew that if he sold himself, he can

sell the store and, as a result, people

came to the store to see him…. He

put his personality into his business

– in his advertising, whether it was

print or radio and … subsequent to

that, television. He liked being a

part of that process, it was his cre-

ative outlet. He, for the most part,

wrote all of his newspaper copy,

although a graphic artist, in this

case at the various newspapers he

advertised in, would help take it to

final art, of course, but … every idea

came from him. The radio stuff, he

wrote most of those ads. And he

voiced all of his ads…. His television

spots were famous. He wrote and

appeared in all of his commercials,

all of his TV spots. One year … [an]

organization honoured him, voted him Vancouver’s most popular radio per-

sonality, just by virtue of all the ads that he did.

“And he advertised heavily, because that’s how he built his business, on his

own name, his brand, his voice, his personality…. In those days, rent was

cheap … advertising was cheap, so you could afford to own the airwaves.

And that’s how he did it. He became the guy … he was the go-to of his day –

Murray Goldman’s first store under his
own name was at 164 West Hastings St.
Murray wrote all of his newspaper copy.
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and that was at a time when there

were a lot of other stores in town.”

After 12 or 13 years on Hastings,

Murray opened a second store, on

Columbia Street in New Westminster

in 1962. “He ran those two stores for

three years and then he found a

location on Granville Street. To him,

and it was the case, Granville Street

was hitting the big time, because

Granville had become more of an

elite shopping street than Hastings

Street. Hastings Street, the Gastown

area, it wasn’t called that, of course, was the core of retail in Vancouver, but

Granville Street was becoming a little bit more important…. Things were

beginning to happen, there were newer independent stores opening up. Of

course, they were mostly independents in those days. He was so elated with

the idea that he had made it to Granville Street, he actually called his store

Murray Goldman on Granville, that was his sign.”

The store at 774 Granville St., between Georgia and Robson streets, opened

in 1965.

“When I first started working for my dad, I was around the age of 14, 15. It

wasn’t my first job in the clothing business … because one of my dad’s

friends gave me a job when I was 14 and I worked there for a week at

Christmas time…. But I did work part-time sometimes at the Granville store.

That’s the store that I wanted to work in because it was the coolest store and

This January 13, 1956, ad was pub-
lished in the Vancouver Herald, which
was one of the daily papers then, and
the same paper for which Murray
Goldman wrote a daily column. In all of
his ads, Murray would bid Mrs.
Johnson good morning, or goodnight.
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he had some pretty cool salesmen working there, and they took me under

their wing. I was the boss’ kid but, at the same time, we had some fun

together and what have you. I have fond memories of that time.”

For Murray, “It was all instinct…. He really was a one-man marketing

machine, to the extent that he did everything himself. He bought the

clothes, he sold the clothes, he dressed the windows, lovingly dressed the

windows, he loved doing that. And you’re creating something when you do

that, and when you write copy and create TV ads. It was something he prob-

ably had as much fun at as doing anything. So, it was a real love of the craft,

and all those aspects of the craft that went into it.

“In addition to that, he wrote a daily column in the then-daily newspaper …

the Vancouver Herald. This was in the 1950s, it was a gossip column, much

like Mac Parry today or Jack Wasserman before him…. The title of the col-

umn was ‘I’ve Heard It Said.’ It was like a bit of gossip tidbits and [goings-

on-about-town], and then, interspersed in the column and at the end of the

column, he’d give a little blurb on maybe a special suit brand that had just

come in or whatever. So, it was a bit of an advertising vehicle, but the paper

let him write that column for free. He wasn’t paid, but he didn’t pay for it

either, until after a few years, when they suggested that he should be paying

for it and he didn’t think he should, so he stopped writing it…. When I was

going through our company archives today, I came across a whole bunch of

letters that were written to my dad about a jingle contest that he had in one

of his columns. And then, in one or two of those letters, they were saying

how they feel that he should have stayed in the paper and continued writing

his column…. At the end of every column and inserted into every newspa-

per ad, and on, I believe, every radio ad, were the words, ‘And a good morn-

ing to you, Mrs. Johnson’ or … ‘And a good evening to you, Mrs. Johnson.’

This was a tagline he’d just use. Throughout his entire career, and to me

included, people would always say, ‘Who’s Mrs. Johnson?’ And he never

said, we never knew…. I would say he made it up, but he didn’t even tell us.”

Murray also had a half-hour comedy show on CKNW radio on Sundays with

a man named Hal Davis, who also worked at the station. They had a script

as a guide for the show but would ad lib. “One of my fondest memories was
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going with my dad to radio stations and TV stations, watching him voice the

commercials or tape TV spots and, in this case, go to the taping of this com-

edy show. In fact, I think it was live radio in the 1960s.” The show was called

Just for Fun – “and that’s all they did, have fun.”

The stores carried men’s suits, sports jackets and pants. “Grey, navy, black,

maybe some tweeds. Ties were the thing that men used most to express

themselves, so there [were] lots of colours and fun in ties. There was a collec-

tion of ties that he had, at one time, that had scantily clad women on them,

and it became a little bit controversial, and he got a few letters from people

saying that he shouldn’t be selling them because it was a little bit immoral.

He would get people’s attention by doing that…. There was a variety of stuff,

you had to fill a store … about 2,000 square feet, give or take. I remember the

store expanded, and he opened an office in the back. As he hired people and

gave credit, he had to have someone looking after his credit. Then he had a

secretary…. I sure wish I had pictures of his old office. It reminds me of the

offices you saw on the TV show Mad Men because it was a real 1960s vibe to

it, with wood-paneled walls and [a teak desk in the corner].”

This was the store on Hastings Street. “As we grew, the space upstairs

became available. It was an Arthur Murray dance studio … the entire floor

was hardwood floors because that’s what they used to dance on. That

became our head office and warehouse because we were up to four stores

at that time, the fourth one being our first jean shop, called Bus Stop 

for Jeans.”

They bought from suppliers across North America. “Eventually, he would go

to trade shows in Europe…. [In] the 1960s, brands became important, and

people would buy the brand…. He would advertise certain brands or, if he

himself created a suit in a particular colour, he would give a name to that

colour and promote that as the brand.”

In the 1950s, into the 1960s, “my dad decided he should have a young men’s

department because young men really wanted to express themselves, not

like their parents dressed, how their dads dressed. So, based on the Ivy

League looks of the 1950s – by that I mean Oxford cloth buttoned-down

shirts and skinny Levi’s and cardigan sweaters, things like that, a lot of it
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was from the States, of course – he opened up a department and, in fact,

opened up a store next door to his Hastings Street store and … it was called

Murray Goldman’s Ivy Room…. He was one of the first retailers in Western

Canada to carry Levi’s. He saw it as a brand and knew what’s going on in the

industry, and brought them in. It was a big deal in those days…. It was a

youth movement, young guys were wearing jeans more, so we changed the

name of the Ivy Room” to Bus Stop…. Why did he call it that? He was on a

buying trip in London one day, saw the name Bus Stop on a fashion store

and said, ‘I think I’ll appropriate that for myself here in Vancouver.’… A lot

of people think I started our jean shops, but I didn’t. Coincidental to the end

of my education, and having worked in London, I came back to Vancouver

and started running Bus Stop for Jeans for my dad. He actually started it

about six months before I started in the business.”

David went to Langara College for a year, and then to Sir George Williams

University at the School of Retailing in Montreal. “I studied fashion mer-

chandising…. When I was done with that, I went to London, England. I

worked in a clothing store there for a while … and then came back to

Vancouver [in late 1971] and went to work for my father full-time, until he

very generously made me a partner a few years in.”

David started doing the buying. “It was the early days, and you think back

and you wonder, without computers, how we ever got anything done. I have

no recollection of proper buy plans, or how we knew how much product to

buy … but, somehow, we got it done…. The main reason I got things done is

because I learned alongside my dad. He was giving me the guidance, he had

the experience, he certainly knew how much to buy, and it becomes instinc-

tive. He could walk into any one of our stores and probably tell you the

inventory within $5,000 of an accurate number…. He would assess, going

into other stores, maybe travelling into other cities, and look around, see

how people do things … see what other people are selling … he could do

that, and I learned from him in that regard.”

Bus Stop grew to eight locations in Greater Vancouver. “As the 1970s merged

into the 1980s, there was all this new so-called designer fashion that was

coming on stream. As I was doing the buying for our Bus Stop stores, and
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coinciding with what was then going to be our newest location in the newly

revamped Oakridge Centre … I realized that we might want to have a depart-

ment that is catering to some of these new designer brands that we weren’t

carrying in our Bus Stop jean shops. So, we started buying some new things

– this is while the store is being built – because we had to stock it, of course.

“There were brands coming out of Europe, and even Canadian brands …

[that] looked different than anything I was currently selling. So, I wanted to

give [the new store] its own identity and so … I decided to change the name

of the store from Bus Stop to Boys’Co. And Boys’Co was a name I just came

up with…. I, too, enjoy the creative aspect of our business, creating ads and

being involved with [all of our marketing]…. I did all of it myself, literally, up

until just a few years ago [when we hired an ad agency]…. When we opened

our new Oakridge store in October of 1984, it was different than our Bus

Stop stores…. It looked more modern, it carried cooler product and, even

though some of the product overlapped with Bus Stop, I knew it needed its

own identity and that’s why we gave it its own name. Subsequent to that, I

closed my weakest Bus Stop locations and changed the name of the other

ones to Boys’Co, and created a new brand.”

There are now four Boys’Co in the Lower Mainland: on Robson Street and at

Oakridge Centre in Vancouver, in Metrotown in Burnaby and at Guildford

Shopping Centre in Surrey.

The first Bus Stop
for Jeans that
Murray Goldman
opened in 1971 was
right next to his
store on West
Hastings Street.C
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“We’re a young men’s fash-

ion store and, by young

men, I mean young in atti-

tude, because we have

teenagers coming into the

store … and we have guys

my age coming in; our core

customer though is some-

one in his mid to late 20s,

early 30s.”

Boys’Co sells “everything

you think of … with the

exception of suits. We have

sold some suits in the past,

it’s just not our core item….

Being a young store, we

have to be on it, and it’s cer-

tainly something that I

enjoy doing. I certainly

employ the help of my col-

leagues, not the least of

whom is my son, Sammy,

he’s 38 and has been working alongside me for about 18 years. So, he would

be the fourth generation, after my grandfather, who was the presser, my

dad, myself and now Sammy…. When my dad was healthy and active in the

business, and Sammy started working with us, we had three generations

working together for about six years or so, before my dad started to slow

down and not come in the office as much.”

The Murray Goldman stores were closed, “as my dad got older and each

lease expired…. What we did do, in fact, was take his remaining store, which

was in Pacific Centre, and rebrand it to another name. He changed the name

from Murray Goldman to Goldman and Son, and rebranded that store as

something a little bit more upscale than what it had been…. That was

around for five or six years and then, when that lease expired, he just decid-

A summer mail-out from 1987 for Boys’Co,
which opened in the newly revamped Oakridge
Centre in October of 1984.
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ed to stay at the office and overlook other aspects of our business, rather

than go into a store every day. He was in his 80s at that time and he’d done a

pretty good job of it. And, since my responsibilities were centring around

our Boys’Co stores, we decided to let that one go, and it was perfectly OK.”

The office on Hastings had burned down in a fire in 1982. “There was a com-

munist bookstore next door to us and, for whatever reason, someone threw

a fire bomb through their window … and the building virtually burned

down, including our office and warehouse. Although a few pieces of furni-

ture were salvageable, like my dad’s desk … we had a warehouse full of

inventory, my dad had an antique collection, a room full of stained glass,

things like that, we used a lot of it as props in our stores and what have you,

and we lost our office and warehouse. We didn’t own [the building], we only

rented it but, as a result of that, we bought a building on Richards Street in

1982 and opened our office there. That’s where our office remains today.

We’ve been there since 1982, and it is our corporate home.” The address is

910 Richards, at Smithe Street.

When Murray Goldman was on Granville, there was competition from other

independent stores. There weren’t the chains like the Gap or H&M then,

although there was Tip Top Tailors, which had more than one location. “In

those days, on the Granville Street block itself, you had a store called

Clinton’s, which was owned by a fellow named Irving Goldenberg. You had a

store two doors down from us on the other side called Richards & Farish.

You had a store across the street called the Lion’s Den, owned by Willie

Fleming of the B.C. Lions…. There were menswear store independents on

South Granville, on Hastings Street, everywhere … and, eventually, they all

closed. Either it didn’t go to the next generation or they retired…. My dad

may have been a little bit younger than his competition, so maybe that’s

how he prevailed … but he was also a business that prospered so, as a result

of that, he grew.”

His main competition was “likely department stores because they would

have the most amount of overlap with the brands that he had. But, more so,

they had size… But I don’t think he thought about it in those terms. I think

he just did his own thing and worked really hard and let the chips fall where
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they may…. He was a humble guy with humble beginnings, and he never

forgot that.”

Some of the competition came from other Jewish store owners. “I think they

were friendly competitors…. In fact, one of my dad’s good friends was Leo

Lowy, and he had a store on Kingsway … across the street from Metrotown,

where we have our Boys’Co store, and it was called Leo’s Menswear. My dad

would help him out, they would talk shop a lot and he would give him

names of suppliers. I remember one time when Leo wasn’t well, my dad

would go there over the course of a couple of weeks and change his window

for him, and stuff like that.”

As to the future of Boys’Co, “I instinctively say I don’t have any more ambi-

tion to open more stores, because it’s hard work, and we’ve been at it a long

time – this is my 44th year in the business – and I do have a son in the busi-

ness…. I like to try and take a little bit more time off from time to time, but

I’m here [in Vancouver] 80% of the time…. When I’m here, I work as hard as

I ever have. We try to make our stores as successful as they can possibly be. I

just opened up an e-commerce store [in the early part of 2015], and that’s a

lot of work and it’s a lot of ongoing work, and it’s more work than opening

up a bricks-and-mortar store.

“And Sammy, my son, who works as hard or harder than I do, probably hard-

er … he has two little boys at home, so we’ve got to give him credit for being

a dad, too, and the time that takes. I think dads are more hands-on today

than maybe our parents were. But the future is bright for us as a company….

What I want to do is grow it from within, as it is today. I think the best

opportunity, and this is a modern age after all, is to grow our digital busi-

ness, our e-commerce business. I think we have a wonderful opportunity

and, if done right, and done in a hands-on way, employing the kind of peo-

ple … to help grow it in a way that is beyond my capabilities, the electronic

side of our business can be as big as our bricks-and-mortar business.”

Looking forward, “We’ll continue to grow it, [but] I don’t know that that’s

something I would suggest for future generations. My first bit of advice

would be stay in school because I think there are lots of opportunities out

there not in retail. I always say that our best secret weapon is that we’re
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small … we’re very manageable….

We have almost 60 employees.

That’s a lot of people to be

responsible for…. I’m happy to

say business is good right now

because it’s not always that way.

You have downturns, there are

economic issues and what have

you. The downturn of 2008 and

’09, we started to feel it around

2010 in such a way that we had to

change the way we think about

everything we do. We brought in

retail consultants that assisted us

in doing so, and I’m happy to say

that we’ve had two or three years

of solid growth behind us, having

come out of those recessionary

years. Now, we do things with a

different set of eyes and ears and

thought process. We try not to

make the kind of mistakes we

might have made in the past, and we do things in a more scientific man-

ner…. It’s not the retailing days of when my dad ran a business by instinct.

You have to do things in a more electronic way to the extent that we’re

guided by reports and metrics and analytics that perhaps my father did

instinctively, he just didn’t know it. His mind was the computer.”

At Boys’Co, for example, there are traffic counters installed in the store. “It

tells you how many people pass through your door in any given period and

how many sales you’ve done within that same period. [It’s called a conver-

sion rate of traffic to sales.] We can tell what our sales are per hour, per day,

based on the traffic, so that gives us a rate of sale. So, if you know your rate

of sale is X on a certain day, you know that you want to improve it on a sub-

sequent day or a subsequent month.” It’s a metric that’s used to “give our

A Boys’Co ad from December 2004. The
postcard handout subsequently appeared
as a print ad, as well.
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staff incentives and motivation, managers in particular, to be rewarded and

improve business. And there’s many, many metrics like that, that we use. [In

business jargon, they are called KPIs, or key performance indicators.]”

The general manager has been with the company 30 years, Sammy for 18.

“I’m also proud to say that all of my four store managers have been with us

between 15 and 20 years. We’ve been very, very fortunate to have very little

turnover in staff, relatively speaking to the industry, in an industry that’s

very young. And, we have a lot of young people, of course. I love hiring kids

when they’re in high school … they become part-timers … they become our

high school ambassadors, so we like doing that, too.

The enjoyment of the business comes in part from the staff, trade shows and

other social aspects of the business, but, for the most part, “the fun we have

in challenging ourselves and the commodity that we trade in keeps you on

your toes, it’s ever-changing. While in the past you might have thought

there’s two seasons to fashion, spring and fall … now, you’re looking at new

product every day, not physically every day, but almost, to the extent that if

it’s someone not showing you a collection in your office, having come to

Vancouver, or going to their showroom here in Vancouver, or seeing them at

a hotel, or going to a trade-show, well then, we’re online and looking at

brands online. People sell us line lists online, so we don’t have to see it in

the flesh, someone can send us pictures, and they do that all the time. We’re

constantly scouring the market. And the market is everywhere you look,

whether it’s seeing somebody wearing something on the street or going into

another store or … online, or communicating with somebody in an email or

phone call, it’s constant.”

In addition to being a business owner, “I’ve been on the board of my syna-

gogue, Schara Tzedeck. I have canvassed at Federation over the years…. In

addition to that, I’ve helped out with various aspects of the community at

times. I have been an advisor to the fashion-merchandising division of

Kwantlen College, and been a mentor to some of their students, things of

that nature.”

David and Tanis – who works in marketing – were married in 1993, in “the
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second-oldest synagogue in the Western hemisphere, in an old shul on the

Island of Saint Thomas.” Their other son, Otis, is 20. “He plays Junior A

hockey in Ontario. He’s playing his second year and, after that, he’s going to

go to university.” Sammy and his wife [Christine] have two young sons.

“We’re part of a community here, and I feel privileged to be part of that 

community.”
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Murray and David Goldman (Murray Goldman, Bus Stop, Boys’Co) 
Interviewed by Leora Raivich, June 23, 2004, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.04-04

Ida and Reuben Goldman, Murray’s parents, came from Poland to

Montreal. Both were born in the late 1800s. Reuben “spoke a beautiful

Yiddish, a broken English” and Polish, as did Ida. “When they didn’t want

the children, my late sister and me, to understand, they spoke in Polish

between to each other.”

Reuben was “brought over by his brother who was a presser in a sweat shop

… my father became a presser…. Hard-working, [he] never worked on a

Sabbath or any Jewish holiday, very orthodox.”

Ida “came to Canada with a trade. She made wigs for the Jewish religious

women who … even if they had hair, they had to wear a wig…. She did that

and she would get up early morning and do two hours of work before my

sister and I woke up, had our breakfast and we walked to school…. And, of

course, in those days, my mother took in boarders to help our survival at

the time.”

Reuben came to Canada first, in 1922. “His brother brought him over and

then, a year later, he sent for my mother and my sister [Sydell] and me.”

At 21, “I went into the army there. A couple years in the army, I was stationed

here [in Vancouver] and, after a while, I met my wife-to-be [Shirley] here at

the Jewish Community Centre at Oak and 11th, the building still stands. As it

happened with a lot of out-of-towners, soldiers who were stationed here for a

while, they met their wives and they ended up here as well.”

At about 23, “I got out of the army because my father had a couple, three,

heart attacks and I was the sole supporter, and my sister, so I got out on

compassionate grounds, as they called it then, and I lived there.”

Working odd jobs since age 12, “as I grew up a little, I got to work at

Goldstein Dress, which was a ladies manufacturer, made buttons, any jobs

that would bring in five, six, seven, eight dollars a week to help the support

of the family, like my sister did.”
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After settling in Vancouver around 1942 and marrying in 1944, “I sent for

my parents and they came out. My sister came out for my wedding and she

remained here, she never went back.”

After marriage, “I applied at Hudson’s Bay, I got a job there…. Worked there for

a couple of years and then, after a while, I borrowed a few dollars, and a part-

ner and I went in and we found a store on Cordova Street…. Did that for a cou-

ple of years, then I split with my partner, I bought him out [in 1946] and, after

another couple of years, moved up to Hastings Street next to the old Province

newspaper building, Hastings and Cambie. When I was on Cordova Street, the

store was Boston Clothing and then when I moved up to Hastings on my own

… [I] changed it to Murray Goldman.”

Boston Clothing “was work and dress clothing at the time. We bought out

the store that was existing there and I continued the same format when I

moved up to Hastings. I made it all dress clothing rather than work and

dress clothing.”

It was all men’s clothing. “That’s all I knew…. And, being the frustrated

comic, or whatever sense of humour I had, I did all my own personal com-

mercials, wrote and everything else.”

Among the promotions, the store would have “buy one and get one free, or

we would have two for one suit sales, with the jingle that ‘There’s not a sin-

gle suit for sale at Murray Goldman, that’s because they come in twos.’

There was always a catch.”

Added his son, David, “He would give away things with the purchase of a

suit that were very innovative for their day. For instance, when portable

radios first came out in the 1950s, it was a very new product: it was a radio

you could play without plugging it into the wall. Not so earth-shattering

today, but then it was very innovative and you would get one free with the

purchase of a suit. Did the same thing with movie cameras when they first

came out in the early 1960s, get one free with the purchase of a suit.”

“Kodak movie cameras,” noted Murray.

“At a time when the B.C. Lions and football were particularly meaningful
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in this city, he would give away a pair of Grey Cup tickets with a purchase

of a suit,” said David. “You couldn’t buy a pair of Grey Cup tickets in those

days, they would sell out very quickly – you could get a pair free with the

purchase of a suit, very innovative in its day. A lot of other sponsorships

and things of that nature, whether it was being the sponsor of, say, the

Three Stars selection of a hockey game or a football game or when the B.C.

baseball team played at what was then called Capilano Stadium, now Nat

Bailey Stadium, they had a billboard there and the billboard was a carica-

ture of [Murray’s] face with his mouth open. If a ballplayer got a ball

through his mouth during regular season play, they would have won

$100,000. That’s in the ’50s. It didn’t happen, but it was great promotion.

Many, many, many things like that over the years, which helped him stand

out.”

“I bought insurance for that $100,000 because, actually, that would kill me,”

said Murray about the baseball promotion. “I didn’t have $100,000, but I got

insurance for that with Lloyds of London.”

It was in about 1949 that Murray moved the store to Hastings Street, “that’s

when we dressed up the place. And then we opened Goldman’s on Granville

In the 1950s,
Capilano
Stadium had a
billboard with a
caricature of
Murray
Goldman’s face
with his mouth
open. If a
ballplayer had
gotten a ball
through his
mouth during
regular season
play, they
would have
won $100,000.
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Street, on the main drag. We really put a lot of money into it and dressed it

up and … we would get European lines and labels.”

With the move to Hastings and the store opening on Granville in 1965, it

became all dress clothing. “Cordova Street, the first store we acquired,

which was an ongoing business when we bought it, it was jeans and so on

and so forth … when we moved up to Hastings Street, that’s when fashion

came in a little bit; Granville Street even more so, and windows were dressed

accordingly. I wanted to try to survive, I did my own windows, I did them

rather well and then, after a while, when there was a little money there, so

we hired a window dresser.”

On Granville, there were multiple clothing stores, “but everybody specialized

differently: some were low-priced, some were medium, some were medium-

high and some were high fashion. The location could handle any type of

clothing for the presentation of the wares that you wanted to sell and we did it

our way, so to speak.”

In the 1950s, suits “were $25, $55, $65 max…. We had a payment plan, every

week they come in with $1 or $2 or whatever. There was one person [who]

came in and he says, I love the suit, Murray, but I can’t get used to not hav-

ing pockets in my jackets. I knew what he was talking about, so, while he

was talking, I took out a little knife.” When retailers receive a suit, the pock-

ets are sewn up, because “the potential buyer of the suit always puts his

hands in the pocket. After 10 such tries, the pockets would get baggy.” So,

while this customer was talking, “[I] pulled the thread out. I got the edge,

pulled it out. I just made pockets for you, put your hands in. He put on a

smile. So, those were the things, it was nice. With payments, we got to know

their families and, when their sons grew up, they brought them in. It’s like I

said earlier, if you love what you’re doing, you’ll be successful and you look

forward to going to work in the morning.”

Shirley would visit the store when there were major events or sales. “I remem-

ber going downtown on the bus with my mom and seeing the store and people

lined up out the door to get in,” said David. “We would have one big sale called

a lemon sale, take a big almost-full-page ad in the paper and, throughout the

ad, there would be jokes and references to prices and this and that – buying
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mistakes, that’s why you would call

them lemons and lemon sale.” People

would come “in droves” to these sales.

Other promotions included giving away a turkey for every suit purchase

around Christmas time. “It would be Easter, I would give away a rabbit with

every sports shirt,” said Murray.

The store on Columbia Street in New Westminster was opened in 1963, as

was the Ivy Room, next door to Murray Goldman on Hastings – “We had an

archway going in from the Goldman store to the Ivy Room.” There was also a

store in Victoria [1975].

Above: Shoppers line up at a Water
Damage Sale at Murray Goldman on
Hastings Street, circa 1960.

Right: A Murray Goldman “Dirty Shirt
Sale” ad in the Vancouver Sun, 1965. 
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David was just getting into the clothing industry at that time. As a teenager,

he worked part-time in his dad’s store, but that wasn’t his first job because

one of Murray’s friends, Bud Herman, who owned McKee’s, which was a

junior department store like Fields, gave David a job at age 14. David worked

there for a week at Christmas time.

“Gradually, David put more time in and he thought he liked the business, he

came in.” He joined the business in 1971, when there were three Goldman

stores and one Bus Stop store.

Montreal was where the main suppliers were in Canada. “There was no

such thing as bringing goods in from the Orient, very little from Europe

and the States, but, gradually, the States opened up a little bit,” explained

David. “In Europe, if you were in a higher-end type of retail category, you’d

be bringing goods from Europe – not directly at first, through importers …

and then my dad would start making trips to Europe to buy on a regular

basis in the late ’60s, and on an ongoing basis once or twice a year kind of

thing, as I do today.”

Working together, said David, “we pretty much always got along. We may

have disagreed on certain points … but we also had separate responsibili-

ties…. He was in the men’s end of the business, I was in the younger men’s

end of the business and we would go to each other with any queries or con-

cerns about this or that. We went to appointments with each other … and we

went separately on appointments.”

As Murray got older and each lease expired, he decided to just keep the Pacific

Centre open, and rebranded it as Goldman and Son. Eventually, when he was

approaching 80 and the lease was expiring at Pacific Centre, he decided to

“hang up his tape measure,” said David, “because the rent at that time was

going to almost double. It just wasn’t necessary to take that much more rent

out of one pocket and put it in the pockets of the landlord.”

Bus Stop evolved into Boys’Co, which opened in 1984 in the newly renovated

Oakridge Centre. A second Boys’Co opened on Robson Street in 1987.

“When we first started, it wasn’t the age of technology,” said David, so adver-
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tising was “always a print ad in vari-

ous publications, whether it was

Vancouver Magazine or Western

Living or the Georgia Straight, and

we were in Asian publications, in gay

publications. We do fashion shows

and sponsorships and events…. We

do a lot of wardrobing for the film

community.”

Boys’Co “is a very high-end store

selling very special merchandise but

there is a lot of medium-priced stuff

that you can find in our store, too, it

just looks a little special because it’s

hand-picked, it’s chosen with a lot

Murray Goldman (right) is
featured on the front of this
postcard advertisement
introducing a line of
“Tobacco Suits” in the
1960s.
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of reason behind it. That’s

why a shirt for $75 can

hang very nicely against a

shirt for $275, and that’s

what we do…. We buy prod-

ucts from companies like

Versace, Hugo Boss and

Moschino and DKNY ... and

there are things we make

ourselves both here in

Vancouver and offshore,

most of our stuff is from

Italy and England.”

Among the Goldmans’

business endeavours was a

discount store called the

Clothing Market. “We had a

discount store on Robson

and Granville for about 20

years … half-price fashion,”

said David.

[Murray Goldman passed

away on June 10, 2013.]

A 1997 mail-out for Goldman and Son in Pacific
Centre, celebrating 50 years in the business and
introducing spring designer clothing collections,
features Murray Goldman.
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Irving Grad (Lancer Canada, Townline Sportswear)
Interviewed by Leora Raivich, June 10, 2004, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.04-02

Irving Grad was the youngest of five

children. His father, Reuben, was in

the garment industry when he came

to Canada from Riga, Latvia, in the

1920s. His mom [Muriel] and two

oldest siblings [Joe and Sylvia] came

over in late 1925, early 1926. From

Montreal, they went by train to

Vancouver. “This is where they were

coming … because my great-uncle,

Uncle Hymie, was the one that told

them you have to go to Vancouver.

And, of course, my zayda, which was

my father’s father, he was a first

Hebrew teacher here in Vancouver.”

Irving’s other siblings [Sadie and

Jerry] were born here, as was he, in

1931. His brother Joe was killed overseas in 1943, in action on the island of

Sicily. “He joined up at 18, he was dead at 20. They landed on the beaches

and they were killed.”

But, going back, Reuben was a cutter and he worked for National Dress. “He

used to travel from Montreal and New York and came to Vancouver in the

early ’20s…. He liked what he saw when he came to Vancouver…. At that

time, it was a very, very small community…. He decided that he was going to

live here … and he would travel the rest of Canada.… So, when my father

came here and you have five children, you have to have an income. He made

$12 a week.”

Reuben co-founded with another gentleman in the Lower Mainland the

International Ladies Garment Workers Union. “He always was for the down-

trodden, those that were not looked after financially…. He fought for justice

Irving and Dorothy Grad at their 50th
wedding anniversary.

C
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and an income for people. He was that type of individual. He enjoyed work-

ing, and working with people. His siblings, my aunts, he brought them all to

Vancouver. There were nine in the family and he was the oldest…. When they

came here, he put them to work in the factory.”

They were sewing; that was at least a start. “Although many people started in

the garment industry in those years, they felt that it was a nowhere way of

making a living. You’ll only go so far and, after that, forget it.”

Reuben died from complications after a surgery, when Irving was 11 

years old.

“Even though I was the baby of the family, we all looked after our mom, and

I decided that I was going to do some work.” He quit school after Grade 11.

“It was the biggest mistake in my life. If everybody had the opportunity of

going to school, to learn and to become educated … and go on to bigger and

better things, and the lifestyle that you enjoy doing…. I bounced around

until I was 20 years old” doing menial jobs, delivering groceries, delivering

telegrams, apprenticing as a printer.

Irving’s mother, Muriel, was also in the garment industry. She worked in the

1940s for Fit-Well Garments on West Pender Street, which was owned by the

Charkow family. “They were a clothing factory, or an outerwear factory,”

that made ladies wear. “They would sell that to Woodward’s stores, Eaton’s,

Bay, etc., that’s what they would do.” A garment finisher, Muriel would, for

example, finish the button holes on coats.

Abe Charkow, “the oldest son, ran the factory right up till the time that they

closed it down officially. So, he ran the factory and the union [ILGWU] came

to him and said, you have to give us a new contract, we’re not making

enough money.… And Abe said to them that, unfortunately, I have to be able

to make money in this business. If I’m not making any money then I have

two choices: one is to close it down or give in to what your demands are. He

said, I’m not giving in to your demands.… He shut the factory down.” This is

jumping ahead to the late 1970s, early 1980s.

As a finisher, Irving’s mother would get paid X amount per button hole, for
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example. “You got a ticket. I used to do the tickets for my mom. I used to

count them and sort them out for her and tell her how much money she

was making. And she would present these tickets once a week. That’s how

they paid for her working…. Piece work was the biggest type of [garment

labour] happening.”

While his father had worked many more hours a day initially, the union had

succeeded in getting better wages and hours in the industry, so his mother

would work eight hours a day.

“I was still in school. I was young and my brother was in school. My brother

left school and went to become a tailor. He got his apprenticeship and

became a tailor. I never had to buy clothes. Our brother made our pants and

jackets and coats, etc.”

Conditions in the factories were pretty good at that time. They were kept rel-

atively clean, “your sewing machine is where you had to turn out product.

You would take a bundle of jackets or coats or whatever, it’s just fabric … and

all you do is keep ‘zip, zip, zip, zip.’ When you finish that bundle, you take

the tickets for the bundle and you put it onto a dolly, trolley or whatever and

someone would be coming around and taking that and moving it to the next

station. And the next station takes part A, part B and puts it together in part

C…. You had 40 operators [for example], which means 40 stations, and each

station had a sewing machine that you had one person looking after four

people…. Everything kept moving.”

There was a coffee break at 10 a.m. “You got 10 minutes, whatever it was,

and you would sit by your machine or you went into a lunch room. Half

hour for lunch. Before they didn’t have that type of [right]…. The union gave

them an opportunity to live and not – you know how we got the name sweat

shop?... All day you sweat, that’s all…. When you started and you had 12-

hour days, 14-hour days. When my dad took the union and put it together,

the union gave them an eight-hour day like a human being.”

Irving’s brother Jerry started with Eli Tailor. After he got his apprenticeship,

he went to Hardave Tailors (Harvey Mils and Dave Shafran). Eventually, at

40 years old, he went back to college and got his teaching degree. “Donald
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Station is a whistle stop [in the B.C. Interior]. It was a two-room school that

he started in, and he worked his way into Grade 5 and Golden, B.C., and

taught school and did what he wanted to do.” He passed away at 68.

With five children and no job, Irving, at 31, made a decision to go into the

garment industry. “I knew a lot of these people.” He approached Lancer

Canada. “The company was Jack Mendelsohn”; he “started Lancer Canada,

which was Lancer United States. It was a really well-known, well-priced

shirt line…. Men’s shirts, sport shirts. He became very successful and I

approached him and asked him if I could have a job. He said, well, I don’t

know if we could use you, etc., so I told him … give me 30 days, it’s all I

want, 30 days and I’d prove to him that I’m indispensible…. I worked my

way up from the shipping end of it to selling and did a lot more important

things in the organization, and did very well…. I worked for him for 12 years

and, finally, at the end of 12 years, I got fed up. He worked me to the bone.

Actually, in hindsight, he took advantage of me. I worked hard because I

didn’t ever want it said that I didn’t earn my way with the company and,

after 12 years, I decided on the spur of the moment there, I’m not going to

work for him anymore, I’m leaving. And the company across the street,

called Townline Sportswear, Roy Kantor who’s the owner of it, I knew

extremely well because I belonged to the same synagogue [Beth Israel].”

At Beth Israel, “I became official greeter. That was from back in the early

’60s right through till today. I’m still the official greeter…. That’s how I got to

know a lot of people in this community. You’d be amazed.”

Townline manufactured men’s sport shirts. Irving joined the company in

summer of 1968. “He gave me a credit card for my car to and from work,

parking for me, a lot of the perks.” Following Townline, he moved to another

shirt factory, one started by a former Lancer Canada sales manager.

[Irving Grad passed away on March 15, 2015.]
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Harry Hammer (Army & Navy, Henry Singer, Fred Asher, Murray Goldman,
Jack Elson, Harry Rosen) 

Interviewed by Gary Averbach, July 18 and 25, 2013, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.13-11

Harry Hammer was born in Vancouver on August 30, 1932. He has two

younger brothers, also born in Vancouver: Usher and David. He didn’t know

his great-grandparents and he never knew his grandparents, as they died in

the Holocaust. His father, Max (Mayer) Hammer, came to Vancouver from

Lodz, Poland, when he was 21, in 1922; Max died on June 24, 1992.

Max was a junk pedlar. “Later on, he did deliveries … delivering meat and

collecting the outstanding debts…. His main interest was his family life.” 

He was also part of the Chevra Kadisha (Jewish Burial Society), and very

involved with Schara Tzedeck Synagogue.

Max initially worked in the bakery business, but “it only lasted a very, very

short time.”

Harry’s mother, Ritta (Halpern) – “they called her Rivel or Rifka, depending

who you were” – was born in Gonyens, Poland, in 1910. She died on July 17,

1997.

Before his parents were married, “Mr. Sam Tennenbaum, who was my godfa-

ther ... hired my mother to be a seamstress at his factory. That’s how he

became my godfather.” She was 17 at the time.

Her father was a shochet (kosher slaughterer) and very learned. “This gen-

tleman taught my mother how to daven [pray]. My mother knew more than

my father about davening … but she never let on she knew more … but she

would correct him and they would get into little spits and spats.”

Her father also was a tax collector at the same time, in Gonyens. 

Ritta and Max met in Vancouver. “They were married in 1932, I was born in

1932. So, that’s how shy my father was, you see.” They lived in the

Strathcona area initially. When the Schara Tzedeck moved from Strathcona

to Oak Street at 19th Avenue, Harry’s parents moved to that area. Also, “ped-

dling [had] became a little more profitable.”
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Harry’s father called him Shoyal, after his middle name, Saul. “But the fel-

lows in the East End that I grew up with until I was 13, 14 years old knew me

as Saul, not Harry. When I went to Florence Nightingale, they knew me as

Harry and when I went to King Ed, it was still Harry but those who grew up

in the East End knew me as Saul.”

Harry’s first school was Strathcona. He also went to cheder at Talmud

Torah.

Going to Strathcona, “being Jewish, you had to sort of manoeuvre through

it. You had Italian kids and Yugoslavian kids and the Croatians and, of

course, you were always outnumbered.... I got beat up.... And, when you

went to Jewish school, you had to get home fast because you had to have

your Hebrew books because the bus used to pick us up then…. If you’re not

there, [the bus is] gone, and some of the kids knew my time schedule.” 

That’s just what it was like growing up on the Eastside – “you had to fight

your way through.” And not only Jewish kids, “you had a big melting pot.

Everybody lived together, everybody had to learn … to live with each other,

but you had to show that you could defend yourself. It took a long time …

but you were persistent and you became friends. Now, I’m at all these East

End reunions, the only Jew.”

Harry was bar mitzvahed at the Schara Tzedeck, on Heatley. Rabbi Nathan

Pastinsky was the rabbi but Reverend John Spiro taught the boys their

Haftorah.

“And Mike Pawer and I are born the same time. I’m born the end of August;

he’s born on the 18th of August, and I can remember Reverend Spiro saying,

both you fellows have got the same maftir. I said, that’s nice, because Mike

was getting his bar mitzvah at the Beth Hamidrash up on Heather Street and

I was being bar mitzvahed down at the Schara Tzedeck. And Reverend Spiro

says, are you boys planning to go to each other’s bar mitzvah? Oh, yes….

Mike and I were quite good friends, chummy, because he lived on Keefer, I

lived on Georgia … our houses in the back faced each other.”

When Harry left school, he primarily worked for Marshall Wells. “It started
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off in summer holidays but I liked that job and I liked the pay, so I decided,

what the heck, might as well work, make some money, and that’s what I

did…. Marshall Wells was a big hardware company on the foot of Carroll

Street…. They had hardware, home goods, stoves, fridges, pipes, everything.”

He worked for a couple of years at Marshall Wells.

On a road trip with a friend that took him to Banff in 1952, Harry met his

first wife, Naomi; she was on holiday from Edmonton. When he returned

home, he wrote her. Eventually, she came to Vancouver and they started

dating. When she went back to Edmonton, he soon followed, asking her to

marry him. He got a job through a friend from the B’nai B’rith softball team

at the Army & Navy on 101st Street in Edmonton. He started in the shoe

department.

“I was selling shoes and boots, I was doing pretty good. You had to keep a

tally of what you sold because they paid you $50 a week. At the end of the

week, [the boss] looks at it, can you sell clothing, too? Sure! OK, from now on

… you go right over to the clothing, take the shoes with you…. I was selling

like it was going out of style. Now, that [job] lasted for about a year.”

He and Naomi were married in Vancouver, as his parents weren’t able to

travel. They were married in his parents’ home and the reception was held

at Hotel Vancouver. “Next day, we caught the train back to Edmonton, and

I’m … without a job.”

He got a job at a store selling shoes and handbags, “built up a little clien-

tele.” He sold one woman five pairs of shoes – in response to a question

about who would shine them for her, Harry said, ask your husband. Then,

on a Saturday afternoon, the husband came in looking for Harry. Harry

expected a confrontation, but the man said, “Anybody who can sell my wife

shoes, handbags and polish has to come to work for me. I said, who are you?

I’m Henry Singer; Henry Singer Menswear, down the street…. I’ll double

what they pay you here.”

The manager trained Harry. “First thing is you got to keep your shoes

shined, [have a sharp] crease, nice-pressed pant, a shirt, tie, and you got to
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look the part…. So, I would emulate him, copy him, how he handled the

merchandise in the store. I used to look in the mirror, practise in front of a

mirror to stand, presentation, how to read people, all these different

things…. I see my first paycheque and I’m sure … he’s overpaying me…. I

went upstairs to this girl and I said, Rose, there must be a mistake on my

cheque. She said, there’s no mistake … this is what you’re earning and, not

only that, if you go over … a certain quota, you’ll get one and a half percent

more. I was getting $95 a week plus three percent. I’m coming home with

two hundred bucks.”

The wages allowed Harry and Naomi to move out of her parents’ home and

into an apartment. “That’s when we found out that she was pregnant, my

wife.” The marriage didn’t work out, however, and Harry returned to

Vancouver. Their daughter stayed with Naomi.

Eventually, “I went to Dynamic Sales of B.C.; the guys were on Cordova

Street…. We were selling merchandise up north as far as Prince George, over

to Prince Rupert, over to Fernie, anywhere you can sell merchandise.”

After two years, “that’s enough driving, so [I] packed it in,” went to Fred Asher.

He worked there for a while, but they couldn’t really afford him, so he went

across the street to Murray Goldman.

At Murray Goldman’s, he got a few more dollars pay and a higher commis-

sion. While working there, Harry met Gail Segal, who was originally from

Calgary. “Get married and the first year [1963], Abby was born.” After a cou-

ple of apartments, they bought a house, but sold it when the marriage ended

some years later. Gail returned to Calgary with their daughter.

Several years later, his cousin set him up with Rochelle, and the two have

been married for more than 40 years. About the same time he met Rochelle,

he started working for Jack Elson. “When Jack told me he was planning to

retire, I figured I better start looking around.”

Harry applied at Harry Rosen, and was hired as the assistant manager of the

Pacific Centre store, which was about to open. “We got the store started and

… I made a good living. As a matter of fact, I was very happy in all my cloth-
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ing ventures, which is over 50 years, and I learned a lot just by doing what I

was doing, and able to read people very, very well. And then, when it came

to the age of 75, I figured it’s time to bow out when I’m up on my sales. And

then, I told them I’m going to retire, so they say no, you’ve got to submit a

letter. OK. I submitted a letter to them and told them the date that I’m plan-

ning to retire, which was 25 years – I was with Rosen 25 years.”

Rosen had pension and savings plans. “If I put a dollar in, Harry puts in two,

but the first couple of years, it was dollar for dollar. As your sales increased,

your benefit increased at the top, and I was very, very lucky; that was the

peak of my selling…. You work up the stepladder. For me, I got to the top of

the stepladder after I sold a million dollars’ worth of clothes. It was about

two, three years I was able to keep that until the store got larger, then they

hired more people; in other words, one person can’t keep doing that all the

time, you burn out.”

Fred Asher Ltd., on the north side of the 100 block of West Hastings Street,
1981. Fred Asher was one of the clothing stores at which Harry Hammer
worked.
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Joel Herman (Charles of California, McKee’s)
Interviewed by Lianne Palminrose, May 11, 2015, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.15-06

Joel Herman was born in Vancouver on June 16,

1949. He has an older brother, Chuck.

“My father’s father was John W. Herman, and

people called him Jack. And his mother was

Bertha. Her maiden name was Grossman. And

my father was born in Vancouver in 1912…. His

father arrived I think around 1910 from

Winnipeg. And his father was born in [what is]

the southern Ukraine today. It was called

Bessarabia…. I think my dad’s mom was born in

Toronto…. And they lived here in the West End

[of Vancouver] all of their married life.”

John came to Vancouver from Winnipeg as a

young man, when he was about 20. “He spent

from 1898 to around 1910 in Winnipeg, but he

told me he went to Minneapolis first, before see-

ing an ad in the paper about getting a job at the Hudson’s Bay Company, so

he moved out to Vancouver. I don’t think he had any family here, so he was

the first one of the Hermans that moved out here.”

He was quietly involved in the Jewish community. “He was the first chair-

man of the Jewish Western Bulletin, I think, in 1932…. He had a brother,

Max Herman, who was on the Achduth Society, or one of those societies.

But his family, eventually, they all moved out here, his brothers…. I don’t

think he was super-religious, I think he was pretty secular, but he belonged

to the synagogue. They were first members of the Beth Israel, I know, as

were my parents.”

John “lived to be 81, so he died in 1970.” About a year after Bertha died in

1923, he married her younger sister, Pearl. They had a son, Bud [Bernard].

On the maternal side, “My mom’s parents were Gelmons … Joseph Gelmon

John W. (Jack) Herman,
Joel Herman’s grandfather.
His obituary was published
in the Jewish Western
Bulletin on May 29, 1970.
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and Clara…. They were from Winnipeg, as well. And then they had – my

mom grew up in Canora, Sask. And her brothers and sisters … were born

there, one sister, two brothers. So, Canora, a small town. They stayed there

until, I think, the Depression hit them quite hard, so they moved back and

forth to Winnipeg and Calgary, and then she came out here around 1937

with her parents. So, she came as she just finished high school…. And my

grandfather, he had a little grocery store. He had a small store in Vancouver

and on the Prairies.”

In the 1950s, “My grandparents [moved to Palm Springs]. My grandfather, he

kept the apartment here, because he had real estate in Vancouver, but my

father and my uncle moved to Palm Springs and they had hotels down there,

a motel and a hotel. They were there for four or five years, and so were we….

I spent kindergarten, Grade 1 and 2 in Palm Springs, going to school there.

And then [we] came back. This was 1954 to 1957.”

Joel’s father was Alfred Wilbur Herman. He was born in Vancouver on

August 10, 1912, and grew up in the West End. “He worked for his Uncle

Harry, who was Sam Bronfman’s brother-in-law, so there was a big connec-

tion with the Bronfman family.”

Prohibition had ended. The Bronfmans had bought Calvert [whiskey], “so

he worked with his Uncle Harry, and he worked for a couple of years selling

Calvert’s brand to the bars in Chicago, and listening to jazz.” And, appar-

ently, playing jazz. “He’d talk about Harry Edison, sax players, Harry

Carney, I think Count Basie was there…. Who knows what went on, I never

heard the real stories…. He didn’t really say why he came back. His store

[here] was still running, they never closed it down…. He came back, contin-

ued with the stores, and he had that all the way, let’s see, to World War II,

they finally closed it in ’42. And he became … a ‘plate hanger’; he was a riv-

eter at Burrard Dry Docks during World War II…. [My dad] was in agencies,

he was on the road with my uncle and they had Herman Agencies. It was

selling clothes, it was wholesale clothing, so he drove around to small

towns in B.C. selling lines of clothing to people, small store owners, people

like that.

“I don’t know what lines he had, but those were the days when people had to
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go to Montreal on buying trips to buy the clothing, so they were always

going to the factories, mostly in Montreal, some in Toronto. As soon as they

could fly, they flew. Because it was, I think my grandfather took the plane in

the ’30s, as soon as they offered plane service, he flew to Montreal for his

buying trips. In those days, it was at least 24 hours to get there, maybe more,

because he had to make little hops and wear oxygen masks when you went

over the Rockies.”

Joel’s mom was born in Canora on April 12, 1920. Leah – “she actually was

born Eleanor, but nobody called her that” – had an older brother, William

(Bill), who was born in 1911, and an older sister, Pearl, who was born in 1913

(she eventually married into the Groberman family). Their father had a gen-

eral store. 

They were fairly religious, and so they kept kosher. Leah “probably married

into a family that wasn’t religious enough for her and were way too secular.

She went along with it, but she … believed in giving to the Jewish communi-

ty and she had a lot stronger, old-fashioned values in terms of religion. She

was very careful that we did all the right things and behaved in the right

ways.” She was involved in the community, especially Hadassah, “she made

lifelong friends there.”

Before she married, Leah worked as an assistant to Dr. [Jack] Gorosh, who

was a podiatrist, “chiropodist, it was called in those days.” The doctor’s

office was near Alfred’s shirt store. “She worked next to the Castle Hotel, so

she went in to buy a shirt, and that was how they met, I think in the late

’30s. But they didn’t actually get married until ’43, so they went out together

for quite a long time. The thing to do in those days was to go to the

Commodore Ballroom for dancing. They had dance bands, and so every-

body would go dancing at the Commodore.”

On returning to Vancouver, they moved to 37th Avenue between Angus and

Cypress, “it’s not there anymore, that was torn down, too.... We moved back

in 1957, and my dad started … a clothing manufacturing company called

Charles of California. It was down on Beatty Street, that’s where factories

were. That didn’t last very long…. But, in 1960, my grandfather bought a com-

pany … an ongoing store called McKee’s Ltd. It was on Kingsway and Knight,
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and they bought the building. And my Uncle Bud and my dad and Frank, set

up a store. They had it for 10 years … and it became three stores. They

opened up one on Fraser Street and one on East Hastings. And so, through

the ’60s, they were working, mostly in clothing.

“They were the first or second people in town to carry Levi’s.… And they did

a lot of advertising. It became a big seller for them, Levi’s jeans, which were, I

think, $5.95 when they first brought them in the ’60s…. I think Hill’s in

Kerrisdale had them, too. I think they might have been number one, but

don’t tell anybody that. It was a big rivalry between Hill’s and McKee’s in

those years.”

They bought McKee’s from Harold McKee. “I think his father opened the

store many years before.” The building at Kingsway and Knight is now a dol-

lar store. Prior to that it was a Fields – the Hermans “sold the stores to Fields

in 1970.”

During his university years, Joel – who got a master’s in special education

and became a teacher – took a year out. “Worked at my dad’s store for a year,

and then went back.” The stores were sold in 1970, “so there really wasn’t the

business to go into. My grandfather died in 1970. It was almost like, well,

that’s the end of that era, and now we need to find something else. I wasn’t

really that interested in business.”

Reflecting on the long family history in Vancouver, Joel said, “The reason my

great-grandfather, Charles Grossman, came here was because his older broth-

er, Abraham Grossman [was here]…. Abraham Grossman was one of the first

Jewish families in Vancouver. As far as I can tell they came around 1892.

Either him or his brother, [or] some relative, started a little store in Gastown

called The Tiny Dog.... It was a clothing store.”

M. Grossman, which could have been Moses Grossman – [in one ad, the pro-

prietor calls himself “Muskett”] – had The Tiny Dog store. Abraham seems

to have become involved in that for several years. In the city directories, in

1906, “it changes to the Hub on 62 Cordova. And that’s there for Abraham

until 1908. And, suddenly, in 1909, he’s put down as a financial real estate

business broker. That’s what he did. So, he branched out into real estate.
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And that’s in 1910, that’s when I guess my great-grandfather, Charles came.

He was a jeweller.

“If you follow Abraham Grossman, he becomes prominent in real estate,

and developing properties. And, his son, Max Grossman, was, I think, the

first QC [Queen’s Counsel], Jewish QC, in B.C. And he’s a prominent figure

in the community. He was a first cousin of my grandmother. ”

On the Herman side, “my grandfather, John, came in 1910…. It looks like he

came with his two brothers, Max and Norman. He was in clothing his whole

life, basically…. He had a bunch of different stores in World War I, going

through the ’20s and into the ’30s. He had Herman’s Ltd.… Vancouver Cloak

and Suit, it was on 524 Granville St. His brother Norman had Imperial Dry

Goods in 1919.… [In] 1916, J.W. had Vancouver Dry Goods and Millinery…. His

The Hub Clothing store at 45 East Hastings St., 1929. The owner at the time of
this photo was Max Freeman. Apparently, Abraham Grossman owned the store
in the early 1900s, when it was on Cordova Street.
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brother, Max, had a ready-to-wear shop.

One brother, York, had Famous Tailors.

And that’s when he also opened up a

store called The Emporium, in the ’20s.

The stores seem to change ... to Herman’s

Fine Apparel for Women in 1928, and

there are two stores: on 770 Granville and

11 West Hastings. You could actually go

online to the Jewish Western Bulletin and

see an ad, if you look up Herman’s. It’s

drawn by hand. It’s a picture of a flapper,

and it’s dated 1928.”

There was a big sign on Granville and

12th. “That just advertised the store,

which was downtown on Robson. And

so, there’s some evidence of it. I men-

tioned my dad had the Al’s Shirt Shop

through the ’30s. It became Al’s Toggery

in the late 1930s. The other business that

my grandfather and Pearl, his wife, were

in was called Millinery World, so it was a

hat shop. They had Millinery World right

through, it looks like, through the ’40s.

Al’s Shirt Shop stopped in the early ’40s

and then they had Millinery World …

through, 1946, 1947, and Herman

Agencies at the same time.”

For a couple of years in there, “they went

up to Prince Rupert … my grandfather

and his brothers. [It was] supposed to be

a boom town, but that only lasted for a couple of years and then they came

back. And [Uncle] Frank was born in Prince Rupert in 1914.”

Ladies ready-to-wear, “the whole ready-to-wear industry was huge after

This ad for Herman’s Fine Apparel
for Women appeared in the
December 15, 1928, issue of the
Jewish Western Bulletin.
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World War I, I think, and before, where people can go in and just buy clothes

off the rack. It became really popular. I don’t know why my grandfather was

into ladies [wear], but I think [it] was big. He used to bring in fashion models

from Seattle, have fashion shows. He did a lot of publicity. And, in the hats

store, they would bring in hats and change them around, put different rib-

bons on them to sell more, so that the ladies would have individual hats that

nobody else had…. The Depression was really hard on everybody. And so, if

anything, he had to sell – they owned their homes – and then they had to

rent their homes in the ’30s. He scrambled to make a living during the ’30s

and, I think, he basically could feed his family. But he had to scramble, and

that’s why a succession of different stores opening and closing, and names –

to keep it all going.”

At McKee’s, in addition to Levi’s, which “was huge” for the store’s success,

“there was a family allowance cheque that came out every month, and they

would have family allowance day sales, which would coincide with the

cheques coming out from the government. And they would have a lot of

radio ads. When the Levi’s came out, they were advertising that a lot … and

they had suits, McKee’s Progress brand suits, I think it was called. Sold a lot

of Stanfield underwear and socks. And dry goods. They had a dry goods

department downstairs.”

So, it was “kind of a family department store, mostly clothing. A lot of local

people, neighbourhood people, would come…. There were the downtown

department stores, but people, by and large, were neighbourhood folks.”
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Michael (Mickey) James (Finn’s)
Interviewed by Gary Averbach, July 24, 2014, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.14-33

Michael (Mickey) James grew up in Lipton, Sask. “The town had a four-room

school house. There were 15 or 16 kids in all the grades, right from Grade 1 to

Grade 12…. There were only 200 people living in the town at the time. There

was a Jewish population of probably 12 families…. The Jewish people were

all friendly with one another and they all attended the same shul. That was

where I got my Jewish education, it was a cheder and we had a shochet

[kosher slaughter] who doubled as a rabbi and a mohel [circumciser]. I

remember him as my teacher and our classes were all done in Yiddish.

Hebrew was the language of the Torah and of the Chumash that we read

from, but Yiddish was the language that was spoken at the school. I grew up

in a family of Yiddish speakers. As a matter of fact, some of the first lan-

guage that I learned really was Yiddish.”

His wife, Gail, grew up in Halifax. Her family was very involved in the

Jewish community there, as was Michael’s in Lipton. “My grandmother,

when we first landed in Lipton, she brought her own Torah with her. They

installed the Torah in the little shul in Lipton and then, in the early 1960s,

they took the Torah that they had in Lipton, which came from Russia, and

they deposited it at a Chassidic village in Israel on one of their early trips

to Israel.”

Mickey’s grandparents came to Canada from what is now Ukraine, but was

then part of Russia; their father was a teenager when the family immigrated.

“They were very successful grain merchants in Russia and, when they came

over, they had money … and they bought land, they weren’t part of any

colony. There were three brothers, my dad’s dad and his two brothers…. The

whole family came and they bought land because they couldn’t own land in

Russia. They could be grain buyers but they couldn’t own land so this was

their interest, they wanted to own the land and they wanted to be farmers

and they didn’t know the first thing about it…. Dad says, the first year, they

lost like 300 – they had 400 – head of cattle…. They had a lot of sections [of

land]. I think Dad still sold some of it after he’d moved to Vancouver in the

early ’50s.” In Lipton, his dad had also run a small general store.
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“I went to Regina College for two years, I went to the University of

Saskatchewan in Saskatoon for one year and then I went to UBC for three

years ... and that’s how I got to be in Vancouver. My brother, Herschel, had

decided he wanted to come here after the war and my parents were thinking

of resettling, they weren’t going to stay in Lipton.”

After graduating with a master’s in zoology from the University of British

Columbia, Mickey was “at loose ends.” He had intended to go to medical

school, but didn’t even apply, as it was more his mother’s desire for him to

be a doctor than his. While sitting on a log at the beach in Kitsilano, he ran

into someone he knew from Saskatchewan who had moved here, “a fellow

by the name of Herschel Samuels.”

“I had met him when I was going to Regina College, he was my age, and he

said, would you like to go into the clothing business with me? I’ve seen a

store that was for sale in Vancouver. I said, I don’t know anything about the

clothing business. And he said, I know enough for both of us, it’s OK, as long

as you are prepared to be my partner and can invest – at that time, it was

$5,000. I said, I don’t have $5,000 but I have to ask my dad if he could help

me with that, because I had nothing to do. Why not?”

Mickey’s brother Abe [Jampolsky] was living in Montreal at that time, work-

ing at the YMHA (Young Men’s Hebrew Association) as a counsellor. Abe

met Lydia, who was from New York, and they eventually married and

moved to Vancouver, where Abe got a job selling jewelry. “He represented

these companies … and he started selling these lines and, meantime, I was

already in the clothing business for five or six years already.”

Mickey and Hershel Samuels bought Finn’s Clothing from Sidney Finn, “a

Jewish fellow who owned a clothing store on Main Street … right next to

Globe Outfitters, that was Nathan Fox…. They were brothers-in-law, and one

had a store at 9th and Main and the other one had the store between 8th and

9th. It was the two clothing stores and we bought this clothing store from

him, and Herschel and I were partners. We weren’t that overly successful

but we were making a living. I was single, living at home; Herschel was sin-

gle, he rented an apartment.
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“In the meantime, Abe was working, selling his lines and, on one of his trips,

he got into a terrible accident, he got into a terrible car accident somewhere

up in the north … and he was laid up for six months.”

When he came out of the hospital, he had nothing to do. Mickey approached

Herschel, who said he was going to Florida for six months to find a wife and

that Abe could fill in for him while he was gone. Herschel “came back five

months later with a wife and he decided that he didn’t want Abe as a partner

anymore, but that he’d allow Abe to use the name Finn’s. Abe found this

location in Kerrisdale and opened a store in Kerrisdale using our name,

which also meant that he was able to buy lines, to get merchandise right

away – we had a reputation, Herschel and I.”

Herschel, Mickey and some other investors had bought an apartment build-

ing. “This wasn’t doing very well [in the late 1950s] and we’d borrowed

$25,000.… They needed more money and Herschel and I were slowly going

broke. I said to Herschel, this is no good. We kept taking money out of the

business…. It got to the point where, Wednesday was my day off, and I’d go

home and the phone would ring at home and manufacturers would say,

when are you going to pay your bills?... I couldn’t stand it, so I went to him

and I said, Herschel, let’s separate…. We’d already opened up the second

store on Broadway. I said, you take the Main Street store and I’ll take the

Broadway store and we’ll go our own separate ways and then we’ll be in

charge of our own lives. Herschel agreed, if paid $5,000. I said, glad to give it

to you.… I’ll give it to you over a period of time.… He said, fine. Anyway, he

proceeded, after a few years, to close down the business.”

Abe was a very good merchant. “He knew clothing, he was a good buyer, he

had a real eye for fashion and style. I didn’t, I wasn’t as good a merchant as

Abe was, but what I had was another thing. I was interested in property and

I knew that if I bought property, that was the way to go, so I started buying

the odd piece of property.”

The brothers “bought the building in Kerrisdale and we bought a building

on East Hastings and we started buying small bits of property, not very big,

because we didn’t have the finances nor the borrowing power at the time.

Meantime, the clothing business was satisfactory, we made a decent living
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at it, both Abe and I. We ran separate businesses, although we did open a

couple of other stores [together]. Abe really managed [everything], he did

the work; I was his partner but he did the work. Abe was a wonderful part-

ner to me, he was a hard worker and didn’t expect anything from me.”

In the 1950s, “the clothing business was very good then. There were a lot of

stores owned by Jewish people.” Many of the stores were downtown, but

Finn’s was in Kerrisdale and Kitsilano, so rents were cheaper and “we had

more of a captive audience because the people in the neighbourhood would

shop with us. They weren’t big businesses … but they offered us a decent liv-

ing. We were good at buying and we were good at selling, and we developed

mailing lists and … we developed wonderful relationships with representa-

tives we were buying from, and most of the representatives that we did busi-

ness with were all Jewish, practically, 90% were Jewish…. A lot of them

lived here and represented eastern firms. They would travel back and forth

to Montreal or Toronto.... The whole men’s clothing manufacturing business

was Jewish-owned in Montreal and Toronto…. And these representatives

that represented these lines were wonderful people that we did business

with over the years and they were very successful.”

Mickey has three children, Jonathan, Susie and Mark, and Mark followed

Mickey into the clothing industry. While Mark wanted to start his own busi-

ness in the early 1970s, instead, “he got a job working for White Pass in

Yukon, on the boats, on the cargo boats going up to Alaska.” Eventually

though, he asked his father for help to open his first clothing store, in a

building Mickey owned on Broadway.

During the 1970s, Broadway was changing, getting busier. “At one time, I

had ladies and men’s [clothing] and I also brought in shoes. At one time, I

had 22 employees and I had a big store, I had over 7,000 square feet … I had

two people in the office, I had two tailors, full-time tailors working and the

business was actually flourishing. Business was very good in the late ’70s

and, in the ’80s, when I looked around, after the recession in the early ’80s,

and the interest rates went high, I had just renovated my store, I had spent a

half million dollars renovating it and, all of a sudden, the business is all to

hell. Things got very slow and so I started shrinking my business. I closed
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the shoe store and moved the ladies wear into the men’s store and I had just

the one store of just 3,000 square feet. That was in the ’80s.”

Mickey was friends with many other Jewish clothiers. “I never thought of

Murray [Goldman] as a competitor, or Irving Goldenberg. Irving and I were

good friends. And Pucky Pelman, after he closed his store, worked for me for

30 years…. He used to come to work every Saturday at one o’clock.” Mickey

noted that Pucky had kept his own store “closed half the day on Saturday

because he was in the choir [at Beth Israel Synagogue]. It’s the busiest day of

the week and Pucky’s singing!”

Mickey also was a member of Beth Israel. “The first thing I did when I got

married for the first time, in 1952, first thing I did was join the shul. That was

what we did. I became president of Beth Israel in 1978, I think…. I was very

involved in Beth Israel. I had lots of good friends…. I felt very much at home at

the shul.”

In the early 1980s, Mark opened Mark James clothing store. “Mark took me

buying with him once – once,” said Mickey. “He’d never had any experience in

it and he said, I don’t need you anymore, Dad. He didn’t want me to come with

him.” Gail, however, “started working for Mark the day he opened the store

and she stayed with him until five years ago [2009].”

In 2009, Mickey said, “I had a man that worked for me for almost 30 years and

that’s the person that I gave the store to, I gave it to him, he paid me almost

nothing for the store.” He had run it for more than a decade by then. “Never

took a sick day. Managed, no matter how he felt, to come to work…. He was 30

when he started to work for me and he was 60 when he took it over.”

About his children, Mickey said he would like them “to live good lives. I’d like

to see them be happy lives, too, to maintain their Yiddishkeit, that, to me, is

very important, that they come from a line of Jewish people who have lived

their lives as Jews and I would want them to continue, I think it’s the right

way to live. I think there’s a lot of opportunity in the world…. I talk to my

grandchildren all the time … and I think that they see how I’ve treated my

family and how I got treated by my parents and how I treated my children.”
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Mickey tells his children,

“it’s never too late to do

things, never too late to do

the right thing, never too

late to take an opportunity

to do a good deed, or to look

after somebody that needs

help. It’s never too late for

yourself to achieve new

things, to learn new things,

to enjoy more life. Never.

Every day is important.

Today is a good day.

Tomorrow will be better.

And, even if tomorrow is

your last day, it can be the

best day, it doesn’t matter.”

There will be frustrating or

difficult times, but, “one day,

you’re going to look back on

these years and say that they

were just learning periods,

periods when you were just

arriving at what you were

going to do…. And, I think

and I believe it, I completely believe it, that wherever you live and as long as

you live, it’s good.”

Mickey James’ son, Mark, has made his own
mark in the clothing industry, and expanded
into other businesses. This ad appeared in a
special fashion section of the September 20,
1984, Jewish Western Bulletin.
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Abe Jampolsky (Finn’s)
Interviewed by Leora Raivich, July 7, 2004, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.04-08

Abe Jampolsky’s mother, Dora (née Rowan), was an orphan from Russia. His

father, John, and his grandparents – Theo and Fanny Jampolsky – came to

Canada from Russia in 1906. “To all intents and purposes they came directly

to a small town called Lipton, Sask.” His grandparents bought cattle and

horses when they came here, and his dad’s job was to look after that. His dad

soon “opened up what was called a general store, in which they carried

everything, in Lipton…. Baron de Hirsch brought out Jews from Russia and

they had a colony just north of the town. My grandfather, my father’s father,

he wanted only one thing, he wanted to buy land. He felt that this gave him

the opportunity to have stability and safety in this new country…. And land

at the time was very cheap; you could buy an acre of land for 50 cents and

that’s what he did: he bought land and he wanted to farm…. My mother had

three boys and her job was to look after the family.”

Abe is the middle child; he was born in Regina, as Lipton had no hospital.

His parents “knew each other in Russia, but they hadn’t seen each other for

quite a while and they met in Canada again.” They moved to Vancouver in

1947, so they were in Lipton for 41 years.

In Lipton, there was a synagogue. “My grandmother brought a sefer Torah

over from Russia with her and they built a synagogue around the Torah. We

were the only synagogue between us and Regina, which was 72 miles away.

We had people from the Hirsch Colony who came to our synagogue, people

in the surrounding towns. There were towns all over … and many of those

people came to our town on the High Holidays because we had the syna-

gogue, we had a rabbi who also acted as a mohel [circumcisor], he acted as

the shochet [kosher slaughterer], he did everything.”

There were about 12 Jewish families who lived in the town. “We went to

school every day; after the regular school, we went to cheder.” As boys, there

would be skirmishes. “We’d win one fight, we’d lose the next fight…. We

stood our ground; we knew who we were.”

From the age of 12 or 13, Abe would help out in his father’s store “after school,
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on weekends. After I’d come back from going to cheder, it was a daily occupa-

tion, probably at least four or five times a week.” Almost all of his father’s cus-

tomers were not Jewish. During the Second World War, it “was not unusual to

come into my father’s store at noon time from school and to hear the German

customers in the store applaud Germany’s victories.”

Abe’s older brother, Herschel, moved to Vancouver, his younger brother,

Mickey [Michael James], left Lipton for university and Abe joined the Air

Force during the war. All of their sons being out of the house motivated his

parents to move to Vancouver.

Abe went to university in Saskatchewan, got a BA, went to the University of

British Columbia and got an MA, then got a job with the YMHA, Young

Men’s Hebrew Association, in Montreal. “I lived in Montreal for seven years.

I got married in New York during that seven years and I lived with my wife

[Lydia] in Montreal for three years. We had our eldest daughter there and,

when she was nine months old, we moved to Vancouver.”

For the job at the YMHA, Abe was required to take social work at McGill

University, but didn’t like the courses. Eventually, he quit. “I opened up a

small business. I didn’t succeed and I opened up another small business and

I was never sure I could make a living. When my daughter was born [in 1955]

I decided I wanted to come back [to Vancouver].”

They rented a home at 11th Avenue just west of Burrard Street, where they

lived for five years. His parents – who lived at Oak Street and 13th Avenue –

had joined Beth Israel Synagogue, so Abe and his family joined there, as

well. He joined the synagogue’s Men’s Club, and he became involved in the

Jewish Community Centre, Jewish National Fund, Israel Bonds, Vancouver

Talmud Torah and Shaarey Tefilah, among other community organizations

over the years.

In Vancouver, Abe and Mickey opened Finn’s Kerrisdale. “I had to make a

living and my brother was in the clothing business. He had a store here – he

moved here with my parents, my younger brother.” The store was Finn’s

Clothing Broadway Ltd., located near Blenheim Street.
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Each brother had his own store, they weren’t business partners. “Mind you,

through the course of our history, we had two more stores that we were part-

ners in. He had his store on Broadway, I had my store in Kerrisdale, and we

had a store on Fraser Street together and a store on East Hastings together.”

Most of the goods – men’s clothing – came from Montreal. “Coats, dress

shirts, sports shirts, casual cotton slacks, good wool slacks, that sort of

thing.” Since about 15 years ago, “we get most of our goods from Italy 

or Germany.”

Finn’s Kerrisdale opened in September 1957. “When we started, we carried

quite low-priced dress clothing but slowly we upgraded and, today, we’re not

inexpensive at all.”

The first couple of years, “I did my own bookkeeping but, as the business

grew, you brought in people to do the work that had to be done.” While

Judaism was an important part of his life, Abe “was in the store after shul on

Shabbos.”

Fall was the busiest season for the store. They would have sales twice a year:

Abe Jampolsky owned Finn’s in Kerrisdale, seen here in the 1960s, while his
brother, Mickey James, owned the Finn’s on Broadway.
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July and January. “We had to get rid of our merchandise before the new

merchandise came in because our customers knew our merchandise as well

as we did…. They were people who lived in the area, so they were in the

store two or three times a month, they knew our stock as well as we did, so

we couldn’t carry any stock over, we had to sell it.”

In the first couple of decades, during the 1960s and ’70s, most of Finn’s

clientele was “white Anglo-Saxons.” In the 1980s, Asian clients “became a

very important part of our business. Immigration played a role.” And this

carried over into staffing.

Abe’s wife, Lydia, often visited him at work, “but she never really became an

active part of the store. She had her own life in the community; she was very

active in the community.”

The store kept up with the fashions. It was in the late 1970s, early 1980s, that

they also started to go to New York. “We would go to Toronto and New York

every year to see what was coming out for the next season, and we bought

from good houses, manufacturers who had good reputations who knew

what was going on…. In New York, we would see a lot of the clothing repre-

sentatives from Europe, and that’s who we bought from. As long as we

bought from these kinds of people, we couldn’t make many big mistakes.”

These trips would take place twice a year, in summer and winter. “Small

details … would indicate that the suit that you bought last year is not the

suit you bought this year.”

Initially, there was not a professional window dresser for Finn’s. However,

they did eventually hire one. “We don’t have one today … we don’t need to,

our own people are good at it.”

Abe and Lydia have four children: Robin, Leslie, Howard and Tami. “Tami was

the first one” to help out at the store. “Leslie did, too, but she really wasn’t

interested…. Tami really came out of high school into the store.”

The store has been renovated three times, but the layout is the same, with

women’s clothing on one side, men’s on the other. For about the last 10

years, Robin has been doing all the buying for the ladies side and, for about
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the last 20 years, Tami has been doing all the buying on the men’s side for

Finn’s Kerrisdale. [The store, now owned by Robin and called Finns

Kerrisdale Ladies, moved to 5401 West Boulevard in 2007.]

When Abe and his brother also co-owned the two other stores – which they

had for about 20 years before selling them – Abe would move around stores

“to see what was happening and to see what’s selling and what isn’t selling

and why aren’t we doing well here and why are we doing well here.” The key

is, “simply, you buy low and you sell high. There has to be a margin because

it’s very costly to stay in business.”

As for changes in fashion over the years, “I think women were always inter-

ested in dressing well, men weren’t. But men became more so – as we used

to paraphrase, men were starting to become the peacocks of the fashion

industry. They were beginning to wear colours, they weren’t afraid of

[them]. It wasn’t just wearing a black or a navy [suit]. One time, we would

have 200 black and navy suits in the store; another colour, maybe a grey.

But, today, you’re looking for more, you’re looking for colour. You walk into

the store and you see lots of colour.”

The motivation to purchase from more European vendors came because

“everybody wanted an Armani suit; everybody wanted a Versace, or a Zegna,

or a Canali. Then Hugo Boss came along, everybody wanted Hugo Boss. If

we were going to stay in business,” they had to “move in that direction.” As

well, Montreal’s manufacturing industry declined, “very few manufacturers

left…. Being made in Montreal was no longer the touchstone; it was no

longer attractive.”

The 1980s were “very good” business-wise; the 1990s were difficult. “Right

now it’s also difficult.” His advice to aspiring business owners? “Be prepared

to work hard…. Be prepared to give it your best shot. Be prepared to accept

its importance in your life. And I don’t mean by that giving up your respon-

sibilities in your home, because that’s equally important … you got to be

able to do both, and that takes hard work.” As for his priorities, “being a

father was number one.”

[Abe Jampolsky passed away on October 24, 2011.]
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Richard Lowy and Jocy Lowy (Leo’s Menswear)
Interviewed by David Goldman, August 5, 2015, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.15-17

Jocy Lowy (née Kalinsky) was

born on June 8, 1929, in

Winnipeg. She had four brothers

and one sister: Aaron, Elmer,

Sam, Cookie and Pat. “There was

another little girl that died when

she was six months old of menin-

gitis, and then there was me.”

She and her husband Leo’s first

son Richard was born on March 2,

1958, in Vancouver; then Gary

(1954) and Stephen (1956).

Jocy’s mother, Esther, was from

Russia, as was her dad, who

“came over during the pogroms;

he ran away from the army.” His

name was actually Harry Greenberg. He changed it when he ran away – he

“didn’t want to give his real name, so Kalinsky is actually the name of a

Russian fur.”

Harry arrived in Winnipeg in the early 1900s, “they were all chevra [friends] in

Winnipeg and that’s where he went to because that’s where [he knew peo-

ple]…. He was a cattle dealer by trade, and my mother and my dad’s mother

and my oldest brother Aaron came over about a year or so later … when my

dad got enough money together to bring them to Canada.”

Her parents’ marriage was a shidduch (arranged marriage). “My father knew

my mother, knew who she was and had admired her…. She didn’t meet him

until they got married. They went out a couple of times with a chaperone

and that type of thing, but she really didn’t meet him until they got married.

And it’s really interesting because he became the love of her life; she, in

later life, a long time after my dad died, she did have an opportunity to

Richard Lowy and his mother, Jocy.
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marry … and she said no. She had one love and that was that.”

The family moved from Winnipeg to Calgary for a couple of years, and then

to Vancouver in about 1940. Harry was “on the road all the time, still trying

to make a living.” He was a cattle dealer here, too, “and he was on a trip to

Calgary, he was 63 years old, he was still jumping the fences at the stockyard

and whatever, and he had a heart attack…. He was in Calgary in the hospital,

my mother went to see him; he lasted a couple of days, he died just before

Rosh Hashanah in 1940, I think it was.”

Esther was “very strong.” Aaron had moved to Edmonton, Elmer had gone to

train race horses, “but Sammy, Cookie, Pat and I were still in the house. She

convinced Aaron to lend her, I think it was $600 to buy the house we were

living in…. She worked for the Red Cross.” She was also busy as a volunteer.

Esther “had taken in roomers and boarders to make a living” and Jocy “had

to come home and help clean up the bedroom, make the beds, help with the

dinner and that type of stuff. But … I didn’t know I was poor because every-

body else was in the same boat.”

Jocy’s husband, Leo, was born on June 4, 1928, in Beregova, in those days

part of what was then called Czechoslovakia. That was his “legal” birth date.

[He arrived in Canada in 1948 as part of the War Orphans Project and] “the

age limit was 18 or younger to be brought over.... He was 19 but he was skin-

ny, he was only five foot seven and a half, and he shaved till he was raw to

make sure that he looked younger. That was the only way that they could

come, he and Miriam, to Canada.” [Leo and his twin sister Miriam were the

only members of their family to survive Auschwitz.]

Leo’s Menswear, established in 1950, was located in three different spots

during its existence, but on the same street. Leo had gotten a loan of $4,000

from the families that took him and Miriam in when they came to

Vancouver. One of the families also connected Leo to the owner of a clothing

store on Kingsway Avenue in Burnaby, who wanted to sell.

Leo had worked “in the junk business, and that was just to get him into

earning some money and having some pocket money.”
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When Leo first started his clothing business, said Jocy, “he didn’t have a

clue as to what he was doing.” One funny story is of a customer who came to

the shop in Leo’s early days and “wanted a pair of braces and Leo said, I’ll

get you a pair, what colour do you want? And the guy said to him, don’t you

want to sell those on the wall? [Leo] knew them as suspenders. He really

didn’t know what he was doing but he had the personality that anybody

who came into the store … always depended on him…. They’d come in and

they’d say, I got a meeting tonight, I’ll be back at five o’clock to pick up my

stuff…. And he’d have the pants cuffed and the shirt fixed and the tie and

everything.”

Leo and Jocy did most of the tailoring themselves. Jocy started working in

the store once Richard was about three years old.

“Gary also like the clothing business,” she said. “He would have liked to have

come into it but I wouldn’t let him…. I felt Leo gave up a lot for the store. He

was a one-man operation: he did the books, he did the window dressing.”

Leo had a good reputation. “He always seemed to make all the payments

and whatever and he had a very, very good name because, in later years,

when he had his first open heart surgery, every manufacturer talked to him

and told him, don’t worry, you need merchandise, we’ll give it to you, you’ll

pay us when you can…. When he closed the store, he totalled up his losses

for all the years he was in the store: it was $1,000. That was it. Everybody

that he did business with, customers, merchants, whoever, they always

came back and paid him. It might have been a year or two later, or they

might have had a hard time…. He offered his own credit. When he was sick,

customers used to come in and [ask me], do you need any money? Have you

got enough to pay the light [bill]?”

Leo’s suppliers were mostly out east. “Mostly Montreal for suits and sport

jackets and slacks and basically everything, but then he used to go down to

the wholesales on Cordova Street a lot to pick up stuff that he had sold and

didn’t maybe have the right size.”

He didn’t travel for buying trips. “They all came to Vancouver. Every

November was the scariest month because then he’d spend thousands of
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dollars buying merchandise hoping that it was the right stuff.”

Many of his customers were women, wives buying for their husbands. “Leo

knew what the guys liked and the women trusted him. They would come in,

say, before Christmas and say, I want my husband to [look nice], we’re going

to this party or we’re going to that affair and whatever. What do you think he

should wear?”

He knew his customers by name, but he wouldn’t necessarily sell them what

they wanted, said Richard. “They would come in and they’d want a suit and

he’d say, you don’t need a suit, I sold you a suit last time. What you need is a

pair of pants, another shirt, a different tie, and so he would sell them the

slacks with a shirt and then he says, use the suit jacket and now you have

another look…. He would build the loyalty because these people didn’t know

what they wanted.”

“There was a very, very wealthy woman who was a real estate agent and

divorced but had a son and the son was a real brat,” said Jocy. “He was a

teenager, he had red hair … he had a temper, too. His mother had sent him

to the store to buy a couple of sport shirts and he wanted the red one and

Leo says, no. He says, you can’t wear red, your skin … you need darker

shades … you want a grey, you want a blue. No, I want the red one. So Leo

says, sorry, go over to Sears and buy a red one; he wouldn’t sell it to him. A

day or two later, in comes mother with the boy practically by the ear and she

says to Leo, what colour did you suggest? And Leo told her. She said, I’ll take

two. Say thank you. And that was it.”

Jocy also related a story about a woman who came in with her husband,

both were middle-aged, the guy with a bit of a pot belly. The wife insisted

that her husband wear this suit that had flared pants and a shirt with bal-

loon sleeves and a vest. “Leo says, I’m sorry, I don’t want to sell it. He does-

n’t look right, he shouldn’t be wearing this, this is for kids. She said, you

want my money or not? And so Leo said, yes, I want your money but I don’t

want to dress him like a clown. She said, you have no right to say that to me.

She said … I want you to sell me this purple outfit.”

Leo used to sell clothes to some of the B.C. Lions football players, added
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Richard, “because he was the only guy that would break up a suit for them

because they had such small waists and [were] very broad across the chest….

He would sell the shirt and the tie and everything else but he’d now have …

a small suit jacket with a large suit pant left over.... All of these B.C. Lions

started coming out to the store because Dad would take care of them per-

sonally, and we always had these big guys in the store. He was always very

focused on the customer, the customer experience, the customer service.”

Richard worked in the store part-time on the weekends. “I had to sit around

the store, I had to brush the suits, sweep the walkway or whatever and, as

soon as somebody came in and I started talking to them, I got drawn into

the back and then Dad would take over. He had a real talent for throwing in

a pair of socks, making sure the customer got not what they wanted but

what they needed…. People would come in and spend two or three hours

there just talking with him and asking questions or whatever…. Dad would

literally educate them, pull out a pair of pants, pull out a shirt, pull out a tie,

put it all together for them and they said, well, we’re not sure, and he says,

don’t worry about it, it’s fine, and he’d put it all away or I’d put it all away….

Sure enough, maybe next week or whatever, people would come back

because they went and tried to do it themselves but they appreciated Dad’s

confidence in showing them what worked.”

Leo loved fashion, showing people how to put an outfit together, whether or

not they bought it. “And he was always coming up with the interesting little

ad things,” said Richard, “with the gimmicks and the dressing room in the

back with the fluorescent signs and all the little graphics. He was always try-

ing … promotion things, but he never expanded it beyond the store. He did-

n’t have the, I guess the patience, to start, he was always hands-on. He was

the one that always had to serve the client because nobody could do it as

good as him,” although Jocy said she had some of her own customers.

When somebody walked into the store, they walked through a beam of light

and, when the beam broke, a bell rang. “As soon as somebody came in,” said

Richard, “his head would pop up, and he would be out there. Sometimes,

you had three or four people in the store and our job was to keep them busy

until Dad could get to them.
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While there were no other salesmen really, Leo had support. “There was a

lady that lived behind the store and she wanted some part-time work so he

hired her,” said Jocy.

Leo could “do waists and finish the bottoms,” she said. “I could shorten the

sleeves on a shirt or something like that…. If it was a major job, we had a

couple of tailors, Italian fellows that worked out of their house.”

Richard mentioned Leo’s Christmas party. “He’d always invite everybody

over and bring out the booze and bring out the food … and the place was

packed…. Every year, it was the big thing, the big Christmas party, and peo-

ple would show up that were coming … for 25, 30 years, and they would

bring their kids and the generations would come. It was always, we have to

see Leo.”

As an example, Jocy said there was a customer who “brought his son in for

graduation for his suit … and Leo dressed him up…. He graduated high

school, he got a job, he came to Leo for his first business suit. Years later, he

brought his girlfriend, who became his fiancée, who became his wife, who

had two children and, every Christmas Eve, they knew that before they went

to Grandpa’s, they had to go to Leo’s. They knew Leo from the time they

were babies.”

When Richard produced the documentary Leo’s Journey – [about Nazi doc-

tor Josef Mengele and his brutal experiments on Jewish twins at Auschwitz,

including Leo and Miram] – it turned out that the director/producer had

gotten a tuxedo from Leo’s. “Then all of these people would start popping

up and saying, oh, I rented my tux from Leo’s. For weddings, for gradua-

tions, he was the guy. People would drive from Vancouver all the way out to

Burnaby.”

“He was very fortunate that people in those days dressed,” said Jocy. “Men

dressed to go to work – very fortunate that way because, if he’d have been in

business today, he would have never made it…. In those days, you wore a

sport jacket, [had] three pairs of pants and a couple of shirts and ties that

matched and whatever, and maybe, if you were a car salesman or some-

thing, you would need a couple of suits.”
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Leo once had an incident with Sears, said Jocy. “A woman came in to buy

her husband a dress shirt, an Arrow shirt, and we didn’t have the sleeve

length for it … so Leo says, go across to Sears and they probably will get it

for you…. A day or two later, what happened was Leo gets a phone call from

the manager of the men’s department saying, did a lady come in and ask for

such and such a shirt and whatever [because] she said that our price was $2

more than what you’re selling it for? Leo says, yeah, because that’s the price

I was quoted from the manufacturer of what my mark-up can be…. Leo’s

mark-up was always within the range of what the manufacturers told him he

could put it up…. He was always very, very honest with his customers and

very, very generous.”

For example, she recalled when [newspaper columnist] Denny Boyd came

in, when he was first starting out, “he had nothing and he came into the

store and he was buying some underwear and some socks and a pair of

pants or something and he was short a few bucks, so Leo says, when you get

it, you come back and pay me, and he gave him the stuff…. Denny became

not only a customer but a friend. And Denny made quite a few write-ups 

on Leo’s.”

“His humour was quite larger than life, so people would come in because of

the experience … to be entertained,” said Richard of his father. “So, they’re

not just getting the suit, they’re getting the latest jokes, they’re getting a lit-

tle shot of scotch in the back sometimes, they’re getting the stories, and it

turned into a whole experience, which is what people are doing today….

They want their salespeople to have a personality or they’re trying to create

these different experiences for people to enjoy – Dad did that naturally. He

always greeted people, had that joke, had that thing; walked them to the

door when they left, stand outside at the sidewalk, walk them down to the

car, put the stuff in the car with them.”

“Or delivered it at 11 o’clock at night,” said Jocy.

He did these things intuitively, said Richard. “Today, we understand that as

brand experience, brand loyalty. All those key words that we’ve given that

stuff, he would do that intuitively. You get a free pair of socks at the end of

the sale – he’d just go over and take a nice pair of $8 socks, $7 socks … put it
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in with the shirt, whatever, and say, don’t worry about it. He would do all

those things that even today are key in any type of retail operation, that peo-

ple train their staff or hope they can have their staff do that.”

“And he also sold a lot of clothes off his back,” said Jocy. “He would go to the

Astor Hotel and have lunch and, of course, he always dressed up…. Some

guy would sit, who was a customer or not even a customer, [and say], I really

like your outfit, where did you get it? And he’d say, would you like me to

show you? And he’d walk him down the street to the store and, because they

liked what they saw on him,” they would buy some clothes.

Other than on a weekend, said Richard, Leo would always wear a suit and tie

or a jacket and tie.

“I’ve got to tell you something because it used to drive me crazy,” said Jocy.

“He would come home, there were three kids, I’m in a housedress with an

apron on and he would come in at six-thirty, seven o’clock, the kids had

already eaten, they’d have dessert with him and whatever. Guess what? He

took his jacket off but he never took off his shirt and tie, never. He’d work

downstairs in the basement. He loved to make things. He was very handy

with making a chest of drawers or a bar or something like that. He just loved

working with his hands. He’d still be in the shirt and tie! And I’d keep telling

him, why don’t you put on a sport shirt? He says, what for, he says, I’m com-

fortable. He was always comfortable in a shirt and tie.”

Leo got very involved in the Vancouver Holocaust Centre Society, but when

he went to talk about it, he would have nightmares. He only told his sons

about his Holocaust experiences when they were in their late teens.

“He never told them what he had gone through because he didn’t feel that

he wanted to burden them with his history until they got older and started

realizing what Leo had gone through,” Jocy explained. “But he became very

active after another year or so, after the first sessions, and he got a little bit

more used to repeating his story and it didn’t affect him as much…. He was

very involved in the building of the monument at the Schara Tzedeck … 

that was him who came up with that [with] a couple of the other people that

were involved.”
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“Towards the end of his life,” said Richard, “what happened was is that

Auntie Miriam, his sister – he did not want to tell his story while she was

still alive – when she passed away, this is when he was open to telling his

story because he didn’t want any of this to affect his sister…. And when he

was telling the story and we were shooting the film and we went back to

Auschwitz … we didn’t realize this but he was having heart failure during

the entire trip…. He insisted on walking. Anytime that he was on camera, he

had to be walking.”

Richard said, “The only thing I want to add about Dad was that throughout

his life – obviously, he survived the Holocaust, he survived the two heart

attacks, two quadruple bypasses, shingles, Hodgkin’s disease, a blood disor-

der, and I’m sure many more [things] that I didn’t even know about, and

throughout the entire time, it didn’t matter what sickness it was – nothing

would hold him down. He would always have that positive smile, and this is

not a big deal, even when, as Mom was saying, he was at the apartment and it

was his last few days, it was still the thumbs up…. When he would be in the

store and … serving people, it didn’t matter what he was going through, he

always had that joke and that positive [attitude] and humour. And when you

read the articles on when he died [in December 2002] on the front page of the

Vancouver Sun – they put a two-page spread on him – it was about his

humour, about how he always wanted to make people laugh … and that’s why

he survived, that’s what really got him through everything.”

“He was always positive,” agreed Jocy. “Nothing ever kept him down. The

minute he felt better, let’s go for dinner, let’s go to a movie, let’s go visit, let’s

do this.”
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Esther Nobleman (Jay David)
Interviewed by Chelsea Shriver, February 24, 2014, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.14-02

Esther (née Raber) was born on January 19, 1921, in Estuary, Sask. She wrote

an article for The Scribe in September 1994 about growing up in Medicine

Hat, but not about life there during the Second World War.

“First of all, Medicine Hat became a flying training school for the

Commonwealth forces … and our home became a second home to many,

many of the servicemen from many European countries.” Her brother,

Manuel, enlisted in the Royal Canadian Air Force, he became an air gunner

and flew many sorties in the battle over Europe. She also joined the air

force, the women’s division.

“I should say that it was a small Jewish community in Medicine Hat, per-

haps 20, at the most 25, families at the peak, but I would think that perhaps

90% of the young people joined the services.”

In Estuary, their home was always open. “My mother, I always said, was the

‘hostess with the mostess.’ Not only did we have six children, but every

Jewish holiday … Jewish country merchants who were scattered throughout

the area would come to our home and to other homes…. It was a social cen-

tre, people used to drop in; we never locked our doors. And my mother and

father liked to play bridge a little bit on Saturday nights, or Sunday nights, I

think it was. Everyone would huddle around our radio … and we listened to

Amos and Andy, and Jack Benny, and they had a wonderful time, and that

was the social life. As for the young ones, we didn’t have much to do really,

but we had 10 cents allowance and we would go to the swimming pool and

to a cowboy movie on Saturdays. It was a very nice life, a nice place to grow

up in.”

Esther married Abe Nobleman in Montreal on September 15, 1949. “We lived

there for a few years and then finally we heard of a business in Medicine Hat,

where I still had family – I had a sister and a brother – and we had visited

there, and he quite liked it, so we moved back there and went into this busi-

ness about which we knew absolutely nothing and I became involved in cer-

tain community things,” including the Cancer Society, an arts society and
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other organizations. “I was working, helping my husband and raising three

children and submitting a few little articles and book reviews to the newspa-

per. The editor became friendly and told me there was a radio program called

Assignment… he did that in his free time; he went out and got little inter-

views. They had to be curtailed to exactly 10 minutes, no more, no less, so

they fitted it into this magazine type of program which was aired nightly all

across Canada.” When he was about to move to another city, he suggested

that Esther do it. “I did several what I would call personality-type interviews

and, to my great surprise, they took them. It became known throughout the

city that I was doing this, so people would give me tips. I really had quite a

good time with it and did some really amazing interviews.” This would have

been in the 1960s.

It was on a holiday to Montreal after the war to visit a friend that Esther met

Abe. “She invited me to go out on a date with a group of ex-servicemen who

were looking to meet girls and it was to be a dance party, and I loved to

dance…. I happened to be wearing a very sophisticated black dress with a

gold chain, and I think I probably looked quite nice and, anyway, my hus-

band kept cutting in. The other man I was with was a wonderful dancer, my

husband was not – I should have stopped right there, I told my children.

However, he had other attributes and he was very persistent. After about

two years of long-distance courtship, because I did go back to Winnipeg

[where her family had moved] , we eventually got married in Montreal [at

the Spanish and Portuguese Synagogue], because my family was then pack-

ing up ready to go to Los Angeles to live. And, we lived in Montreal about

five years and then we decided to come to Medicine Hat to start a business

of our own.”

While living in Montreal, “I continued to work in the legal profession. I had

done that in Winnipeg, so I had some very good references, and I just intro-

duced myself at a prestigious law firm and they took me, and I worked

there. But, eventually, I had two young children there [Jonathan and

Elaine], so I had to give up my work.” Their son Michael was born when they

moved back to Medicine Hat.

When Esther and Abe moved to Medicine Hat, they bought her brother’s
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ladies wear shop “because he wanted to move to a bigger city with his chil-

dren and they chose Los Angeles, where my mother’s family had emigrated

to from Europe many years ago, so there was a branch of my grandmother’s

family down there. So, we took over that store. We learned through trial and

error how to run it and made quite a success. I told my husband I had been

raised there and I was willing to go back there, but I didn’t intend to spend

the rest of my life there, so he told me we’ll just get a start there and, after a

few years, we’ll move to a bigger city. It took 15 years but we did, and he was

the one who decided to come to Vancouver because he had been stationed

in this area during the war.”

Abe was a gentleman, said Esther. “He was unassuming, he was very hand-

some, and he came from a very good family. They had once been very pros-

perous and had lived quite a good life. His father had been a manufacturer,

one of the earliest manufacturers of wedding gowns in Montreal, and he had

died at the age of 69 of a stroke and left the family and my mother-in-law to

carry on the best they could, but there were hard times and they had to

come down in the world quite a lot.

“But, when he was young, he was chauffeured to work, not because of pre-

tentiousness but because it seems that my late father-in-law was a very poor

driver. And they had a cook, because his mother helped out, she was, I

think, a designer, she knew a lot about fashion and she was right there with

her husband all the time, despite having had five children. But they were

very well cared for and very carefully brought up; there was no nonsense,

there was discipline…. He was an outdoorsman, a sportsman, never a cham-

pion, but always willing to take part…. He went into the Sun Run when he

was 90 and 91…. He had had a serious heart surgery when he was about 85,

he lived to almost 95. He was very active with the Pacific Heart group here,

he visited heart patients in the Vancouver hospital for years and years and

years, and did so many other community things which I think are a story in

themselves.” [Abe died in 2010.]

When Esther and Abe moved to Vancouver in 1969, she came first “and found

a place to live. He still had not disposed of our business; he had to stay there

for six months by himself until he sold it. But then he did come and we
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bought a business here in the Oakridge shopping centre, a very large

women’s wear business called Jay David. It really was an upscale type of

business with, I think, nine or 10 huge oval windows on a corner and, next to

the department store’s tenants, I think we were the biggest of the independ-

ent tenants. So, he ran that very successfully and then Woodward’s, who

owned that complex, decided to remodel the whole thing and they wanted

our area, or part of our area initially, for a corridor, but we still had a year’s

lease, a really iron-clad lease, which I had insisted on him having because of

my work in legal offices – he didn’t think it was necessary – but, as a matter

of fact, they would have been bound by it. But my husband, big-hearted, he

gave them that corridor a year before he had to because otherwise they

would have been really up the creek. In response, they begged him to come

back as a tenant at a very favourable rate but he decided no, he thought it

was time for him to retire. And so we did. We had a big closing out sale. I

think that was in 1984, or something like that. Then he threw himself in to all

Abe Nobleman, owner of Jay David, with Vancouver Talmud Torah fall event co-
convenors Sylvia Cristall, left, and Rochelle Levinson. The event included a fashion
show. This photo was published in the October 13, 1977, issue of the Jewish
Western Bulletin.
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sorts of good deeds and good work in the community.”

Esther and Abe were involved in Canadian Jewish Congress’ Soviet Jewry

Committee. Abe was mostly involved with the Hebrew Free Loan

Association, for which he was a board member for 25 years. As well, “We did

help settle refugees, not only the Soviets, but then came the Bosnian

refugees and we were very active and we have families that we helped whom

we’re still in contact with today. And we also helped Vietnamese families,

through Congress at that time.”

Esther and Abe were members of Beth Israel Synagogue, and Abe was a

board member; for a while, he was head of the synagogue’s cemetery com-

mittee. He was also a member of its Men’s Club. Around the time he joined

the club, the synagogue “had helped take out a mortgage on a summer camp

in the United States somewhere on the Pacific coast called Camp Solomon

Schechter and they were really hard put to know how they were going to

meet the payments and money was always a problem, and the Men’s Club

was to come up with some kind of a scheme. So, Abe brought an idea that he

had brought with him from Medicine Hat, which they had used in the B’nai

B’rith group there – it was to hold a Gentlemen’s Dinner and award prizes,

and they’d have draws and they’d have a wonderful dinner in a big hotel

downtown. The committee went for that and they appointed him chairman,

and it went off very well. They not only met the current payment on Camp

Solomon Schechter, but they absolutely wiped out the mortgage. For that …

they awarded him this plaque, ‘In recognition of outstanding services to

Congregation Beth Israel Men’s Club, March 12, 1976.’ So, that’s one of the

things that he did.”

Esther said, “It was just a question of doing our bit, and being active…. We

did what we did, what we could, quietly, and I think that’s what most people

do and I think that’s what makes the world go round, it’s the little people.”

Esther and Abe had five grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.

[Esther Nobleman passed away on June 6, 2014.]
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Solomon (Pucky) and Minnie Pelman (Sam’s Shirt Shop, Sam’s, Finn’s)

Interviewed by Esther Nobleman, June 15, 2003, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.03-07

“When I was two years old, this was

1917, during the First World War, we

had a Russian man staying at our

home,” said Pucky, explaining his

nickname. “The general of the

Russian army at the time was

General Kuropatkin, and that’s what

he would call me, General

Kuropatkin. I have two brothers….

Izzy was a year older, Sam was two

years older. They couldn’t say

General Kuropatkin. They said

Pucky. My mother hated it. If any-

body phoned and asked for Pucky,

she would say, no Pucky here, and

slam the receiver down, but it stuck. My mother said, Pucky in Russian is

pig. I’m sure she didn’t want to hear that name, but even the rabbi called me

Pucky. It’s a name that’s stayed with me all this time.”

Pucky and Minnie were both born in Vancouver. “Minnie lived across the

lane where I lived. I was on Keefer Street, 812, and Minnie was on Georgia

Street, just across the lane from me. Anyhow, we went to the same schools

together, and went to Templeton. When I was about 12 years old, the

Templeton Junior High had one piano, which they used to have to move

from one room to another. And this one day, the teacher was in the science

room. The teacher asked us to move the piano to the gymnasium. I was one

of the volunteers. What she forgot was that it was on three casters and one

piece of wood, a little piece of two by four. I took that corner where that piece

of wood was [and] soon as they moved that piano, it fell on me and broke my

leg. Right on the femur. All hell broke loose…. They took me to the hospital.

And guess who was in the next bed, my cousin … who had just broken his leg

up in Grouse Mountain skiing. We had a heck of a time in the hospital. What

I’m trying to get to is that, when I came home, I’m on crutches. And, all of a

Pucky (Solomon) Pelman
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sudden, I’m a hero. All the girls were running after me. And this was when

Minnie and I started to get [together].”

Pucky was one of six children: in addition to Sam and Izzy, there was his

younger brother Norman; his sisters are Dora and Sophie. He and Minnie

celebrated their 65th wedding anniversary November 2002 – they were mar-

ried at Schara Tzedeck in 1937.

“We were able to get a hold of Minnie’s dad’s car for our honeymoon and,

after the wedding, there was a dinner at my mother’s place. And then, we

took off ... to Bellingham the first night.… We were going to Tacoma, where

one of the Rothstein girls was engaged; Sophie Rothstein was having a big

party in Tacoma. We left the hotel, went to the party – in pouring rain. We

got back and the windshield wiper got stuck. We couldn’t see out. Do you

remember that time, dear? Anyhow, we drove into a garage and got that

fixed.” Their honeymoon was cut short because Pucky’s replacement at

Gold’s Bakery, where he worked, got too drunk to do the job.

Pucky’s mother was Sarah Rothstein. She and Pucky’s dad, Hyman (Hymie),

were married in Russia and fled to New York in about 1911. Dora and Sam

were born in New York. “My dad was working as a cameraman for a movie

company.”

Sarah’s cousins, Abe and Sam, were in Vancouver, as was her brother, Max.

They encouraged her and Hymie to come to Vancouver. 

Minnie’s father, William Izen, came to Canada from Poland in 1911. He start-

ed off, she said, “like most of them do, with the horse and wagon, going

through the lane, collecting junk, bottles, anything they could. But he had

enough. He started a store, and mother came to town. She was from the

Aaroni family.” Her mother, Mary Fisher, came from Lithuania.

William had brought over his brother and his wife from Poland, and they

settled here. “He eventually had a little second-hand store on Main Street …

and Keefer [Street]. When he was able to afford it, he bought the whole cor-

ner there. He never liked paying rent.”

One of the wonderful things he did, said Minnie, was “he and his brother
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were first members of the Chevra Kadisha [Burial Society].”

Minnie is the oldest. She has a brother, Ben, and a sister, Sari. Minnie

recalled that a friend of theirs had a car, which “was open in the back. On a

Sunday, a whole gang of us would pile in the back, go to Stanley Park, have a

beach party … walk around … have picnics. We had more fun and it didn’t

cost us anything.”

Pucky’s sister’s husband, George Lonn, had a menswear store on Granville

Street and he gave Pucky his first job. “I made $5 a week. Used to walk from

Keefer across the Georgia Viaduct to Granville Street. I remember the first

customer coming in, looking for a tie. He’s asking me, what would go with

this? And I didn’t have the foggiest idea. That didn’t last too long. I got a job

with Alberta Meat. That was the [Arthur] Fouks family…. I used to make

sausages there.

“I worked there for about two years, until I heard about this Gold’s Bakery

opening up in Vancouver, and I went and applied [in about 1935]. They said,

well, you want to work here, you get your own customers. So, I went around

to all the Jewish families and I made myself a route of Jewish customers for

the bakery…. I worked for the bakery, I guess, until 1942 … when Minnie’s

cousin, Sam Izen, who had a menswear store on Hastings Street, just called

Sam’s Shirt Shop … he came to me and wanted to know if I liked to buy his

store, which I just jumped at the idea because this peddling bread, when it

was raining, it was really terrible. The bread used to get wet, I used to get

soaked…. Anyhow, I arranged to buy the store.

“My mother went and borrowed a thousand dollars, Mr. Izen lent me a thou-

sand dollars and we had a thousand dollars saved…. It was just a shirt shop,

no clothing, on 62 1/2 West Hastings, kitty-corner to Woodward’s. We fig-

ured out that if I did for a week $125 business, that would pay the rent, it

would pay my wages and pay the overhead…. There was a lot of traffic, and

especially around Christmas time. People who went to Woodward’s and got

sick and tired of waiting would come into our store. We had a nice thing

going for us.”

Once, the owner of BVD shirt company happened to be in town and he came
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into the store. “He could see I was green, and he says to me, you know, Mr.

Pelman ... one of the most important things is for you to remember your

customer’s name. If your customer came in and you said, hi Mr. Jones, or

whatever it was, you’ve made the sale. There’s a difference – now you’re not

talking to a customer, you’re talking to a friend. And, it sure worked. It sure

worked.”

About six months before the Wosks (Ben and Morris) bought the building

next door and wanted to expand into Pucky’s store, Pucky was asked by one

of the travelling salesmen whether he wanted to be partners in a store on

Robson Street. The man would put up the money, and he wanted Pucky to

provide the merchandise. Pucky agreed. While he went to work at the Robson

location, he had the man who used to dress his shop windows look after the

Hastings store; he came over to Robson when the Hastings store closed.

The store next to the Capitol Theatre on Granville Street near Robson

became available. “And we had my son come in, Steven. The architect came

in and redesigned the whole area, and we filled it with clothing now – a reg-

ular menswear store.” Pucky called it Sam’s. “And things were good until the

mall came in…. All of a sudden, my rent went from $1,300 to $4,000 a

month ... and business went downhill. All the bums and all the dope came

on the streets. And customers used to say, you know how many guys asked

for a handout, for loose change? And soon, they just didn’t show up any-

more. So, we gave up the store. I went to work for a little made-to-measure

store until I got this job at Finn’s clothing…. Started in 1974, so I’m there

almost 30 years.”

He works every day but Thursday, which is his day off. “And Mickey [James]

says, keep telling people, when Pucky is 90, he can work half-time. So, I got

two years to go.” He still enjoys his work. “You make a lot of friends. People

come in and just, it’s a kibitz.”

Pucky began singing in the choir at Beth Israel Synagogue at a young age,

when the synagogue was still located in the old Jewish Community Centre

on Oak at 11th. Over the years, he has sung with many cantors and has con-

ducted the choir at points. In 1979, he was Beth Israel Men’s Club’s Man of

the Year. “I was with the Beth Israel Choir for 62 years. The reason that I
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know of this 62 years is because I started just before we got married … two

years before we got married, I started singing with a pickup choir.”

Minnie was in the Beth Israel Choir for a few years when the synagogue was

in the community centre, before they built their own building at Oak and

28th. “As a matter of fact, I was a secretary to the first rabbi that came

there…. We had already had my first son by then. I remember putting him in

the little wagon that we had, pulling him into a mother’s place, leaving him

there, walking to the centre. We lived on 20th and near Oak…. Then, later

on, when Pucky was involved in the Beth Israel Choir and my children were

grown up, I went back in the choir again. I just love being in a choir. I stayed,

I don’t know, two, three years, until I got a night job. I was working then…. I

didn’t volunteer until the children were in high school, pretty well. And

then, I worked as a volunteer at the hospital. As a matter of fact, because of

that, after the children were grown, I got a job at the hospital, where I

worked for 15 years.”

Pucky and Minnie have four children, five grandchildren and three great-

granddaughters.

In talking about their social, sports and leisure activities, Pucky said, “I used

to sponsor, from my store Sam’s Shirt Shop, about five bowling teams and

we bowled at the Commodore Alleys on Granville … and I used to bowl on

one of the teams. We did pretty good, but one year we won the cup…. I had

an average of about 190, I guess, but I bowled way over my head and I

helped us win that cup.”

[Pucky Pelman passed away on February 20, 2006.]
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Leslie and Nicky Raphael (Sweet 16)
Interviewed by Irene Dodek, September 9, 2013, Richmond, B.C.; 20.13-19

Leslie Raphael was born on February 21, 1924, in Vancouver. He has a

younger brother, Robert. They had a sister who died at birth or soon there-

after. She is buried in the Jewish section of Vancouver’s Mountain View

Cemetery.

His mother, Fanny, was born in Poland, but went to England with 

her family at age three. When she eventually worked, she did so as 

a seamstress.

His father, Jack, was also born in Poland, and immigrated to England at

the age of 15 to live with his sister, who had come earlier. “And that’s

where he started to work, with her in the little business she had, until he

left.” He was a tailor.

Les’ parents met in England and came to Canada in 1920. The family lived in

the West End initially and then in Kerrisdale. Jack had wanted to go to

Australia.

“He thought that was a wonderful place to go to. He had met people during

the war from Australia and so on. He liked it very much, but then his broth-

er, my dad’s brother, had come to Vancouver…. When he first came here,

they stayed at the home of Charles, his brother’s home. And they didn’t have

enough room for them so they built a large … addition on the grounds. They

moved into that place with all their luggage and their stuff and that’s where

they lived.”

To make a living, Jack found a place downtown on Granville Street and set

Fanny up with a sewing machine. “She was very, very good at what she did,

and she started making clothing for women and girls… He went out on

streetcars, in those days, to Steveston, way out, and he started selling these

beautiful clothes to the people there. He had to get a proper OK from the

people who lived there in order to do that, which he did because he had a

good reputation and experience, and the whole thing gave him a chance to

do that, to go around and sell his stuff, peddle it. He made a good deal of
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money doing that and he also got to know that area extremely well, and the

people in it. It was always very close to him – and to me as I grew up,

because I used to occasionally go out with him, and so I got to know the area

very well and they got to know me.”

When Jack had made enough money, he opened “a little store to make

clothing.” Eventually, he got a business partner and “he found that there

was a very important bunch of stores in America called Sweet 16, so he pirat-

ed the name. Now, in those days, you could get away with anything like that,

so he just took the name and used it. That’s why it became Sweet 16.” He

opened the business a couple of doors down from Woodward’s, and other

locations followed.

“He opened the rest of the stores when I got into the business, because I got

into the business just after I was married to my darling wife” and graduated

from the University of British Columbia. “I was given the job of managing

the stores.”

“Don’t forget that he had been travelling back east with his father,” said

Nicky. “He worked on the weekends with his father, summer holidays. His

father relied on him a lot and so he knew a lot of what was going on, so he

didn’t come in there cold. He wasn’t that warm, but still he knew a lot of

what was going on.”

Les’ father could not “read or write English,” said Nicky. “Mother Raphael

could, but he couldn’t.”

“He was the kind of a guy that, even though he couldn’t read or write, had the

kind of personality that would enable him to mingle with everybody of all

classes and religions and be acceptable to them,” said Les.

The staff at Sweet 16 were very good. Jack “didn’t do the training. He had

very capable people in different departments and areas within the business,

and they did the training whenever it was needed,” explained Nicky.

The types of clothes that Sweet 16 sold changed over time. “In later years,

they catered a tremendous amount to younger people,” said Nicky. “When

they first started, it was the older ladies that were going to Woodward’s and
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their children, but, as time went on, then it became a young people’s store,

and they catered to them.”

Les believes that the store was one of the first to offer credit. It was a “very

wonderful thing to build up the business, but the banks in those days didn’t

think it was a very good idea, so we had a lot of trouble with the banks.”

When clients didn’t pay, “we just gave it over to agencies.”

But that didn’t happen often, said Nicky. “People were pretty good about

paying…. I think they felt very fortunate to be able to get credit.”

Sweet 16 expanded. “We had stores all through British Columbia,” said

Les, as well as in “Alberta and Saskatchewan. I opened stores right up to

the Great Lakes ... in Ontario. We pulled back from that particular part of

the country but we had stores all through. I’d open stores, open stores,

open stores.”

Les’ brother, Bob, was also in the business. “My brother went to the stores

and made sure they were functioning properly. And he went back east to

buy. It was very important.”

Sweet 16 at the corner of Cambie and West Hastings streets, 1971.
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Their cousin Morris worked in the

store, as well. He worked in the

credit department.

“Our whole operation was moved

to a building on Main Street,” said

Les.

“And that’s where the factory was,

also, you see,” said Nicky. “There

was a retail firm in the front and

the offices were upstairs and on

top of the third floor was the facto-

ry, where they manufactured.”

“My father, of course, was the

manufacturer and that’s what he

really liked to do,” said Les.

“He was a tailor, you see, so he

understood the quality of workmanship, too, very much so,” added Nicky.

Jack was active in the community. “Dad always was a participant and a sup-

porter of everything. He was a very generous man. But, because of his

health, he couldn’t be a participant physically, but he was a great supporter

of everything,” said Nicky.

It was Jack’s decision to move the family to Kerrisdale. “We lived upstairs in

this really very lovely [place in the West End]. It was the nicest and largest

building in Vancouver at that time. It was a very nice place and my mother

was very happy there. My father decided, in his wisdom, that we were going

to move to Kerrisdale. Well, that was the end of the world, as far as my

mother was concerned,” said Les.

“She was so upset and I only hear by word of mouth…. It was another world,

there weren’t a lot of Jews there yet,” explained Nicky.

Les and his brother were mostly raised in Kerrisdale.

An ad for Sweet 16. At one point, there
were stores throughout British Columbia
and all the way to Ontario.
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“From the time we were 12 or 13, well, after his bar mitzvah and the first time

we met, Les, he was wearing a bar mitzvah suit and the sleeves came up to

his elbows because he had grown so much in the year between his bar mitz-

vah and the year I met him,” said Nicky. “He was very active in Young

Judaea and he was on the debating team for Prince of Wales and then, of

course, at university…. He started the ZBT [Zeta Beta Tau fraternity] on cam-

pus at UBC.”

Les graduated in May 1945 with a double degree in arts and commerce. He

and Nicky were married in October 1945. They have three children, all of

whom live in Vancouver: Barbara, Howard and Andy.

Throughout his life, Les has been involved in the general and Jewish com-

munities. He had to have been “the youngest person in the Zionist

Organization,” said Nicky. “He was working with the likes of Harry Freeman,

who was a good 20 years older than him … these fellows were all 10 to 20

years older than him … and he was just really a young kid and taking on

these various responsibilities and felt very deeply about Israel.”

“I was ‘Mr. Jew,’” said Les, “In the non-Jewish world, where I was very

active in business and everything else, I was a Jew and I was respected as

such…. I love to tell this story because when I was in Prince of Wales, the

guys used to go down to the [Vancouver Lawn and Tennis Club] … and so

I went along with them because it’s a great idea. To get in, you had to get 

a signed [affidavit]. And one of the things you had to say is religion. So, 

I thought to myself, I’m not going to say Jew, so I put down Hebrew. A

fancy word, you see, so they accepted me. Now, I was the first Jew and the

only Jew for a long, long time that was accepted into the Vancouver Lawn

and Tennis Club.”

[Leslie Raphael passed away on February 21, 2016.]
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Leslie Raphael (Sweet 16)
Interviewed by Leora Raivich, June 30, 2004, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.04-05

Leslie’s dad, Jack, made women’s clothing – coats and suits, mainly – at

Raphael’s. “I think my father did most of the cutting himself. He may have

had some workers, sewing, what not.”

The shop was initially in the 1000 block of Granville Street. “Then they

moved from there to 919 Granville…. And that was when I was born,” above

the theatre. From there, they moved to Comox Street, where Jack rented a

house. Finally, they settled in Kerrisdale, around 31st Avenue and Yew Street.

As a kid, “I worked on Saturday afternoons in the store … cleaning toilets

and making boxes and things.”

The family belonged to Schara Tzedeck Synagogue on Heatley Street initial-

ly, but then switched to Beth Israel after they moved to Kerrisdale. One rea-

son for the change was distance. “And also English was spoken and I could

understand better. That’s where all the Jews of my generation, most of them

went, unless they were very, very religious…. Both congregations rented ball-

rooms on Broadway to have a holiday service. Schara Tzedeck rented the

White Rose Ballroom, which was east of Granville, and the Beth Israel rented

the Alexander Ballroom, which was west of Granville. And never the twain

should meet because there was this pretty deep, profound social distinction.”

Les used to go very frequently with his father to Montreal to get merchan-

dise during the war. “Everything came from Montreal. All the woollen mills,

for all intents and purposes, basically, it was rationed and it was very tough.

But I used to go there, and I was in university at that time. I was a fraternity

member of Zeta Beta Tau (ZBT) and, in those days, fraternities really meant

something. What they meant is that you could walk into a ZBT … on any

campus anywhere in North America. And so, of course, I looked up some of

my ZBT brothers, who lived in Westmount … and the other side of my life is

dealing with these manufacturers; these were basically immigrants and

roughnecks.”

Les’ dad was not in good health, generally, because of having been exposed
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to gas during the First World War when he was in the British army. “I had

been with him in the business, travelling with him and all the rest of it, so it

was expected that I would go in the business.” Les’ brother also came into

the business.

The Charkow family “had a shop called Fit-Well Garments…. Abe and

Morris, and we have always been very, very good friends,” said Les.

“My father was in business with their father … very small world. And then

the other was a factory owned by Albert Koch … he had his factory. That’s

really the only three factories in town that were of any consequence.

Nothing else. Then the union came along.”

Sam Herbst was the general organizer for the ILGWU (International Ladies

Garment Workers Union) for Canada. “This happened in the middle, late

thirties. So, he headquarters in Winnipeg and did a great job for the manu-

facturers. Here’s an organizer who really knew what it was all about. His

first responsibility, he knew, was to keep the members working…. If a com-

pany goes out of business, there are no jobs…. He was very responsible. And

so, he came out here and my father embraced him because everybody’s of a

feather and my father, with his factory, says, you want another 10 cents an

hour, whatever, fine with me. So, then [Sam] went around to the other facto-

ries because Jack Raphael signed up. Well, they didn’t like that very much,

because it meant a hell of a lot. Finally, they signed up as well. OK, so then

Vancouver became unionized, these three plants. All three of them would

make one minor Winnipeg manufacturer.”

After the war, Les said that Herbst helped get more Jews into Canada. As a

labour leader recognized and respected by the federal trade ministry, he

pointed out that Canada needed people for its factories. He argued that Jews

in Poland are all tailors and asked the trade minister to “allow us to go over

and select tailors who can come into Canada and you don’t have to worry,

the industry will give them all jobs…. In order to do it, each factory across

Canada had to undertake to guarantee a certain number of jobs, depending

on the size of their factories…. I forget the total number that came into

Canada on this scheme, but it was a substantial number…. Sam Herbst had

to go to occupied Europe, still occupied. He was going to select them. Now,
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you couldn’t get into Europe unless you were in the army, so they had to

give Sam Herbst an honorary captaincy in order to get in.”

Returning to the topic of Sweet 16, Les said, “I had a very good relationship

with staff, always. And my father, as an example to me, was always very

close to his staff and paternalistic and would help them out. If they needed,

particularly his factory crew, a little money for a down payment for a house,

he was very, very good and I, of course, learned from him…. Even as we got

larger … good relationships [were very important].

“Unpleasant things were always financial. When we expanded too fast and

were on the verge of losing our ass, [we had to] cut back and proceed again.

We were always expanding very fast.”

Things “started to change very dramatically after the factory was finished

because the factory was not, let’s say, able to make various products com-

petitively. We were just getting into the sixties, beginning of what we now

call sportswear, a different way of dressing ... but that enabled us to have a

broader, better selection of this and that. We had at that time, for quite a

while, a buying office in Montreal, which gave us a great leg up on all the

other retailers. We had merchandise faster and better and I became very

good at reading results, marketing.”

He saw that “younger-looking things were being made and selling very well,

so I determined – our name was Sweet 16 and our products weren’t age 16 –

to make, indeed, our products [reflect] Sweet 16. So, I switched from one

look to another. It was the time when … the petites were starting out and

they were manufactured in Montreal.

“Montreal was the seat of all the dressmakers, sportswear business and

everything else…. We developed the largest ladies wear retail business based

in Vancouver. Larger companies like Reitman’s were coming out west and

they were very large … but they were based in Montreal. Sally Shops, which

was another very, very wonderful retailer who happened to be born in

Vancouver and whose father was the best retailer ever, started in Vancouver,

went to Montreal to develop his chain and it was very, very effective.”
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With Sweet 16, “as I got better at the marketing [and] the clientele got

younger … we would do such things as go out to high schools to put on

fashion shows…. And what every girl wanted was a new dress for Saturday

night. Of course, they wore dresses in those days. And we got very, very

good at supplying the dresses…. We gave credit to teenagers: a dollar down,

a dollar a week.”

Holiday seasons? “We lived by them…. There were never any sales until after

Christmas. Nobody wanted to mark down their merchandise…. We marked

down coats but we wouldn’t mark down anything else.”

While his wife didn’t come to the store, she did help. “She put on these fash-

ion shows…. She taught the models…. It was very interesting because – and

it was a part of the development of the retail business I liked very much – I

wanted to make these girls proud of themselves, because I knew that self-

confidence in a young girl was so important. And so we used to select these

girls, the high schoolers who wanted to be part of these fashion shows, and

we would provide them with hair, make-up proper and, of course, the

clothes, and we would put on these elaborate professional fashion shows.

My wife was very, very professional at that and, with our staff, our own staff

pressing and selecting. And we used to trot down the runways and, by God,

they looked so proud of themselves. So worthwhile.”

In about 1970, “I sold the company to an American company out of New

York, who were acquiring retail properties in Canada. And so I no longer

owned Sweet 16 but … I was actually still managing it. I got my salary and

bonus … so I continued with it and I continued developing it.”

The company had bought other “retail properties in Canada, in the east, par-

ticularly … and they were losing pots of money and so they made me the

vice-president of all their retail operations in Canada. I was running 15 differ-

ent businesses with 500 [or] 400 stores at one point, and out of Montreal.”

This lasted only a few years. “The company that bought my company was

bought in turn by a larger company and my role changed. I was back run-

ning Sweet 16. I was also now being able to spend a lot of time in New York,

which I adored. And I had some jobs that they gave me in head office and
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this was a tremen-

dous period. I

learned a great

deal…. This was the

seventies. And then

that company … sold

to Reitman’s, sold

their Canadian hold-

ings…. I became

Western vice-presi-

dent of Reitman’s …

working for Jack

Reitman, who has

since died, who was

the boss at that time,

a very powerful,

strong guy, with two

very, very smart

sons.”

Eventually, though,

“I felt that my sover-

eign power out here was being eroded and so I quit.” Sweet 16 stores became

Reitman’s.

When they were Sweet 16, the “major market was 16 to 45…. They were vari-

ous sizes, depending where they were, but we had always wonderful win-

dows. I wanted to make our inexpensive merchandise look good and we had

policies in return privileges…. We had good merchandise, even though it

was inexpensive…. That is what merchandising is about … finding and

understanding the market and giving them what they want and what they

should get…. I had a whole core of window dressers. We had window

dressers who would make window scenes and all the rest of it and export

them to all our other stores all over the place.”

Reitman’s on West Hastings Street, on November 6,
1959, or June 3, 1963.
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Brian Rosner (Bryan’s, Bryan’s Bride)
Interviewed by Gary Averbach May 19, 2015, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.15-07

Brian Rosner was born on March 22, 1942, in Winnipeg. He has an older

brother, J. Herbert, who also lives in Vancouver.

His father’s parents came to Canada in [1897 from a village in Russia in the

province of Bessarabia called Novoselitz or Novoselets.] “My grandfather

arrived in the late 1890s in Canada and ended up in a place called Plum

Coulee, Man…. He was not married at the time, and he eventually ended up

in another southern Manitoba town by the name of Lowe Farm and estab-

lished his family with his wife in 1900, 1901.”

The family had a general store in Lowe Farm, “eventually they got a farm.

But they lived a homestead life, a kosher homestead life in a remote

Mennonite area in southern Manitoba. And they had a family – they ended

up having 10 male children, two died at birth and one died in a fire.”

Brian was about 13 when his grandfather passed on, and about 25 when his

grandmother did, “so I remember her much better than my grandfather and

I remember them, especially my grandmother, fondly.”

He knew less about his mother’s parents. “My mother was born also in

Canada in 1907…. They came to Canada, again, between 1895 and 1900, and

my mother was born in Winnipeg. The family settled in Winnipeg but also

moved around southern Manitoba and into Saskatchewan while they were

establishing themselves.” [His mother’s father was Beryl (Benjamin)

Chmelnitsky; he came from Nova Ukrainka, about 60 miles west of Kiev.]

Brian is named after his maternal grandfather.

Brian’s father, Saul Rosner, was born in 1908 in Winnipeg, and died in 1994.

Saul lost his leg when he was 17 as a result of post-operative complications.

“He got blood poisoning and he lost his leg at that age.... He lived at his

uncle’s and he continued through high school, got his high school education

and graduated from the University of Manitoba and also graduated as a

[teacher]…. He didn’t have a very good teaching career so, in about the

1930s, he went into the fashion business, and eventually married my mother
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and they established a women’s fashion store in 1935 in Winnipeg.”

Brian’s mother [Esther] was born in 1907. “She didn’t complete her educa-

tion and she in fact had to go out to work when she was quite young. Her

first job was playing the piano … in silent movies at theatres…. And then,

from that career, she went into being a clerk in a fashion store and met my

father and they married and they worked [jointly in the business].”

Brian had always been active in his parents’ store. “I liked it and I would do

bookkeeping for them and I used to go with my father, spend time with him,

and I’d take cash at the store and that type of thing…. An opportunity came

up in about 1964. My father’s store, he had always operated in Winnipeg

opposite Eaton’s on the south side of Portage Avenue, and an opportunity

came up for a store on the north side of Portage Avenue between Eaton’s

and the Bay, which was busier traffic. I said, well, it’s a good opportunity …

and I opened up a store with him in 1964…. [His] was called the Fashion

Shop, and my store was called Bryan’s.”

His parents operated their store until about 1977. “Forty-two years, and then

he retired.”

Brian met Gloria at a fashion show he was sponsoring. “She was one of the

models and I met her and we got married a year later,” in 1965. “She wasn’t

really active in the business but she would help me out. We had children …

two in a row, and she was busy.” Yale and Richard were about eight and nine

years old when the family left Winnipeg.

“I was having some troubles with my landlord and I saw that there was no

opportunity to expand in Winnipeg. The store was doing alright but, at that

time, I heard that Pacific Centre in Vancouver was being developed, and I had

an opportunity to get into Pacific Centre. I said to myself, if I could make a liv-

ing in Winnipeg between Eaton’s and the Bay on the south side with the north

winds blowing open my door in the middle of winter, I’m bound to make a liv-

ing between Eaton’s and the Bay underground in Vancouver. I made that deci-

sion even though most of the merchants in Vancouver at the time resisted

going into Pacific Centre because the rents, they thought, were too high. There

were very few [local], especially apparel, merchants who did go … into Pacific
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Centre. They were all of the opinion that Granville Street was great and it

would continue to be.”

He opened Bryan’s Fashions Ltd., which sold women’s clothing, in Pacific

Centre in 1975. Some local businesses, such as Murray Goldman, also “saw

the light.” His alteration shop was right beside Brian’s office.

“I started with the one store and it was successful. In fact, it was so success-

ful – you see, I didn’t realize how much business you could do in the month

of December because, when I was sitting in Winnipeg, I was fighting the

north winds when it’s 30-below weather…. The first December I ran out 

of merchandise and … fortunately for me, Max Fugman, may he rest in

peace, was able to supply me immediately with merchandise and we

became friends.”

The success of the store led Brian to expand. “I opened up in [the]

Richmond mall, Lansdowne, in about 1977 and, in about 1978, I opened in

Coquitlam Centre, and then I felt the pressure of not having the knowledge

to be able to run a chain. At the same time, Conrad Lacker had opened up a

store in Pacific Centre called Suzy Creamcheese…. One thing led to another,

[and] I eventually sold two-thirds of my company to Suzy Creamcheese and

… they taught me … how to run a chain.” After about five years, there were 11

stores, as far east as Edmonton, and there was “a third person wanting to

buy the Bryan’s chain and they gave me right of first refusal. I didn’t have

any money.” However, he was able to raise the funds.

In the 1980s, “all the major shopping centres were having financial prob-

lems…. There was a terrible recession but we had a cash business and we got

very good deals and I was able to take that 11 stores and open up, in a space of

10 years, an additional 30 stores, so we ended up, at one point, we had 41

stores…. They were from Vancouver Island to Winnipeg…. I had about 350

employees and we had a head office of about 25 employees, and it was a big

business … because we had all these outposts…. We did mass buying and we

started also … going into the States to purchase [apparel, to have different

product lines]…. We had an excellent credit rating so we were, at one point,

able to get a line of credit from some of the factories in excess of $2 million in

the U.S., and that was kind of unheard of because we were a Canadian com-
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pany and what was their recourse? They didn’t really have one.”

Brian’s part in the business was as the buyer. “That was the glamorous part,

or the interesting part, the creative part of the business. I delegated the

financial and the operations to different people and I had confidence in

them and I let them do their job. They knew what they were doing. It’s a

classic thing – don’t interfere if you don’t have any expertise in it…. I had

top employees and we paid them well … and they were with me for years….

It was a successful business right up until, I think it peaked out with the

year 2000 and then, after 2000, we had a dip and then the chain ran into

serious problems in the recession of 2008 and 2009.”

The head office was initially in a rented space at 878 Cambie St. Eventually,

they bought a building in East Vancouver on Franklin Street, near Victoria

Drive. “It was a depot, we warehoused very little…. We’d receive it, mark it in

and send it out. We went through our merchandise fast enough that we did-

n’t have to [warehouse it].”

Both of Brian’s children ended up in the business. “The youngest one, I

trained from the bottom up. I said, if you’re going to go into the business

you might as well start on the floor … selling merchandise in the fashion

business, and I gave him to one of my top managers and she trained him.

Eventually, we sent him out into the territories to manage … and he basical-

ly knew the business better than I did because he knew every aspect of it

and I didn’t. And then, my oldest one, he came into the business to look

after other things.”

His wife “was involved later on in displays. Early on, when we started … she

used to help me buying, but she never really worked in the stores very much.”

Once the business was rolling, Brian was spending at least a week a month

on the road, “visiting the stores and buying. We had a triangle – we bought

in Los Angeles, New York, Montreal and back to Vancouver. So, there was a

lot of travelling and I had some health problems, and eventually I had to

curtail that because of health problems.” This was in the mid-1990s.

“The stores were doing well. We were making a living and my kids were in
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the business and I had trained my youngest son that he could replace me.

And so, in about 2004, I made a decision, because I was basically not travel-

ling and the administration was looked after by some of my old-time

employees, I made a decision to get into a part of the retail business that I

hadn’t been in … the wedding store business, with a partner, and we were

going to form a new prototype of store. We opened it up in 2004…. It was

called Bryan’s Bride…. But it never met the expectations that we thought it

would meet … and basically I’ve just sold it.” It was in Brentwood Mall.

After the 2008 recession, Bryan’s had to cut back severely, close stores and

reorganize. “We actually did go into bankruptcy [but] we ended up buying

back eight of the stores.” The remaining stores are owned and run by Brian’s

children. There are a couple in the Lower Mainland, one in Victoria, and a

store in Lethbridge, Medicine Hat, Regina, Saskatoon and Edmonton.

Brian is now completely retired. “It was a great life to me, an interesting life.

I did a lot of travel, I saw a lot of things, I knew a lot of people. At one time,

we had, in the apparel business, a pretty big pencil.... When we went into the

States, we were considered – even in the States – a big user…. Nordstrom,

they would operate in five regions, but they would buy individually for each

region. So, if I would go down to one of my suppliers, maybe there would be

in a region at that time … five or seven or eight Nordstrom stores, and here I

was sitting buying for 41.”

The apparel manufacturing industry in North America is basically gone

now, “and we’re relying on Asia to give us our apparel, pure and simple. We

can’t compete…. It’s so cheap to produce goods in Asia ... the big expense is

the marketing and the transportation and the distribution…. What’s basi-

cally happened in the shopping centre business – in order to pay the rents

right now, you have to cut out the middleman. And so, they’re looking for

companies that are vertical … where their cost of goods is like 20% of

retail.” In the shopping centres, “they don’t even want national firms any-

more in Canada. They want U.S. and international. Even the nationals, they

don’t have the pencils, the demand, that they once had…. The list of com-

panies that have gone bankrupt, I can write them all on my arms and my

legs, there’s just one after another. From the Woodward’s and the Eaton’s ...
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all the way down to guys like me. I outlasted most of my competitors with

the exception of [a few].”

Brian calculated that, over his career, he “paid for directly in excess of 14

million man hours of labour. It’s a lot of jobs…. During my career, I met over

a thousand payrolls.”

He said, “I think I was a caring person. I can … go to my Maker, so to speak,

and say [I led a Jewish family life and that I was a job creator]. That’s 

what I’ve done, that’s my contribution. Do I want my grandchildren to fol-

low in my footsteps? Not in the business that I was in because it’s all going

to change.”
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Joseph Segal (Fields, Zellers)
Interviewed by Irene Dodek and Cyril Leonoff with Rosalie Segal present, April

13 and 27, 1997, Vancouver, B.C.; 19.97-01

Joseph Segal was

born on January

12, 1925, in

Vegreville, Alta. He

is the youngest of

three children.

Joseph’s father,

Samuel, was born

in Russia. “He left

Russia. He went to

Palestine. He spent

a couple of years, I

think, in Palestine,

then he came from Palestine to Canada and he was a homesteader…. He was

in the Russian army, left the Russian army, so he came here. My mother and

father were married in Calgary in 1908, but I think he came probably 1896.”

Samuel had a sister and two brothers.

Samuel was an artist, he painted. “For example, when they built the syna-

gogue in Vegreville, he did all of the décor….” As for earning a living, in

addition to being a homesteader, “I don’t know what he did in Calgary at

that time but I do know that he owned a lot of real estate. He could have

been a retailer, a merchant or something. He owned a lot of real estate. He

lost it all.”

Joseph’s brother, Harry, and sister, Anne, were born in Calgary. After the First

World War, when their father lost everything, the family moved to Vegreville.

“I was born in Vegreville in 1925 and then he started in the retail business

opposite the city market…. He had a furniture operation and that was until

1932, and then he opened another store in Edmonton and we moved to

Edmonton in, I think, 1937, and he had a furniture store in Edmonton. He died

in 1939 … [of] a heart attack.”

Rosalie and Joseph Segal, 2005.
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Joseph’s mother’s name was Sophie Estrin. She was born in Russia around

1890, and never remarried after her husband died. She lived to 93.

“We were not a very closely knit family in terms of uncles and whatever

because they lived in different communities and you didn’t travel in those

days. You couldn’t get on a plane and fly.”

Joseph “wanted to be very independent … from a very early age. When I

needed a bicycle, I went out and earned it, whether I was eight years old or

10 years old…. The reason I joined the army, loved the army, was because I

wanted to be independent. And I was independent…. I left school at the age

of 15. I went to work in a retail clothing store [in Edmonton] … and my salary

was $5 a week, so that was like 10 cents an hour. But it was OK. I spent two

and half dollars at home for room and board and I had two and half dollars a

week to spend. Anyway, within a year, I was earning $35 a week with some

major responsibilities. Then, the war came along and I went to work for the

U.S. engineers department. They were building the Alaska highway and I

worked on the highway. In those days, I was earning $110 a week.”

In Calgary, having lost all his money in a poker game, he enlisted. It was

1943. Four months after basic training, he was on his way by ship to

England. After 10 days there, he joined the Calgary Highlanders as rein-

forcement in Belgium. “They were just moving into Holland. I spent a year

and a half … in action and a year with the occupational army after the war.

And that was it.”

He returned to Edmonton. His mother was visiting Vancouver, “so I came

from Edmonton to Vancouver with an uncle of mine, he was coming out

here with his family … and I met my wife and I fell in love…. A cousin of

mine set me up with a date, and the date was the girlfriend of my wife’s. My

wife was visiting her brother in Courtney … and I had this date, so we went

to pick up Rosalie at the ferry. I met her, and I said, that’s the girl I’m going

to marry, that’s the girl of my dreams. And I did.”

She was only 13 at the time. She was 17 when they were married, he was 23.

“Her mother was a tough lady and she wanted my wife to go to school
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become a lawyer…. Her mother put every obstacle in her way … but I perse-

vered and so we got married. I went to her father and I said to him I want to

marry your daughter…. We talked for a while. It was actually her mother that

sent me to her father, she thought he’d say no, but he said yes. We waited a

year and a half, I guess, and that was [because] I had no money, but I was

working hard.”

Joseph had moved to Vancouver. He first lived with his mother at a duplex

on Larch Street. “I stayed here. I got my army discharge here.” That was in

1946. He and Rosalie were married in 1948.

“I didn’t have much money and I have always lived my life with a philoso-

phy that, if you can’t afford it, you don’t buy it. We had been looking for

houses … and the houses she liked were in the $20,000 range and I couldn’t

afford it.… I had $5,000 that we got from our insurance claim in Larry Lodge

because it burned … so I needed another $6,750 to buy the house.

“My first relationship with a banker was always straightforward: if I asked for

something, I needed it, and I explained and I knew how I was going to repay it.

So, I went to my banker and I said I’m going to buy a house and … I said I want

you to come and see it…. I took him to lunch and we got in the car and we

went to look at the house that I’m buying for $11,750. There was nobody home,

but there was an open window, so the banker and I crawled in through the

window to inspect the house, and he said, I don’t know much about houses

but I’ll give you the money, and that’s how I bought it.”

They have four children – Sandra, Tracey, Gary and Lorne – and Gary and

Lorne are in business with their father.

“I was never ‘a take the kids by the hand and take them to the zoo or the

park’ [type of father], I never had the time. Now, that’s something that I

miss…. In our marriage, we had four children in … six years…. I was busy

making a living and she raised the kids. That simple.”

With their children, however, the situation is different. “My children are the

most fantastic parents, they really are,” said Rosalie. “I ruled with an iron

hand. It was the only thing I could do. I had to be both mother and father.
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They had to know if I said something, I meant it. And my kids knew that….

My kids are fabulous…. They teach their kids. They spend so much time

with them.”

Going back to the start of his career, Joseph said he set up his own real

estate firm with a couple of other young men when he was about 21. “I

would sell two or three businesses in the course of a month…. We were part-

ners, so we paid the rent and divided the profits. I was producing probably

two-thirds of the bottom line and they were producing a third between

them. Then we would get into a friendly crap game in the back of the office

and I would lose. Not only did I create the earnings but they would take

their two-thirds, [and] I’d give them my third playing dice. So did I take that

over? No.

“[Rosalie’s] father bought some war … paint [camouflage] in five-gallon

drums. I don’t know what he paid for it, maybe 25 cents a gallon. At this

time, I was dating her. He told me he had this paint and he didn’t know

what do with it…. What’s it good for? It’s good for barns. Her brother wasn’t

doing anything at that time, so we took this paint and we loaded it onto the

back of a panel truck. One day, we would go towards Ladner. The next day,

towards Chilliwack. I don’t know how many thousands of gallons of this

paint we had, but I can tell you every barn between Vancouver and Ladner

was painted khaki and every barn between Vancouver and Chilliwack was

painted khaki. And I was getting $2 a gallon for it.”

Joseph started buying more surplus, including medical equipment (“every-

thing from very important instruments to … portable hospitals and so on”).

From there, he started buying trucks. “That’s what paid for our first house

on Collingwood Place…. That house was paid for by army trucks. I would

buy 20 trucks, 30 trucks, 50 trucks, four-by-fours, four-wheel drives, six-by-

sixes, six-wheel-drive trucks…. They worked like new…. They’re good for

logging, they’re good for fire trucks.” He also bought logging and tunnelling

equipment to sell.

“It was common sense…. What’s the downside? What’s the upside? Can I

afford the loss if I make a mistake? And, if I can, I would go with it…. So, I
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bought equipment and war surplus, and then I started opening up war sur-

plus stores. My first store was 802 Main St., next to London Drugs.”

The war surplus business “started gearing out, but I still had a big business

… and then somebody came along, and this is, what I’m going to tell you

now is how I got into the clothing business. Sears was in the catalogue busi-

ness and Sears had merged with Simpsons…. You can’t put the same stuff

into the next catalogue, so when the catalogue was finished, they would

have merchandise that was discontinued, they would have surplus mer-

chandise. An individual came in to see me and I don’t know who it was but

he said, I just bought 10,000 skirts and blouses and dresses from Sears and

… I haven’t got the money to pay for them.... Would you like to buy them?

And I said, fine, I’ll buy them. How much do you want for them? I don’t

know what I paid, maybe $1 a piece?... Anyways, I had a big flowered dress,

maybe a white jersey. I’ll never forget those. They were all one size…. I may

have had 2,000 skirts all size 8.... I opened a store on East Hastings ... used

to be Standard Electric. David Nemetz had it and he closed up…. I rented his

store temporarily and I moved all this merchandise in. Now, what do you

price it? If it was $19.95 in the catalogue, I would price it $9.95 even though it

cost me a dollar…. I hired a couple of girls and I opened the store, and I

started doing business. That’s how I got into the clothing business.”

When another store on the street became available, Joseph rented it. “This

was now going to be a legitimate clothing store, and so I needed a name. I

was going to call it Thrifty because we were buying clothes at merchan-

dise…. The store was ready to open. I had the ad ready in the newspaper. I

was going to open two days later.” But, he realized that the name Thrifty

would imply cheap merchandise, so he phoned the newspaper to change the

ad. Despite the cost of doing so, Joseph said, “OK, we’re going to change it.

And that’s how I got the name Fields, because Fields could be higher price

or lower price, and I didn’t know what direction.”

The store was at the corner of Hastings and Abbott. “That was a 10,000-foot

store and, when I took that store, it had a 90-year lease on it, it belonged to

an estate. And I said, I’m not going to be around for 90 years … I don’t want

that long a lease … so I got them to shorten the lease to 20 years. Eventually, I
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bought the property, but that was my first Fields store.”

The name Fields came “out of the phonebook or something. A name that

wouldn’t hype me. Then, my slogan was 30% less than retail... I had the

Army & Navy on one side and I had Woodward’s on the other side…. I was

very, very supportive of my suppliers and they were supporters of me, and I

would never take advantage of them…. We would have Woodward’s that

would say to the supplier, if you sell to Fields you can’t sell to us. Or the

Army & Navy would say, if you sell Fields you can’t sell us. And the suppliers

would come to me and say, what do I do? And I would say, don’t worry about

it, you sell to them; you have to make a living, don’t worry about me, when

we’re big enough, you’ll sell to us, too. That’s the way it was, and we built

relationships over the years. Then it was one Fields store, and then a second

one and a third one. We built that to, I don’t know, I guess 80 stores, 75-80

stores … in B.C. and Alberta, and then Zellers became available.”

Zellers was a subsidiary of a company in the United States that went bank-

The  first Fields store, at the corner of Abbott and Hastings streets, sometime
between 1980 and 1997.
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rupt in 1976. “That’s when I started pursuing Zellers. They had 150 stores

across Canada and they were larger stores, 60- to 70,000 square feet.”

He went to New York to make a bid. “I had established a line of credit with

the Bank of Montreal. At that time, I think my line of credit to buy Zellers

was $35 million, and that was it. I had myself and my lawyer, and I took my

wife, we got on a plane and, in those days, there was a flight from Vancouver

to Winnipeg, Winnipeg to New York. I got off the plane in Winnipeg…. I was

sitting in the lounge … and I sat down next to a couple of gentlemen and

they were talking about Zellers. I listened, and I got in the plane and I said

to my wife, I think we’re going to have a battle.”

The men were also on their way to bid on the company. And, it was a battle,

but Joseph was awarded the company. “We cleaned up what we had and I

took that company from $308 or $310 million to $850 million dollars in sales

in three years without adding any new stores.”

The head office was in Montreal. “I’d get on an aircraft in Vancouver on

Sunday morning, I would arrive in Montreal. I would spend the following two

weeks until Friday and then, on Friday night, I’d get on a plane and come

back to Vancouver. That’s what I did for three years. Two weeks here, two

weeks there, and my wife travelled with me. Anyway, that was Zellers, and

then I decided I was going to buy the Hudson’s Bay Company.”

Joseph started buying Hudson’s Bay stock. Once he had accumulated a large

portion of the company, he met with his bankers in Montreal, told them he’d

need $400 million. “They said, we don’t think that’s enough. You should

have $500 million because once you start it you have to finish it.”

Rumours of a sale started to increase the price of the stocks, so Joseph

“had to act pretty quickly.” He met with the president of Hudson’s Bay,

who said he’d have to meet with the company’s governor. The headquar-

ters was in Winnipeg, even though their operating offices were in Toronto,

so Joseph went to Winnipeg with his accountant and lawyer. He met with

about 10 senior executives. There was discussion about the Bay buying

Zellers, as the Bay had been around longer. Joseph just believed that the

two companies belonged together – “on that basis, you’ve got the
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Hudson’s Bay Company that will service the better end of the market and

you’ll have Zellers that will service the mass of the market.” Of which

name would survive, Joseph assured them it would be the Bay, “that will

be the parent company.”

Joseph had talked with Rosalie before the meeting, and she said she did not

want to commute to Toronto, “so when I was there, [and] they suggested

maybe they would take us over instead of me taking them over, it suited me

fine. So, that’s what happened … they took over Zellers, and I joined the

board. I was the largest stockholder at that time in the Hudson’s Bay

Company.”

He stayed for a while, but then retired in 1979, tendered his stock. “I kept

some of it … and I came back to Vancouver, because that’s what my wife

said I should do.”

Upon his return, he looked for opportunities that would be challenging. “I

would buy a company that was in trouble and turn it around, either keep it

or sell it, and so on.”

Joseph also continued his involvements in the Jewish and general communi-

ties, including Simon Fraser University, of which he was chancellor. About

that, he said, “My firm belief in everything I approach is common sense is the

key. That’s the starting point. Is it logical? Does it make sense? You don’t have

to be technical to be effective. You just have to understand people, objectives.

Are you going to be able to motivate people? Today, I feel as if I’ve got five

degrees because I spent so much time there [at SFU].… We were talking about

a downtown campus. Sitting at the board and they’re all concerned that, if we

do a downtown campus, we will be taking away from their effectiveness and

their budget on the hill in Burnaby. They were afraid of the unknown…. I

said, we’ll do this downtown campus, we won’t take a dime out of your budg-

et on the hill and it’ll be paid for when it opens, which it was.”

He also spoke about his involvement in raising funds for what would

become the Weinberg Residence, a seniors care facility adjacent to the Louis

Brier Home and Hospital, as well starting the Pathfinders fundraising group

for the United Way.
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“I think that we live in the most wonderful country in the world. I think

we live in the most beautiful city in the world. And we have to appreciate

it. And I do. I can’t say that I lived this life without a conscience. I look at

everything that I have and I appreciate it. I say, I’m very fortunate. You

have to look after the less fortunate and you have to give an individual an

opportunity.”

Joseph said that the community side “represents probably 40% of my time,

and that’s important. That’s why I work 12 hours a day instead of eight….

We’ve got to pull this community together, and the opportunities have to be

available for the next generation, the education for the next generation. I’m

not talking about a formal university degree, I’m talking about education,

making them understand what their responsibilities are to the community,

making them understand what the functions of the various organizations

are in this community…. My concern is that, a generation from today, we

won’t have a community…. How do you make them understand that you

have to maintain organizations within the community that require funds?

And it’s not a question of convenience. It doesn’t matter if it’s a synagogue,

you expect the synagogue to provide services, whether it’s a bar mitzvah,

whether it’s a wedding, or whether it’s a burial. But you have to sustain it,

and a lot of people don’t. You’d be amazed at the number of people that take

it for granted.”

But, “I have a great faith in people, and human nature is such that you have

to be able to sort the good from the bad. And never always look at the bad. I

look at the good things. I’m an optimist. I have always been, through my life.

I’ve always felt that I can do whatever I set out to do, within the assessment

of my strengths and weaknesses. You can’t just say I can do anything…. If

you don’t recognize the weaknesses with the strengths, then you won’t gain

respect, and you’ll undertake things that you probably shouldn’t undertake.

I will never get into a debate with an academic over a scientific question,

but I’ll certainly debate a question that revolves around: (a) experience; and

(b) common sense. Because I think I have those strengths.”
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Marnie Tritt (Petite Fashions)
Interviewed by Debby Freiman, September 28, 2015, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.15:21

Marnie Tritt was born March 10, 1971, in Vancouver. She has two older

brothers, Neil and Michael.

Their father, Burton Chark, was born in Vancouver on June 28 and he died

eight years ago, at age 69. He made his living in the ladies wear retail busi-

ness, Petite Fashions.

Born in Winnipeg, their mom, Carole, is almost 75. She was a dental hygien-

ist. When she married Burton, she went into the clothing business, as well.

Marnie went to Vancouver Talmud Torah, then to Sir William Osler

Elementary. She graduated from Eric Hamber Secondary School in 1989 and

from York University in 1994, where she studied urban planning.

“Unfortunately, my father became ill when I was almost finished my degree

and I needed to come home and take care of the family business. I spent two

years here and decided that I didn’t really want to move back to Toronto

after my dad had taken a turn to remission. I continued to work with my

dad for the next 15 years.” She is now in real estate.

Petite Fashions was initially called the Petite Dress Shop. “My dad took it

over in 1970 and my parents changed the name to Petite Fashions. The first

store was at 732 Granville. It was initially owned by [Myer Wine], he had

owned it for many, many years.

“My father had grown up in the retail business – his parents’ store was

called Best Apparel, which was also on Granville – and so my dad had grown

up in the trade, always loved it, helped his parents. He went to business

school at UBC and, right out of UBC, he worked for [Reitman’s]. He was a

district manager, and they moved him to Toronto.

“My brother was born in Toronto and then my parents moved back, and my

dad worked with [Myer] and then, eventually, [Myer] became ill and my dad

took over the Petite Dress Shop.... At that time, the hub of retail was the

seven and eight hundred block of Granville Street. There was no Pacific
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Centre…. I still had customers come into our stores within the last five years

with memories of that store and the things they owned, and what they

bought. They remembered my dad helping them.”

The business gradually expanded. “He had stores in Richmond, stores on

West 10th, stores in Kerrisdale … in White Rock, stores in West Vancouver.

So, at one time, within the last 10 years, we had eight stores.”

As the number of stores started to increase, “I came back into the business,

that’s when we started to expand it even more. And so, the most we had at

one time was eight. When my dad passed away, we had four. Up until we

retired the business, we had four stores.” They were in Oakridge Centre for

some 25 years, in Kerrisdale for well over 20 years, and then in White Rock

and West Vancouver.

“Our location in Kerrisdale was in the 2100 block. We were anchored by

Finn’s and Ronson’s…. In Oakridge, we were what is now Tiffany’s, and we

were across from Harry Rosen, which [was] … at one time, the Zellers side of

the mall…. In West Vancouver, we were in Ambleside … and, in White Rock,

we were in a strip mall called Windsor Square, which is at 152nd [Street] and

20th [Avenue].

The store went into Oakridge Centre after it was changed from an outdoor to

an indoor mall, “and I remember for my dad that was a real turning point,

that he really felt like he had achieved some success to be able to be in a

mall, a high-profile mall like that. And Kerrisdale was always a desirable

location. We lived in Kerrisdale, we also owned a lingerie store in Kerrisdale.

It just seemed natural that we would have a store there. And the White Rock

and West Vancouver locations were more me. I really wanted to expand the

business, and I felt there was a real void in the suburban markets.”

The lingerie store, called the Vanity, wasn’t started by the Charks. “My dad

and his friend bought that business together.” They bought it in about 1980

and had it for approximately 15 years before they closed it when the rent

became unaffordable.

“With all our stores, the leases became unaffordable…. At the end of our last
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lease in Oakridge, what we were paying would be unfathomable to most

small business people. I don’t even know how we really managed to do it as

long as we did…. We were very, very busy, but our clothing wasn’t that

expensive so, in order to pay the rent, pay the staff and take a salary and

make it all worthwhile, you had to be taking in exorbitant numbers and it

wasn’t possible.”

When there were two stores remaining, “at that point, we decided, if we

wanted to have one or two stores – or just me personally because I was the

one that was carrying most of the load – [or] if I wanted to start something

fresh. For me, it was very hard without my dad. It was a very difficult, emo-

tional time for me because I worked with my dad every day, side by side.”

While “petite” in the 1970s didn’t mean a whole lot, “my dad took it to the

next level, and we only catered to petites for many, many, many years. That

in itself was very challenging…. There are very few lines that strictly make

petites, and my dad wasn’t willing to cheat. If he was going to do it, he was

going to do it. We spent a lot of our time looking everywhere in North

America for petites. We do a lot of business in the States, depending on the

dollar; when the dollar was helpful, we would really buy a lot from the States. 

“And petite always had this connotation of being dowdy and old. It was a bit

of a challenge for us to make people understand – you’ve got to walk in the

door and see what’s there because we really did cover the range.”

The perception of dowdiness came from some of the merchandise being

sold at the time by some of the department stores and other petite chains. “I

really tried in my buying and my presentation of the clothing to make it

look as fashionable as we could. Granted, our clientele base wasn’t 20. We

catered to 45 to 105. That was ours, and mainly 55 to 85…. We get the daugh-

ters and their mothers, that kind of thing.”

While there was consideration of expanding beyond the store’s niche mar-

ket, “at the end of the day, my dad was very set on the fact that, if this was

our niche, this was what we do. And we always … had a ton of inventory. We

were very full because my dad always felt that he never wanted someone to

walk out and say that they didn’t find what they were looking for…. For
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some people maybe too full, but that’s just how he operated.”

He financed the business on his own. “My dad was not a big believer in bor-

rowing money that you didn’t have, and did not spend money he didn’t

have. So, we grew up that we didn’t take fancy trips, we didn’t drive fancy

cars, and our business was where our money went. For a long time, it was a

very good, a very viable business, but we all worked really, really hard.”

During its 35-plus years, the store had its ups and downs, like every busi-

ness. “My dad passed away in 2007. The economy was very bad in 2008 and

we felt it. We definitely felt it. I would say to 2006 [it was good], and then the

last few years were challenging, were really challenging, because people

were afraid to spend money and my expenses kept going up. We didn’t close

because we weren’t profitable, we closed because we felt it was the time to

close. I wanted to go out on a high, rather than on a low, and I can see now

that it was probably very smart timing, when I look around at my peers in

the business and how many of us are gone, and some not by choice. We were

able to do it by choice.”

That choice was whether to have one or two stores and be at work every day

with a staff member or two. “It could have been profitable, it’s just not what

I wanted to do. I had three children and I didn’t want to stand in the store

every day anymore. I felt that I had done that, I was tired.”

Initially, maybe 20 years ago, there were still some manufacturers in

Vancouver, but most of the suppliers were back east. “And we had a friend

who owned a manufacturing company here. We were actually able to manu-

facture some of our own product, that we had a lot of input into, but the quan-

tities just became too great so we couldn’t do it … had to do it offshore. Instead

of 50 pieces, they wanted 500 pieces, so it became that we weren’t big enough.

So, Montreal was where most of our goods came from, and the U.S. We did a

lot of buying in the U.S. in the last 10 years of the business.”

The store carried Conrad C Collection (from Montreal), Jones New York. “We

did a lot of business with Liz Clairborne when they first came to Canada….

London Fog…. I had very good success in the States because there’s so much

more to draw from.”
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In buying clothes for the store, “I knew what my clients wanted. I’d been in

the store, I’d spent enough time working the floor of the store that I knew

what to buy. It wasn’t necessarily what I loved, but it was what would sell.

We always liked to hit a few of the fashion trends, but that really wasn’t

what people were coming to us for.”

People came to the store to find well-proportioned clothing that would fit.

“A lot of people refuse to alter. Petite is five foot four and under. So, if you’re

five foot two and you’re buying a pair of pants, chances are you still have to

turn up the hem, and a lot of  people would really get their back up about

that because they felt that if they were walking into my store, I shouldn’t

have to spend money altering. I heard it all the time. It doesn’t make a lot of

sense, but I get it. And so we were constantly looking, it was all about fit….

People want to come in, put it on, walk out with it and, when you are verti-

cally challenged, it’s not easy…. We get a lot of older customers, they need a

certain kind of waist because, when you get older, everything goes to the

middle and you lose your bum, so elastic waists, things like that, things that

were easy care. I had lots of different kinds of clients. Most of my clients

were not working clients, they were more stay-at-home or travelling. We had

a huge clientele that travelled, so we were always looking for things that you

could pack, that would be easy care, things like that.”

Petite Fashions also “did a huge accessory business.” It sold scarves, hats,

gloves. “We had fantastic jewelry. My mom took care of all that, she did an

amazing job. There were lots of tall women who came to us for the acces-

sories…. It was a great extension of our business, and we were able to draw in a

few other kinds of people, which was, obviously, the name of the game.”

But then others would not come into the store because they didn’t under-

stand what petite meant. “Technically, petite is five foot four and under. It

doesn’t mean tiny…. I’d always get people [who would] walk by and say,

‘They only have size two.’ No! I didn’t only have size two, I had size two to

16…. It would kill me when I would hear people say that. Sure, petite is a

word you can use to describe someone who is tiny but that is not what petite

clothing really meant.”

Marnie started working in the store with her dad when she was nine years old.
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“Every Friday night, every Sunday, I was always with my dad…. I loved

everything about it – mostly, I loved being with my father.”

The best period was the 1980s, even the 1990s. “Retail was fun. Going and

doing our market buys and all that stuff, it was fun. It was busy and it wasn’t

such a rat race, there wasn’t so much competition…. The other thing that I

remember, [and that] my mom says, too, is that my dad used to carry dress-

es, coats and sweaters. Then, all of a sudden, sportswear came into the mar-

ket and it became where you had so many different degrees of clothing to

buy. It became much more complicated because your dollars had to go to so

many different things and you had to cover everybody’s wants and

desires…. Some people want shorts in the summer, some people don’t even

want to look at shorts, but you have to decide [what to stock]. I would say

that for me, personally … it went from you were making money … [to] the

increase in rents and the increase in salaries, even with theft, all these

things happened and people on the floor, it just became just silly. You

weren’t making any money.”

Pacific Centre was one of the bigger challenges – Chark had the opportunity

to move into the mall but decided against it – and Petite Fashions on

Granville Street closed perhaps a few years after the centre opened. “From

there, that’s when we went out to Lansdowne, in Richmond: Richmond

Centre, then Lansdowne, then back to Richmond Centre. We had a lot of

stores. My dad was always opening and closing a store. He loved the opening

and even the closing – he’d open even a temporary store. He loved the whole

concept of the close-out sale, and ordering thousands of garments. He liked,

we liked, the hustle. I’m still like that in my life. I love the energy of a good

day, a busy day.”

Some stores were open six months, some a year. “Some of them, that was the

intent, like a pop-up shop. My dad was way ahead of his time with the pop-

up shop. And, sometimes, it wouldn’t just be petites, the odd time he would

do something different. If a store was going out and they couldn’t lease it, he

would take over the lease for six months. He was an opportunist and, a lot of

times, we could get our hands on some really good deals, and it was a way to

make money.”
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Not anymore, however. “The rents are too high. When we left Oakridge, our

rent was $25,000 a month.” It was impossible to make any money. “Our

average garment was $100. Someone coming into my store and spending

$500, they’re getting a bag full of clothes…. You’re walking into another

store in Oakridge, you’re buying a blouse for $500. So, the economies of

scale became disproportionate for us. And it’s not fun when you’re working

hard and you’re not making any money. The fun, we lost the fun. For me, it

was no longer fun towards the end.”

In addition to the changes in the costs of running the business, there was

the introduction of computers along the way. “For my dad, it was hard. My

dad never wanted to computerize, never ever, and then we computerized….

Even up until my dad’s last days, he didn’t really know how to do a lot, he

just left it. My dad was always a write it on the back of a notepad kind of

guy…. Sometimes, if the store was closed, he’d let someone in, he would

write [the sale down] on a piece of paper and … leave it for the girls to put it

in the computer system.”

Other technological advances included going from imprinting credit cards

to the terminals. “We had an inventory system where we would zap all our

inventory. We had to install cameras…. We had to definitely get with the

times. We weren’t the most technologically savvy … but we had what we

needed. And we had a woman who took care of everything. I wasn’t the day-

to-day [person] dealing with the numbers and stuff, I had someone deal

with that because wasn’t my forte either. Even still, in my business now, I

prefer to do a lot by hand, I’m just more comfortable that way. But it’s not a

reality most of the time, because you’re just too busy. But I like a notebook, I

like a day timer. People laugh at me! That’s how I’m most comfortable. It

works.”

Her dad kept track of everything in his head. “He knew where every gar-

ment was. He could walk into a store of 2,000 garments and he would know

if something had been shoplifted. That’s just the way he was, because this

was all he did. He didn’t have a lot of hobbies. Other than his family, his

stores were his life.”

He was born into the industry. His parents owned Fit-Well Garments, and
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then they (Ida and Max Chark) owned Best Apparel. “So, my dad grew up

like I did, in the business. He worked with his parents on the weekends. He

did the weekends, he was always very, very interested in the business. Then

he went to business school and went straight to work for Reitman’s. Straight

out of business, he was a district manager.”

Clothing was always what he was going to do. “My mom always says that

when she was dating my dad … he would drive to the Petite Dress Shop and

he would do the windows while my mom sat in the car, then they would go

out on their date. And then my grandmother used to say to my mom, this is

a sign of what your life is going to be like…. My dad, yes, he had a real pas-

sion, a real passion…. We loved what we did, and we were good at it. I could

talk to my dad about business for 24 hours a day…. If you’re a small-time

business person, you eat, breath and sleep it. That’s just how it is.”

Her brother Michael was involved in the business for quite a few years.

“Michael did all the shipping and receiving and anything that needed to be

done. He was always there. He worked in Kerrisdale…. He didn’t work the

front of the floor … but he did everything behind the scenes. My eldest

brother was never involved.”

Looking back at the whole experience, “there are lots of great memories in

that, but I think, as a family, the business really provided something in our

family that’s irreplaceable. For me especially, that connection that I had

with my parents, it was incredible, it is something that I will always have.”

Ready for a change after the business was closed, Marnie went into real

estate, something she had always wanted to do. “Had I stayed in Toronto

and not come initially when my dad got sick … I think I would have done

real estate in Toronto. So, I feel very fortunate to be able to now have a sec-

ond chance doing something I love almost as much. And it’s a little more

lucrative. I’m a hard worker, and it’s nice for me now, I’m just working. I do

have a business partner, thank goodness, she’s wonderful, but I was working

to support a lot of different families and it was a lot of pressure…. Now, I’m

in control of what I earn, I’m not at the mercy of who’s going to walk in my

front door today.”
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The Chark family has done a lot in the Jewish community. “My mom was

very involved in the Louis Brier Home because both my grandmothers

lived there and a lot of our clients lived there. We would always do a fash-

ion show with the teas that they hold. Once or twice a year, we would do a

big fashion show there and the ladies loved it. They still miss it all the

time…. Our models were mainly staff and clients, and even a couple of the

great ladies in the home. Typically, we would try to call in our Jewish cus-

tomers that would model, and some of our staff, and my mom. The ladies

really looked forward to it, and then we would see if they wanted to buy

something after, or wanted to come to the store after. We did that in a few

different care-home scenarios.

“We did lots of charity fashion shows when fashion shows were popular. We

were always very charitable giving to the Hadassah Bazaar, I think we donat-

ed an entire booth. And also Dress for Success…. My dad was a big believer

in giving back.”
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Leonard and Henriette White (Jermaine’s)
Interviewed by Leora Raivich June 22, 2004, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.04-03

Leonard White was born on

January 25, 1915, in San

Francisco. His parents came

to Canada from Eastern

Europe; his father [Jacob]

was from Latvia, his mother

[Edith] from Romania.

“My dad came at the turn of

the century. I really don’t

know when my mother’s

family came, but ... [the] rea-

sons were similar to my

dad’s reasons,” which were

to escape the pogroms. “I

could go into a long story

which he told me about why

and how he escaped and his

travels to get to one of the

Ellis Island arrivals there.”

Married in Winnipeg in

1914, his parents moved to San Francisco. “I was born there and then they

moved to Ohio; my brother was born there. And then my family, my moth-

er’s family, were all from Winnipeg and Saskatoon, the Prairies, and we

migrated back. This was just after the First World War, we migrated back,

1918 or ’19, we came back to Canada.

“My wife [Henriette], she was born in San Francisco, too, we retained our

U.S. citizenship for many years. We were married in 1939.” But, because of

trouble getting American passports as non-resident Americans, “we decided

to become Canadians.... Our kids  have dual citizenship because they were

born before we became Canadians. They were born in Vancouver but we

were Americans at the time they were born, so they do retain their two pass-

Leonard White, 1934.
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ports.” They have three children – Mark, Alan and Joan – as well as grand-

children and a great-grandson.

In the mid-1930s, in the height of the Depression, Leonard drove his dad’s

Model T Ford from Saskatoon to Vancouver. “It took about a week. Gas at

that time was very expensive, 10 cents a gallon, but we got here. My mother

and my brother were here ahead of us, they came by train, but I was in uni-

versity there in Saskatoon, had to finish, so we were a few months later in

coming. That was in the spring of 1934, it’s almost 70 years ago.”

In Vancouver, Leonard “had a night job and a day job.” He worked at the

retail ladies fashion store called Famous Coat and Suit Co. “It was just off of

Granville on Hastings, it was the store in fashions. I got a job in the stock

room unpacking, ticketing, marking, and I learned a lot about the trade.

And my mother had a millinery store, she was in the millinery business.”

As a second job, “next door to the Capital Theatre on Granville Street was a

club called Club Vienna and they used to cater to the after-theatre crowd.

Now, I always used to play the violin, I’ve got diplomas I can show you, I

used to play with the Vancouver Symphony at one time many years ago. I

got a job at this club, there were three of us, there was a violin, a piano and a

cello playing from 10 at night until two in the morning for the after-theatre

crowd and only playing Strauss-type music because it was called Club

Vienna. It was 25 cents per hour, a dollar for the night plus a sandwich at

midnight. Now, a dollar doesn’t sound like much today, but a dollar went a

long way in those days.”

Among his tasks at Famous Coat and Suit Co. was price tagging, sorting and

inspecting the merchandise. “There were ticket machines for price tagging….

I remember one shipment that came in, it was blouses, and one sleeve was

missing so, of course, that shipment went back. We gave everything a bit of

an inspection before it went on the floor.”

The merchandise “was all kinds of stuff, the fashions of the day. It was suits,

gabardine suits for women were very popular in those days and they came

in a multitude of styles and colours. And the blouse business was very good;

at least, they went through a lot of them but the prices were not like today’s
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prices at all…. [The store] had a good middle-of-the road clientele. I wouldn’t

say it was the upper, it wasn’t like Holt Renfrew, but it certainly wasn’t like

Zellers either…. Over the years, it prospered, but many years later they had

some reversals. They went out of business subsequently, I don’t know the

details too much.”

Famous Coat and Suit “had window trimmers. They had an advertising

department as I recall with an artist, most ads were done with artwork in

those days…. So, they drew all of their suits and the clothing and the model….

He had a deal for every Easter, always at Easter time…. We used to have these

Easter parades and their advertising was such that anyone that bought an

outfit on the Friday or Saturday before Easter Sunday, if it rained on Easter

Sunday, they could come back with their slips and get a 10% refund.”

The store was three levels of clothing. “It was all ladies, including lingerie

and undergarments and accessories,” including purses and handbags. “Lots

of hats, millinery it was called, it was a big thing. Easter bonnets.”

Leonard’s job at Famous Coat and

Suit Co. lasted about a year and a

half. “Subsequently, I went to

help my mother because my dad

was not 100%, and it grew from

there on,” said Leonard, [referring

to Jermaine’s clothing store,

which his mother founded.]

Among his Jewish community

involvements were Young

Judaea, B’nai B’rith, the provin-

cial branch of the Zionist

Organization of Canada and

Congregation Beth Israel.

“I was also involved in building

the first Jewish Community

Centre before it was rebuilt…. 

Jermaine’s advertised often in the Jewish
Western Bulletin and many ads were tar-
geted specifically towards the community,
such as this ad from November 10, 1949.
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I took an active interest in the Talmud Torah at one time when it was first

built. I’ve run the gamut pretty well with all these institutions.”

At an emergency meeting around late 1946 or early 1947, the Zionist

Organization met. Leonard was president at the time. The purpose of the

meeting was to arrange for medical supplies to be sent to Palestine, “we

knew there was going to be a war for independence.”

Henriette explained how she and Leonard met. “My mother visited here in

Vancouver and had pictures of her children … and he was attracted to me,

he was quite taken. So, he came down with his father and they were going to

L.A., so I went down with them to visit my boyfriend, but I didn’t tell them

that. I went to my brother’s house and this had been a long drawn-out affair

and my mother really didn’t like this other young man and she was talking

this guy up like he’s just God.

“I was God,” joked Leonard.

“Anyway, we came home and he started banging letters at me, and a garde-

nia, every Friday night.”

“And she went out Saturday with another guy.”

“He’d find out I had a date, then he came down, and that’s when we went

horseback riding and got better acquainted. Then he went back and my

mother talked me into visiting Vancouver. And I fell in love with Vancouver,

not him, because it was in the spring and all the tulips were out, and this

was like nothing you’d ever see in San Francisco. I’d see all these lilies.”

They were married in San Francisco.

[Henriette White passed away on July 8, 2006, and Leonard White passed

away on July 30, 2007.]
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Mark White (Jermaine’s)
Interviewed by Gary Averbach, October 22, 2014, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.14-39

Mark White was born on April 4, 1942, in Vancouver. He has a brother, Alan,

and a sister, Joan.

“My grandfather [Jacob] came as a refugee and his past is … unknown to this

day. My grandmother [Edith] was part of a large family called Feinstein.

They had, I don’t know, 10 or 12 kids.” They lived in San Francisco, but

“moved all over the place.”

His parents were first cousins. “To give you an idea of the nomadic nature of

the Feinstein clan of the day: my mother was born in Toledo, Ohio [circa

1916]; my father was born in San Francisco [in 1915].… Somehow, my father’s

family made it to Saskatoon; how that happened, I don’t know. And my

mother’s family made it to San Francisco.”

The theory is that “the two sisters – Betty, my mother’s mother, and Edith,

my father’s mother – made a shidduch [arranged marriage]. This much is

reasonably known … it was suggested that my father go down to San

Francisco and meet this young woman and he did, and the rest is history.”

Leonard and Henriette (“Toots”) were married in 1939.

Leonard “was always in the clothing business. Jermaine’s was started in

1934, supposedly by my grandmother [Edith], but I suspect that it was the

two of them.”

Mark recalled “having what I consider a happy childhood. Mother was home,

father worked, came home for dinner, that sort of thing. I remember our first

TV in the rec room in 1951…. They travelled a lot. My father gave a lot to the

community both in time and money … over the years, that was his thing.”

Mark’s involvement started out as summer jobs and then, during university,

his father invited him to come into the business, Jermaine’s. “I looked after

the receiving of merchandise, looked after advertising, looked after janitorial

at one point. I ultimately became credit manager. They had a credit manager

that was with them for a number of years but he retired and I took his job,
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and I did well at that

job. In those days, if

you remember, there

was no such thing as

Visa ... if the stores

wanted to issue credit

they did it themselves.

And Jermaine’s … the

idea was to create and

enhance a credit pro-

gram, which lasted

pretty much until we

closed out, sold out to

Fairweather. The pro-

gram was very similar

to what Visa is now, a

revolving account. You

pay, take four months to pay; it was a four-month deal. And I ran that; ran it

quite well, I think, for maybe, I would say … from ’62 to ’74.”

Mark also “did all kinds of wiring and technical things that nobody knew

how to do.”

The staff was mainly women. “There were very few men: credit manager,

shoe sales guy. You might not know this but we had a shoe department,

[and] it was actually a concession run by Nate Singer…. For years, they were

cooperating, my father and Nate Singer.”

Alan was also involved in the store, but not Joan.

“At the height of it, we had six locations…. We were at the top of the pile in

terms of fashion. We weren’t the most expensive store, I don’t imagine, but

we were right up there. And we had the location at Smithe Street…. It started

out at Nelson and Granville … it was on the west side of the corner of Nelson

and Granville. In 1948, they moved to [Smithe and Granville]…. My father

had a knack for running sales that would get them lined up around the

block. He did it more than once. Jermaine’s was known for doing stuff like

Edith White, centre. She – perhaps with the help of
her son, Leonard – started Jermaine’s in 1934.

C
ourtesy of M

ark W
hite
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that, not unlike what A&N [Army & Navy] had been known to do…. When he

wanted to run a sale, it was a serious sale and, as such, he had a knack for

liquidating inventories, which he did for a couple of competitors that could-

n’t make it…. He would run a grand opening sale or a fire sale or a God-

knows-what sale.”

One fire sale was actually a sale that took place after a fire. “I don’t even

want to hazard a guess. It would have been in the ’50s.”

The Smithe store was from 1948 to 1963, then it moved to Dunsmuir and

Granville in 1974. “While there, we started opening branches: one in

Guildford; we had one on South Granville, I think, where the kitchenware

store is, Williams-Sonoma; we had one in Oakridge; we had one in Ladner

and one in New West[minster]…. He had management people, mostly

women, but he had people that ran these stores…. I am sure my father

bought [the merchandise] in the early days, but in the days I was there, he

had buyers for various departments, if you like, and they were all women,

and top buyers…. They never went back east; back east came here.” There

Leonard White officially opening the doors to Jermaine’s on Smithe Street
in 1948.
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were a lot of showrooms in the Hotel Vancouver, and there was the

Merchandise Mart.

Mark and Sandi “started going out in high school,” met at a B’nai B’rith

Girls-Aleph Zadik Aleph event. “She was 15 and I was 18. We went out for a

couple of years, then she broke it off for a little bit and went out with anoth-

er guy, a non-Jewish guy…. Eventually, I won her back, and that was forev-

er.” They were married on October 10, 1964.

Sandi worked at Jermaine’s “while she was in high school part-time, but no,

otherwise no…. Her best afterschool weekend job was working for the

Province newspaper.”

Jermaine’s was sold in 1973 to Dylex Ltd. “They bought it as much for the

locations as anything; in fact, for the locations, because they didn’t even

want the inventory. We sold our inventory down to the last bare shelf. They

wanted locations. They didn’t even want the name.”

In the clothing industry, the stores “competed with each other but they also

The Smithe Street location of Jermaine’s in a photo taken by A.T. Tommie
Walters for the News-Herald, undated.
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were in big competi-

tion with the big

department stores….

They were out there

each trying to get as

much as they could

and hopefully tak[ing]

it from the big depart-

ment stores…. I would-

n’t say we weren’t in

cutthroat competition

but it was never …

angry competition or

anything like that.

Saba’s was up the street

and Sweet 16 was next

door, and they would

go out to lunch togeth-

er. The stores did what

they did and they were

competitors but it didn’t

affect the friendship …

they weren’t bitter

competitors.”

Not able to speak for

Jermaine’s competi-

tors, “I can tell you

about our own situation

and probably many were

the same. They wanted better

for their kids. They wanted their kids to be professionals: doctors, lawyers,

accountants, whatever it was. And so, our generation and younger all went

to, or had the opportunity to go to, university and become somebody very

learned, and many did.”

As part of their 
various 
promotions,
Jermaine’s did
print ads and
radio jingles.

Im
ages courtesy of M

ark W
hite
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When it was time to sell Jermaine’s, Leonard approached Mark and Alan

and said, “Either I sell it or you guys take it. Go and think about it, and we

did. We talked about it and decided it was best not to. That was the decision

at the time.”

Through the man who had run the jewelry concession at Jermaine’s, Mark

was connected to the owner of an alarm business who was looking to sell. “I

bought his business. It looked like something technical that I could do.”

[Mark owned Pacific Protective Systems Ltd. from 1974-2006.]

After Jermaine’s was sold, his brother “got his real estate licence and sold

property for a number of years. He’s retired and he’s got a couple of proper-

ties of his own; he looks after them.”

Mark does a lot of volunteering now. “I’m involved in three different things:

I’m involved in the [JCC] seniors to some degree, a little bit; I’m involved in

prostate cancer advocacy, I’m on the board of Prostate Cancer [Foundation]

B.C. ... and I also am a member of one of the local support groups, which I

have been since I got and beat the disease.”

He was diagnosed in November 1999. “I fell apart, I absolutely fell apart.

Lots of people do. And I got involved with a research project on the psycho-

logical effects of cancer, an across-Canada thing … and, I think, as a result of

my input … because I was emphatic that cancer is a disease of the mind as

much as it is a disease of the body, and that the cancer agency, while being

very good at treating the body, was not very good at treating the mind ...

since then, at least at the B.C. Cancer Agency, they’ve changed their ways.

They do a lot of psychological counselling now.”

Also involved with other groups and pastimes, he said, “I’m out every day

doing this and that, and one thing and another, always busy. I don’t know

what I do, but I’m busy.”
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Sam Zack (Regal Clothiers)
Interviewed by Cyril Leonoff, May 20, 1976, Vancouver, B.C.; 19.76:02

Sam Zack was born in Regina, “and

after that we went to Swift Current …

and then we were in Portland, Ore.,

for three years. That would be 1924,

’25 and ’26. We were in Vancouver in

1927 and moved to New Westminster

in early 1929.”

His father was asthmatic and could-

n’t stand the cold, so that motivated

the move west. “I think the original

destination was Seattle and we

stopped in Seattle for, I think, it was

about maybe a month or two and

then I couldn’t tell you why

Portland, but something must have

occurred to make him move on to

Portland. And we stayed there three

years…. In Portland, we were in the

grocery business, it was a neigh-

bourhood store … and did a nice

business as far I can remember. But I think what changed my father’s mind

about the grocery business is, it was just the beginning of the supermarket

era and a big supermarket called the Piggly-Wiggly … just moved down the

block and I think he decided that was the end. Because after they opened,

all the business we got was just the people who wanted groceries on credit.”

So, he went to Vancouver, where he had relatives. They had taken over a

dry-cleaner and were looking for someone to operate the company, with the

option of buying it. When he came back to Portland, “we packed up – I had

three brothers, my father, my mother, myself – and we were all packed up, I

recall, into a Ford … and away we went to make that 300-odd mile trip up

north and we arrived in Vancouver.

Sam Zack, left, with Alfie Toban of
Toban Shoes, undated.
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“As it turned out, that particular business was really dead on its feet.... But

he became interested in the dry-cleaning business and he got involved, in

the space of a little over a year and a half, I think he was in two separate

businesses involving dry-cleaning. And neither one went well.”

In the space of about two years, “he lost all the money that he had brought

up with him from Portland…. I had just approached bar mitzvah. We lived in

the Grandview district … and I went to Templeton Junior High. I had my bar

mitzvah in the Schara Tzedeck Synagogue on Heatley Street and we had a

party at our home. I think it was the morning after my bar mitzvah party

that my father received a letter from a real estate agent in New Westminster

where, apparently, he had gone to look at an empty store…. My father and

mother went to New Westminster and apparently made an arrangement,

and that’s how we came to be in New Westminster. We started off in the dry-

cleaning business.... We had living quarters in the back, and we did our

business in the front part.”

Both of Sam’s parents, Louis and Dina, came from Russia originally. As a

young man, Louis “had travelled all over the world. He had been, before he

was married, he had been to Singapore. He had actually been in New

Westminster prior to 1912. He worked for this David Spencer Co. in New

Westminster in 1912; lived in a little town, south of New Westminster, called

[Tynehead] and commuted by bicycle every day…. He spent some time in

Seattle, and then apparently went all the way back to France … he had three

sisters who lived in France around that era. Then he came back to Canada

and was in New Westminster. Now, the sequence of events here, of where he

travelled and at what time, I really don’t know that. But this would all be in

the area of between 1910 and 1914 because he was in Regina in 1914, where

he met my mother, and they were married in 1914/15 there. I was born in

1916 in Regina…. In Regina, he worked for someone in a furniture store and

that seemed to be his first love, the furniture business…. [He] always pro-

fessed that he’d like to be back in that, but never did do it.”

The family was in the dry-cleaning business until 1943. “Of course, we were

no longer living in the back, but we were in the same shop we started with….

We sold it in 1943 because it was getting very hard to get help, and my dad
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wasn’t too well at the time…. In the meantime, in 1935, we started the cloth-

ing business and, by 1943, that business had thrived to the point where we

felt that we could abandon the dry-cleaning business and make a living for

two families – because I had stayed with my father and we were associated

in the clothing business. I had gone into it right after high school.”

The dry-cleaning place was called Rex’s Cleaners. “The names we had in our

businesses were always associated with royalty because the city [New

Westminster] was known as ‘The Royal City.’... So, we called [it] the Rex

because that’s the name for the king, and Regal Clothiers because it had to

do with royalty, with Royal City again.”

In those days, “a dry-cleaner either owned a big plant or he was just a press-

ing shop. We did not have a plant. We wholesaled all our business out to

Vancouver. And the people we did business with, who owned the wholesale,

was … the person, and his now deceased partner, who had brought my

father’s attention to the dry-cleaning business in the very first instance

when he came up from Portland…. He still did business with them right up

until 1943.”

The cleaning was taken to Vancouver and brought back. “It was finished in

our shop, all the pressing and that…. Today, you have a very modern

machine, you press a button and that’s really all there is to it. In those days,

you had to have a tremendously heated place to keep all these things, all the

gasoline for the other things, and they were all separate units, so you had to

be very big. I will say this, when we quit in 1943, we were the biggest … dry-

cleaning volume in New Westminster.”

Sam, born in 1916, is the oldest, “my brother Sid a year and a half, my broth-

er Jack a year and a half, and then my brother David is six years younger

than Jack.”

At the beginning, “my mother and father did it and we, as children, would

come after school and help … get it prepared for taking to the Vancouver

place. My brother Sid and I would drive it to Vancouver most of the time …

after we finished supper or something like that, and bring yesterday’s load

back in. Originally, my father would pick up the things from the customers in
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the morning by truck. He would press all day, and then he would deliver at

night. This went on for several years…. In the meantime, they would have

someone working in the shop, helping out. My mother pressed the ladies’

things. As they went along, they would get somebody. I would say that the

most they ever had, aside from our family, would be three employees. My

brother Sid quit school in Grade 10 and he went into the business. However,

in, I think, about 1941, I’m not sure about this date, he decided that, well, he

was urged by his wife’s family … to go into his wife’s family’s business, which

was the meat-packing business. The scope of the dry-cleaning business at the

time was not that big, and he went.”

Regal Clothiers opened on Columbia Street next door to Gifford’s Jewelry,

across from Columbia Theatre. When a space became available in the 700

block, the store moved. “As far as I’m concerned, our business started in the

second site, because we were hardly, I don’t think we were very long [at the

first site]…. In 1940, beer parlours were voted into New Westminster and

there was a large café next door to us and we were forced out due to this beer

parlour coming in. For one year, we were in limbo, and we actually had to

move upstairs above Toban’s shoe store, but then … we came down to our

present site and we stayed from 1940 until, well, I had it until 1973.”

Sam’s father retired in 1954. Earlier that year, on July 15, “the Army & Navy

store burnt down in the early morning. Although we were not involved in

the fire, the six-storey concrete wall fell over onto all the stores, including

ours. Demolished it…. We were out of business for five and a half months

while they rebuilt the building.”

Regal Clothiers had steady growth. “My father and I were more or less on the

conservative side and we were not that aggressive in those days. Actually,

my business became much better … after 1955.”

There wasn’t a Jewish community in New Westminster. “When we came

there, I don’t think there were any Jews. There were no Jewish children

going to school, I can say that, that I know.”

Jewish community life was centred in Vancouver. “We belonged to the

Schara Tzedeck Synagogue and on our High Holidays, we would close our
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business and we would go to a hotel … near Heatley Street, so that we walked

to shul. And we used to get our meat transported to New Westminster from

Vancouver…. We kept a kosher home in those days…. All our social activities

were in Vancouver.” But the businesses, both the dry-cleaning and clothing

stores, were closed only on the High Holidays, not on Shabbat.

The family never experienced antisemitism. “I am really proud to say that in

all our years in New Westminster, in all our schooling, in business, we never

ever had any problems that way. We were known as Jewish people and we

never had any problem whatsoever. I belonged through the years to service

clubs and different civic organizations and we openly discussed our holi-

days and various aspects of Jewish life. All our friends were always very

interested. I have never ever had anyone say a disparaging word to me in

New Westminster.”

His parents encouraged their sons to have a full Jewish life. “That was the

main thing, and at no time would they object to us going to Vancouver. We

would go by bus and interurban train. Many of the times, when we got into

our later teens and we were going to parties with girls in Vancouver, we were

given the family car – there was only one – without any hesitation. Because

they felt that there was to be no obstacles to our having a Jewish social

life…. We belonged to the Young Judaeans … my brother Sidney particularly

… became particularly interested and, out of it, became a very ardent

Zionist, as it turns out.”

The Zacks would welcome new Jewish arrivals into town. “And we waited

for the day when maybe we had enough of a community to call it a real

Jewish community, that we could do things with it. It never [did], outside of

the little Talmud Torah thing we had going. And, I might say, the Hadassah

group. There’s still a Royal City chapter…. It was founded by my mother and

a few other ladies…. My wife still belongs but doesn’t go to meetings

because we live here [Vancouver] now. But she hasn’t joined any other

[chapter], and still is a member of the Royal City Hadassah.”

From the mid-1940s, “and the formation of the Hadassah women’s group,

social life in New Westminster picked up considerably. Although Vancouver

was still a very important part of our lives, in New Westminster we would go
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to each other’s homes. Our children associated quite a bit, although there

was [a disparity in the ages].”

Their older daughter moved to Winnipeg and, later, when their younger

daughter wanted to move to Vancouver after high school, the family moved

to Vancouver, only to have the younger daughter then “promptly” move to

Winnipeg.

Sam’s decision to retire was based on a few things. “I would be the first to

admit that money is a necessary thing and it buys many comforts, and I

don’t mind them, up to a point it’s fine. I never believed that you should

knock yourself out to the end of your days just to say you have more. In my

case, I have a car I’m happy with, I have a home I’m happy with. Sure, I

could get a bigger one and a bigger car but what is it all about? That was my

number one. Number two, I told my wife early in the game – the one thing

that I don’t want to have happen to me is to be carried feet first out of my

store because, in all the years I was on Columbia Street, I saw that happen

several times. It used to really jolt me. I said I would like to quit before that

happens. It just seemed to me a complete waste if that occurred. That was

the second reason. And the third reason … to my knowledge, I was the last

of my breed on Columbia Street…. In one respect, as an independent store-

keeper, they have become almost extinct. Number two, all my contempo-

raries had either died or sold out or quit or did something [else] or had gone

away, and I found that I didn’t have too many, what I would call, friends in

my own age group.

“Today, on Columbia, it’s made up of managers of chains, and they’re a dif-

ferent type entirely. They, to my way of thinking, are a very frightened

bunch of people. They’re always afraid the supervisor or the manager of the

company is going to pop in on them. They’re forever hounded not to spend

too much money. You can’t make them cooperate with you to stimulate

business because the company headquarters are in Toronto or Montreal,

and they don’t understand. They don’t want to understand that, if you take

out money, they should contribute a little, even if it’s for their own good, in

stimulating a little business. It was like beating your head against a wall.”

As an independent, customer service “was your ace in the hole. That’s all
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you got. Because any time a big company wants to put a small independent

out of business, the minute he gives the same service and courtesy and

attention to a customer, he can wipe him out easily because he has the facil-

ities, the money to put in a bigger stock, and in all price ranges. Then, it’s

ball game over. But the thing that the independent had is the service. You go

into a small store, I don’t mean small, I mean smaller than a chain company,

and the owner particularly, if he is there, you have to admit, it’s great,

because he wants to make sure that you’re satisfied and will come back. But

your clerk [at a chain store] is thinking that I’ve got to put in another three

hours today and then I’ll get my crummy pay, which really isn’t very much.

No matter what he’s getting, it’s never very much.”

Sam liked his business. “It was a nice, clean business…. It was a good going

concern. I wanted to be free of business at some time in my life, and before it

was too late…. It took me a little while to rearrange my life, but it has worked

itself out and I’m very happy the way I do things now. I do various things. 

I always had a tendency towards medicine…. I wanted to be a doctor…. When

I got out of my own business, I thought I’d like to do some voluntary work, 

so I went to the Volunteers Bureau here in Vancouver and the woman said to

me, who interviewed me, what would you like to do, we have all kinds of

things? I said, how about something in medicine? To make a long story short,

I ended up at the Health Sciences Centre at UBC at the psychiatric hospital.

I’ve been there almost two years…. I started out in the occupation therapy

department and, actually, I was on a project for eight months with them in a

rehab program trying to rehabilitate [former] patients into the workforce. We

had our little project to see if it was feasible, and it was reasonably successful,

[but] it ran out of funds. In the meantime, I became chairman of the patients’

library and, to this day, I still run the patients’ library in that hospital. I spend

one day a week there.”

[Sam Zack passed away on September 25, 2010.]
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Marilyn Glazer (née Zack) (Regal Clothiers)
Interviewed by Debby Freiman, June 23, 2015, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.15-12

Marilyn Glazer was born in Vancouver on

February 5, 1941. She and her husband

Derek have three daughters and four grand-

children. Marilyn’s sister, Beverly, who was

born in 1947, is married, with two children

and four grandchildren, and lives in

Denver, Colo. 

Marilyn’s paternal grandparents were Louis

and Dina Zack, who lived in New

Westminster and had a clothing store.

“My grandparents were considered the wel-

comers to anybody that moved into New

Westminster…. When you talk to people that moved in after the war … my

grandparents would find out about it, they’d find a place for them to live

and make sure that they were integrated into the Jewish community, which

was quite small.”

Sometime in the first two decades of the 20th century, her grandfather “left

Russia because he didn’t want to be in the czar’s army, and ended up in

Saskatchewan…. [He] had a habit of changing locations every two or three

years, so they lived in Saskatchewan, they lived in Alberta, they lived in

Washington state, they lived in Oregon. By the time he’d started moving

around, he had married my grandmother, who had also emigrated from

Russia. In those days, if a new girl came into town and if there was a single

man, there’s your girl to marry, you just did it. It was lucky for them that

they loved each other and had a wonderful life together…. They moved to

Vancouver for a little while. And then again, my grandfather says, it’s time

to move.” They moved to New Westminster, “and then, three years [later], on

the dot, he said, OK, I want to go to Prince George; or Prince Rupert, I guess

it was. My grandmother said to him, well then, you’re going alone. So they

never left New Westminster.”

Marilyn Glazer

C
ourtesy of M

arilyn G
lazer
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Marilyn’s father, Sam, “joined the army reserve at some point and, in 1944,

he came down with tuberculosis and was sent away to a sanatorium up in

the Okanagan, near Kamloops, called Tranquille. He was there for a year. He

kept a diary. I’ve read it on occasion. It’s heartbreaking, because he’s there

all alone. All his family is down here. His brother, Jack, went to visit him

from Edmonton, where he was in medical school. And my father writes in

the diary, he could see in … Uncle Jack’s eyes that he knew my dad would

not make it. But he did make it. He recovered.”

Her mother’s parents were Lena and Morris Goldman. “They lived in

Vancouver when I knew them, in an apartment building on Broadway and

Laurel that’s still standing.” They were from Romania, Marilyn thought. “I

was not as close with them. They were much older for one thing … my

mother was just about the youngest in the family and Auntie Toby, the

oldest, is 13 years older than my mother.” When Marilyn knew her zaida,

“he was already retired, [but] he used to buy homes and refurbish them and

sell them. That’s what he did [for a living].”

Marilyn’s father was born February 13, 1916, in Regina, and he died on

September 25, 2010. Sam was the oldest, then Sid, Jack and Dave.

“My father was probably the most upstanding person, other than my hus-

band, that I have ever known. He was so honest. He was a wonderful father,

although he wasn’t like today’s fathers that are so hands-on. He was out, he

worked, he golfed. We did things as a family. He wouldn’t be the first

choice for me to go and talk about a real problem with, I would go first to

my mother. He had his parameters of what was right and what wasn’t right.

I remember once, I think I was at university, a boy came to pick me up for a

date. It was summer and he was wearing sandals and a really ugly pair of

light, torn shorts. My father was not pleased, or impressed. And that was

the end of that.”

When they moved to New Westminster, her grandfather started a dry-clean-

ing business. “My grandfather, every night, would take all the clothes to

wherever you take them in Vancouver to get them cleaned, then he’d bring

them all back to get pressed. That’s how that worked. So you could imagine

he was working like 24 hours a day. Their home was in the dry-cleaners. I
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think there was a time when three of the boys slept in one bed together, and

it was hand to mouth for a long time. And then, something happened, I

can’t remember what it was. I think my grandfather had an opportunity to

open a clothing store, and he did that. And my father went in on it with him.

I don’t know how accurate all this exactly is, but that’s my recollection.”

Her mother Ruth was born on October 19 in 1917 or 1918, in Roblin, Man. She

died July 31, 2001.

“She was always my best friend…. We had so much fun together. My great-

est, joyful, fun times were at Expo ’86 with her. We had a date every

Thursday. I’d pick her up and we’d go down to Expo…. But she was tough.”

She had distinct ideas about what was OK and what wasn’t. “But, whenever I

got into big trouble that I was really scared about, she was who I went to.”

Aunt Sophie (Drache) was living in Vancouver and asked Ruth to come visit.

Another girl was also visiting and “my father and one of his friends … some-

how it was arranged that there would be this blind date, and they’d take out

these two girls. So, the story is, when they drove up to Sophie’s house, they

had to decide which one is going for this girl. So, my dad says, well, I’ll do it.

He goes in, he meets my mother. He walks back out to the car. My mother’s

walking in front of him [and he raises his hands in victory, so the boys in the

car can see that he feels he’s already won the prize]…. I think six weeks later,

they were engaged.”

Sam and Ruth were involved in the Jewish community, they were members

of Schara Tzedeck Synagogue. Ruth was part of the Royal City chapter of

Hadassah, which ran the bazaar and the bingo, and Marilyn would help out

at the bingo when she was old enough. 

Regal Clothiers Ltd. was “an outgrowth of this dry-cleaning business.

Somehow, my grandfather got the idea, maybe we should sell some clothes.

They found a little store, which they didn’t stay in very long, and I think

they found another store. It must have had something to do with Sam

Cohen,” the Army & Navy. “I think he owned that whole property, ” at 708

Columbia St.
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The clothing they sold wasn’t cheap, nor was it the most expensive. “It was

for the people that lived in town…. He had a fantastic reputation. When my

mother started to work there, I guess, when I started or when my sister start-

ed school probably, she used to come home at three o’clock every day. She

worked in the office and she needed to be there because, I didn’t know this,

but my father had OCD [obsessive compulsive disorder].”

As a teenager, “I used to go and help in the store at Christmas time. And

then, when I was in high school, in the summer I would go and work there….

I worked at the Sally Shop one summer before I started working in the store,

and that was a really good thing…. You’ve ever heard of Sweet 16?... [The

Sally Shop] was the same thing, but cheaper.”

Her dad’s store sold men’s clothing. To get stock, he came into Vancouver or

ordered items from Montreal. “But the travellers came to Vancouver and I

often went with him to visit a traveller and they would show their line. Then

Dad would pick this, this, this and this, and then it would be delivered. From

Montreal, usually.”

Marilyn hardly remembered her grandfather in the store. “Maybe, by the

time I was a teenager, he was retired, because he died when I was 16.”

There was an Army & Navy in the same block as her dad’s store. She recalled

a fire, her father being called in the middle of the night. “We all went down

there. The fire was being looked after, but it was the kind you can see the

flames and everything. He was told he had five minutes to go in the store

and get the stuff out of the safe. I still have their marriage certificate at

home, that’s dirty from being picked up off the wet floor or something.

Anyhow, the store was demolished. And my father, well, you can imagine,

was devastated … what was going to happen to him?... Murray Goldman had

a store also in New Westminster, about a block and a half down from my

father’s. He phoned my dad and told my dad he needed his help in his store.

That saved my father’s life. That phone call.” Sam worked for Murray until

the store was rebuilt.

In his store, Sam “used to do neat things.” For example, at Easter, “he’d

take all the clothes out of the window and put in little baby chicks…. He
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always would hire a young boy, usually somebody we knew, and dress him

up in a red uniform with a cap … to be a doorman…. One thing about my

father, he had the same staff forever…. He was a wonderful boss. He cared

about his staff and paid them as much as he could … allowed them to have

decent lives.”

There was competition, “but you had your own customers and they came

back and back and back and back. His prices were fair and, in those days,

you could do things like layaways…. People would come in and buy a suit,

but they couldn’t pay for it. Say it was for my wedding that’s in five months

– he’d keep the suit and the people would come in every week and pay

money on the suit. When it was paid for, you’d take it home…. People could

have credit with him, and pay once a month. They didn’t have credit cards

or anything then…. He was fair, and it was neat. I got to even do the books

for a while. That’s when my mom and I sometimes didn’t get along so great,

because she was the boss in the office. But I loved doing the books.”

Her father advertised the store on CKNW. He was “very close friends with

Hal Davis.” Her father and mother would “work together all week. And

Saturdays, my sister and I would stay home by ourselves. I was supposed to

clean the house. We had a cleaning lady, but Saturday was the day I was sup-

posed to clean the house…. Then they would pick us up when the store

closed at 5:30, and we’d go to the White Spot on 12th Street and 6th Avenue

and we’d have Chicken in the Straw. It was the same every Saturday night.

Bev and I would share the comics in the back and they’d read the Sun; we’d

eat in the car.”

Her father closed the business in about 1975. “Things were changing in soci-

ety. Department stores were getting bigger. It was getting harder. They had

moved into Vancouver, so that was hard. And I guess he had saved enough

money that they felt they could retire.”

Marilyn said, “I think my father enjoyed what he did.”
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Most of the images in this section were scanned from photographs kindly

loaned to the Jewish Museum and Archives of British Columbia by families

who are or were involved in the clothing retail industry, including by fami-

lies and individuals for whom there are no oral histories. While the JMABC

does not possess the hard copies within its collection, it does have digital

versions of the images herein, as well as additional material that was not

included in this edition of The Scribe. 

All of the images herein relate to the clothing industry, and they include

newspaper clippings, handwritten notes, promotional photographs taken by

Jewish photographers, and photos taken at State of Israel Bonds fashion

shows in the 1960s.
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Army & Navy and Toban’s on Columbia Street in New Westminster, 1975.
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Director, Cohen and Co., pioneer Jewish clothing business, located on Third
Avenue in Prince Rupert, 1910. Left to right: Mr. Grossman, Louis Ripstein,
Harry Frome, Charlie Cohen, Maurice Cohen, Isidore Director, William Zackon
and Morris Soskin.
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Director,
Cohen &
Co., a few
months
after the
sale of
lots,
Prince
Rupert,
1905.
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Promotional photos by Otto Landauer of Georgia Style Shop, 1948.
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More promotional
photographs by Otto
Landauer of Georgia
Style Shop, 1948.
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The Hub, Max Freeman’s men’s clothing store on Hastings Street, 1945. The
caption on the photo by Sarah (Sally) Tobe reads: “Max Freeman – original
owner of business called Hub – previously called ‘Tiny Dog’ owned by [M.]
Grossman […]. Founded in 1886 by Joshua Levy in a tent right after the fire. Fire
was 1886.” Jewish Museum and Archives of B.C. historian emeritus Cyril Leonoff
notes that Freeman “acted as trusted ‘banker’ for the loggers and miners who
came to town, leaving their ‘stakes’ in a big safe at the rear of the premises.”
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Promotional photograph by Otto Landauer of Georgia Style Shop, 1948.
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Interior of Jermaine’s on Smithe Street.

Leonard White at Jermaine’s opening on Smithe Street in 1948.
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Above: The building at
Smithe and Granville
streets under con-
struction, 1947.
Jermaine’s opened its
location there in 1948.
Its logo is front and
centre in this photo.

Right: Jermaine’s store
history, 1934-1968.
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Jermaine’s at 1003 Granville St., January 22, 1938.

Line up outside Jermaine’s on Granville Street at Nelson, circa 1945-47.
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Line up outside Jermaine’s on Granville Street at Nelson, undated.

Line up outside Jermaine’s Smithe and Granville location, stretching down
Smithe and then onto Seymour, undated.
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Rose Chinkis in a newspaper
editorial featuring La Belle
Rose, circa 1970.

C
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Miss America
shops at La Belle
Rose newspaper

clipping, 1973.

Klausner’s Clothing,
Hastings Street,
Vancouver, 1925.
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Janine Chenkis, left, and unidentified woman, in front of After Five by La Rose,
1984.
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The Kiwassa Ladies (Elsie
Jordan, Val Stewart and Rose
Chinkis) newspaper feature in
the Courier, March 2, 1978.
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Professional portraits
by Fred Schiffer of
models at Madame
Runge Ltd. clothing
store, August 10, 1966.
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The original Murray Goldman label. It
was the first label Murray Goldman
had made when he renamed his store
after himself when he moved from
Cordova Street to Hastings Street.

One of the
Murray
Goldman
suit labels
used over
the years.

Bill of sale from the Hastings Street
Murray Goldman store for a Mr. Gus
Pearson, 1949. It was found in approxi-
mately 2000 by the widow of an old
customer of the store and she donated
it to the Goldmans’ archives. It is in
Murray Goldman’s handwriting.
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When Murray Goldman opened up the
Granville Street store in 1965, he had
“arrived” and, as such, created a label
just for the suits in that one location.

Murray Goldman would make up his
own names for fabrics and create an
exclusive label for them. The labels
would be affixed to various suits and
outerwear.
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Murray Goldman store exterior, circa 1975. Murray Goldman had the
first Boxing Day sale in the city and people lined up all day to get in.

Murray Goldman
store at 774
Granville St., a
few doors south
of the Castle
Hotel and a “half
block from the
Birks clock,”
which was a slo-
gan Murray
Goldman used.
Opening on
Granville was a
big deal for
Goldman, as it
was the “higher
end” neighbour-
hood at the time,
and a huge step
up from his store
on Hastings
Street.
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Interior photographs of the Murray Goldman store at Pacific Centre, 1972. In
1993, Murray Goldman and his son, David, completely remodelled it and
renamed it Goldman and Son.
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Top left: Murray
Goldman, circa
1980s. Photo was
taken in the Pacific
Centre Murray
Goldman store.

Above: Murray
Goldman and son
David, 1990. The
Goldmans were fea-
tured in a magazine
article that required
a photo shoot with a
local photographer.

Left: Murray
Goldman, son David
and grandson Sam
Goldman on the
cover of Retail
Connections, 2006.
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Boys’Co on
Robson Street
just before its
opening in 1996.

Boys’Co today, at
1044 Robson St., to

where the store
relocated from its

first Robson location
at 1080 in 1996.
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Reitman’s Ltd., 409 West Hastings St., Vancouver, March 9, 1962.
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Regal Clothiers, Sam Zack’s business on Columbia Street, New Westminster,
circa 1940.
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The interior of
Reitman’s Ltd.
at Brentwood
Shopping

Centre, May 8,
1961.
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Left:
Pedestrians
walk past
Reitman’s
storefront on
Granville
Street, undated.
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Below: Ben and Ann
Segall’s Clothing
and Footwear Ltd.,
in Princeton, 1967.
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Isaac Spaner, left, with brother Louis, circa 1930. Spaner’s Men’s Wear was at
3rd Avenue and George Street in Prince George from 1914 to 1971.
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Spaner’s Men’s Wear at 3rd Avenue and George Street in Prince George, circa
1930.
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Advertisement of
Sporborg and Co.,
grocers and drygoods
merchant, in Victoria,
date unknown.
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The 600 block of Granville Street, Vancouver. Various shops, including R.C.
Purdy’s Chocolates, D’Allaird’s, Charlton and Morgan, Tip Top Tailors, Dall’s Irish
Linens and Imperial Optical Co., February 28, 1953.
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The St. Laurent-Israel Collection, State
of Israel Bonds, 1960.

The Givenchy-Israel Collection, State
of Israel Bonds, 1960. On the back of
the print, it reads: “The gifted young
Gideon Oberson of Israel designed this
evening ensemble in silver and gray.
The bodice of the gown is made of
silver handwrought by Dany of the firm
of Israel Artistic Jewelry of Tel Aviv.”

The Givenchy-Israel Collection, State
of Israel Bonds, 1960. On the back of
the print, it reads: “Rikki Ben-Ari is
emerging as one of Israel’s most gifted
young designers. This turquoise suit of
mohair and wool is trimmed with mink
by Stefan Braun.”
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Among the designers featured
at a State of Israel Bonds
fashion event in 1965 is

Beged-Or (left). The work of
other designers is below and

on the facing page.
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More photos from a
1965 State of Israel
Bonds fashion show,

1965.
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On the back of print, it reads: “I.B.F.S. [Israel Bonds fashion
show] 1967 I & II. Todmar #31.”
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Recent Publications

In September 2015, University of Manitoba Press published Holocaust

Survivors in Canada: Exclusion, Inclusion, Transformation, 1947-1955 by

Adara Goldberg.

“In the decade after the Second World War, 35,000

Jewish survivors of Nazi persecution and their depen-

dants arrived in Canada. This was a watershed

moment in Canadian Jewish history. The unprece-

dented scale of the relief effort required for the sur-

vivors, compounded by their unique social, psycho-

logical and emotional needs challenged both the

established Jewish community and resettlement

agents alike.”

Holocaust Survivors in Canada “highlights the immigration, resettlement

and integration experience from the perspective of Holocaust survivors and

those charged with helping them. The book explores the relationships

between the survivors, Jewish social service organizations and local Jewish

communities; it considers how those relationships – strained by disparities

in experience, language, culture and worldview – both facilitated and

impeded the ability of survivors to adapt to a new country.

“Researched in basement archives, as well as at Holocaust survivors’

kitchen tables, Holocaust Survivors in Canada represents the first compre-

hensive analysis of the resettlement, integration and acculturation experi-

ence of survivors in early postwar Canada. Goldberg reveals the challenges

in responding to, and recovering from, genocide – not through the lens of

lawmakers, but from the perspective of ‘new Canadians’ themselves.”

For more information, visit uofmpress.ca.

A History of Antisemitism in Canada by Ira Robinson (Wilfrid Laurier

University Press, August 2015) “gives readers the tools to understand why
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antisemitism is such a controversial subject. It

acquaints readers with the ambiguities inherent in the

historical relationship between Jews and Christians

and shows these ambiguities in play in the unfolding

relationship between Jews and Canadians of other

religions and ethnicities. It examines present relation-

ships in light of history and considers particularly the

influence of antisemitism on the social, religious and

political history of the Canadian Jewish community.”

The book “builds on the foundation of numerous studies on antisemitism in

general and on antisemitism in Canada in particular, as well as on the growing

body of scholarship in Canadian Jewish studies. It attempts to understand the

impact of antisemitism on Canada as a whole and is the first comprehensive

account of antisemitism and its effect on the Jewish community of Canada.

The book will be valuable to students and scholars not only of Canadian

Jewish studies and Canadian ethnic studies but of Canadian history.”

More can be found at wlupress.wlu.ca.

More than Just Games: Canada and the 1936 Olympics

by Richard Menkis and Harold Troper was published

by University of Toronto Press, Scholarly Publishing

Division in 2015.

“Held in Germany, the 1936 Olympic Games sparked

international controversy. Should athletes and

nations boycott the games to protest the Nazi regime?

More Than Just Games is the history of Canada’s

involvement in the 1936 Olympics. It is the story of

the Canadian Olympic officials and promoters who were convinced that

national unity and pride demanded that Canadian athletes compete in the

Olympics without regard for politics. It is the story of those Canadian ath-

letes, mostly young and far more focused on sport than politics, who were

eager to make family, friends and country proud of their efforts on Canada’s
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behalf. And, finally, it is the story of those Canadians who led an unsuccess-

ful campaign to boycott the Olympics and deny Nazi Germany the propa-

ganda coup of serving as an Olympic host.”

* * *

Also in 2015, University of Toronto Press, Scholarly Publishing Division,

with Osgoode Society for Canadian Legal History, published David Fraser’s

Honorary Protestants: The Jewish School Question in Montreal, 1867-1997.

“When the Constitution Act of 1867 was enacted,

Section 93 guaranteed certain educational rights to

Catholics and Protestants in Quebec, but not to any

others. Over the course of the next century, the

Jewish community in Montreal carved out an often-

tenuous arrangement for public schooling as ‘hon-

orary Protestants,’ based on complex negotiations

with the Protestant and Catholic school boards, the

provincial government and individual municipali-

ties. In the face of the constitution’s exclusionary

language, all parties gave their compromise a legal form which was frankly

unconstitutional, but unavoidable if Jewish children were to have access to

public schools. Bargaining in the shadow of the law, they made their own

constitution long before the formal constitutional amendment of 1997 final-

ly put an end to the issue.”

In Honorary Protestants, Fraser “presents the first legal history of the

Jewish school question in Montreal. Based on extensive archival research, it

highlights the complex evolution of concepts of rights, citizenship, and

identity, negotiated outside the strict legal boundaries of the constitution.”

* * *

And, in 2015, University of Toronto Press, Scholarly Publishing Division,

published Kensington Market: Collective Memory, Public History and

Toronto’s Urban Landscape by Na Li.

“Since the beginning of the 20th century, Toronto’s Kensington Market

Recent Publications
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neighbourhood has been home to a multicultural

mosaic of immigrant communities: Jewish,

Portuguese, Chinese, South Asian, Caribbean and

many others. Despite repeated transformations, the

neighbourhood has never lost its vibrant, close-knit

character.”

Kensington Market “explores both the market’s

dynamic history and the ways in which planners can

access the intangible collective memory that helps

define neighbourhoods like it around the world. Through examinations of

memorable Kensington landmarks such as the Kiev Synagogue, Hyman’s

Bookstore and United Bakers Dairy Restaurant, Li traces the connections

between the market’s built environment and the experiences of its inhabi-

tants, providing a sterling example of how to map the intangible value of

this national landmark.”

* * *

In 2014, Religion in the Public Sphere: Canadian Case

Studies, edited by Solange Lefebvre and Lori G.

Beaman, was published by University of Toronto

Press, Scholarly Publishing Division.

“The place of religion in the public realm is the sub-

ject of frequent and lively debate in the media,

among academics and policymakers, and within

communities.” In this edited collection, Lefebvre and

Beaman “bring together a series of case studies of

religious groups and practices from all across Canada that reexamine and

question the classic distinction between the public and private spheres.

“Religion in the Public Sphere explores the public image of religious groups,

legal issues relating to “reasonable accommodations” and the role of reli-

gion in public services and institutions like health care and education.

Offering a wide range of contributions from religious studies, political sci-

ence, theology and law, Religion in the Public Sphere presents emerging new
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models to explain contemporary relations between religion, civil society, the

private sector, family and the state.”

For information on all of U of T’s publications, visit utppublishing.com.

Canadian Jewish Studies / Études juives canadiennes is an interdisciplinary

and peer-reviewed journal about the Canadian Jewish experience.

Published annually since 1993 by the Association for

Canadian Jewish Studies, it is an open-access journal

available for free on its website (acjs-aejc.ca) and in

print form to members of the association. Its editors

are Dr. David Koffman at York University and Dr.

Stephanie Schwartz at Concordia University.

Volume 23 (2015) includes articles by Lillooet

Nordlinger McDonnell (“Hannah Director: Jewish

Pioneer, Chairman of the School Board”), Peter J.

Usher (“Removing the Stain: A Jewish Volunteer’s

Perspective in World War Two”), Monda Halpern (“‘Are You People Jewish?’

The Mistaken Identity of Mary Rosenblatt in the 1952 Harry Lee Murder

Case”) and Zelda Abramson (“From Rags to Comfort: Women Holocaust

Survivors Rebuilding Lives in Montreal, 1947-1958”).

It also includes several articles in its The Archives Matter section, as well as

numerous book reviews. For more information, visit cjs.journals.yorku.ca.

Raincoast Jews: Integration in British Columbia by Lillooet Nordlinger

McDonnell was published by Midtown Press in 2014.

“This book explores the lives and contributions of five leading Jews living

in British Columbia between 1860 and 1970. Cecelia Davies [Sylvester],

Hannah Director, Leon Koerner, Harry Adaskin and Nathan Nemetz are

memorable for their contributions which shaped communities in British

Columbia. Each chapter focuses on their particular achievements and
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struggles in different fields and different eras.”

The chapter on Davies “offers a look at Victoria’s

early Jews and the influence she achieved through

her charity work.” Director “overcame subtle resist-

ance to become head of the school board in Prince

George” and Koerner, a refugee from Czechoslovakia

during the Second World War, “came to Canada dur-

ing a period when the country was reticent to accept

Jewish immigrants. He settled in Vancouver and his

name is associated with the lumber industry, charity and progressive stan-

dards of work safety.” Adaskin “trained at the music conservatory in

Toronto and went on to join the Hart House String Quartet and was known

for popularizing classical music in Canada”; he also started University of

British Columbia’s School of Music. Nemetz achieved much in the field of

law, and was the first Jewish chief justice of British Columbia.

“Through a historical lens, these individuals are examined in detail with

particular emphasis on how their Jewish heritage shaped their professional

legacies and contributions to Canadian society.”

This book is distributed by Sandhill Book Marketing, sandhillbooks.com.

The last volume in a history of Quebec’s Le Devoir

newspaper through its editorials over the period

1910-1963 – mainly as a means to understand the 

evolution of political ideologies inside Canada and

Quebec – was published by Septentrion in 2014.

Three previous volumes were published from 2010 to

2013 for the periods associated with Henri Bourassa

(1910-1932), Georges Pelletier (1932-1947) and Gérard

Filion (1947-1963).

In the 2014 publication, À chacun ses Juifs: 60 éditoriaux pour comprendre la

position du Devoir à l’égard des Juifs (1910-1947), Pierre Anctil examines the
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newspaper’s editorial view of the Montreal Jewish community and Judaism

in general.

“Of the 200 editorials devoted entirely or partially to the Jewish presence in

Montreal, antisemitism in Germany and the Holocaust, 60 were retained

and reproduced in full, in addition to being discussed. In reading these

texts, one can perceive the disorder and confusion of editorial writers

regarding the place of the modernity that is gradually asserting itself in

French Canada at the same there is emerging a social project based on new

forms of social solidarity.”

For more information about this French-language book, visit

septentrion.qc.ca.

When the Koffler Centre for the Arts – administrators of the Helen and

Stan Vine Canadian Jewish Book Awards – announced the suspension of

the CJBA in fall 2014, the Canadian Jewish Literary Awards stepped in to

fill the void.

The 2015 literary award winners were announced on October 18 at York

University in Toronto. They were:

• Novel: Nora Gold, Fields of Exile (Dundurn Press)

• Scholarship: James A. Diamond, Maimonides and the Shaping of the Jewish

Canon (Cambridge University Press)

• Biography/memoir: Alison Pick, Between Gods: A Memoir (Doubleday

Canada)

• History: Joseph Hodes, From India to Israel: Identity, Immigration and the

Struggle for Religious Equality (McGill-Queen’s University Press)

• Youth literature: Suri Rosen, Playing with Matches (ECW Press)

• Poetry: Robyn Sarah, My Shoes Are Killing Me (Biblioasis)

• Holocaust literature: Beverley Chalmers, Birth, Sex and Abuse: Women’s
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Voices Under Nazi Rule (Grosvenor House)

• Short fiction: Mireille Silcoff, Chez l’Arabe (House of

Anansi)

• Yiddish: Ruth Panofsky, The Collected Poems of

Miriam Waddington: A Critical Edition (University of

Ottawa Press)

For more information on the awards, visit cjlawards.ca.
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ARCHIVIST’S REPORT

I hope you enjoyed this edition of The Scribe. As in previous years, this

year’s journal, focusing on the clothing industry, has been a long-term

labour of love for the Jewish Museum and Archives of British Columbia.

Beginning with research and interviews undertaken in 2003, thanks to

funding from Young Canada Works, this edition has been more than a

decade in the making. While Young Canada Works student Leora Raivich

did many of the initial interviews herein, interviews stretched back to as

early as 1976, when JMABC founder Cyril Leonoff interviewed Sam Zack.

The mantle was taken up again in 2015, with board and committee members

interviewing current retailers, now-retired retailers and family members

alike. We even turned some past interviewees into interviewers to get an

insider’s taste of the retail industry. With more than 25 interviewees, the

2015 Scribe is our widest ranging yet.

The Scribe continues to be an exemplary showing of the items we have at

the JMABC archives. While some photographs from the City of Vancouver

Archives were used, the overwhelming majority of images and all of inter-

views came from within our own collections, or were lent to us by generous

community members. In the course of preparing this year’s Scribe, we also

received many donations, materials that we have been able to include in

the journal.

I would like to say a special thank you to former JMABC archivist Jennifer

Yuhasz, who worked on this edition of The Scribe even as she began her new

position as city archivist for Richmond. And thank you, of course, to

Cynthia Ramsay, who, in addition to her editing and organizing duties, also

was tasked with inducting me, as the new archivist at the JMABC, into the

workings of the publication committee and The Scribe.
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Archives Update

This past year has been especially busy at the JMABC offices. In September

2015, I joined the team as the archivist for the B.C. Community Archives,

while Jennifer took her leave. Personnel hasn’t been the only change at the

JMABC though. In 2014, we successfully fundraised for a new website,

which includes an online archives database, and both the website and the

database are well used already – and we are adding to them daily.

Our other programs continue to flourish, with students working on digitiz-

ing collections, volunteers conducting and then transcribing oral history

interviews, and donations to the archives being processed. Research

requests continue to pour in, and our materials are being used by everyone

from family members to students to historians. Public awareness and

engagement has increased with our revitalized and expanded online pres-

ence and the use of material from the archives in various public programs.

New Acquisitions

In 2015, the JMABC saw a total of 20 donations, with collections ranging in

size from a couple of photographs to dozens of boxes. Some highlights

include:

• Mountain View Cemetery Restoration Committee: in 2013, the Schara

Tzedeck Cemetery board began a committee to restore the Jewish section of

Mountain View Cemetery and, on May 3, 2015, the Jewish cemetery was

rededicated.

• Temple Sholom, Vancouver’s Reform synagogue: materials going back to

the congregation’s formation in 1964.

• Gerald Lecovin: travel letters, photographs and clippings of his published

articles.

• Murray Goldman: photographs, advertisements and other material from

Murray Goldman, longtime owner of Murray Goldman men’s fashion, as
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well as Boys’Co and other Vancouver-area retailers.

• Congregation Emanu-El: minute books and other records dating as far

back as 1862, when the congregation was first formed in Victoria.

• Peretz Centre for Secular Jewish Culture: 19 boxes of administrative and

operational records from the Peretz School, which is now the Peretz Centre.

The JMABC is extremely grateful to all of its donors. This generosity allows

us to develop and continue to be a valuable resource for researchers around

the world. In order to preserve the history and memory of the Jewish expe-

rience in British Columbia, we welcome and collect archives from people of

all walks of life, with different backgrounds and experiences. We also collect

archival material from organizations and businesses. Please contact us if

you wish to make a donation.

Research

The JMABC provides research services. We respond to email, mail and

phone requests, as well as accommodate in-house researchers. We have

even been known to have research requests through social media. Our users

include professional writers, the media, students, genealogists, fellow

archival institutions and members of the Jewish and general communities.

This year saw 583 research requests, and countless people helped in their

searches. With our online database, we’re now tracking new statistics, and

we can see that public awareness and use of the archives continues to grow.

Oral History Program

The Jewish Historical Society of British Columbia (JHSBC) has been inter-

viewing community members since 1968 and, to date, has recorded approxi-

mately 750 interviews. Today, the JMABC continues to record new inter-

views and transcribe previous interviews. In 2015, with a total of 49 inter-

views, we beat the record we set in 2003. This was made possible by our

partnerships with two schools.

Archivist’s Report
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Continuing 2014’s program, we again partnered with the University of

British Columbia School of Library, Archival and Information Studies

(SLAIS) class Theory and Practice of Oral History. These students completed

15 interviews on our behalf, some of which you’re sure to see in upcoming

editions of The Scribe.

Another 11 interviews were contributed by two graduate students in the

University of Victoria’s public history program – Alissa Cartwright and

Caitlin Findlay – who interviewed community members in support of their

exhibit Sacred Sites: Dishonour and Healing.

Interviewees in 2015 included Carole Abramson, Sarah Adams, Evangelos

Apostolides, Esther and Jed Blumes, Rabbi Harry Brechner, Cathy Bregman,

Boris Chenkis, Louis Eisman, Yoel Farzan, Ed Fitch, Sally Flader, Erika

Gerson and Katherine Gerson, Marilyn Glazer, Myer Goldberg, Reita

Goldberg, Irving Goldenberg, David Goldman, Michael Goldstein, Lois

Gumprich, Walter Gumprich, Barbara Halparin, Nancy Halpern, Joel

Herman, Henry and Irene King, Carol Kline, Alex Kliner, Gerald Lecovin,

Sharon Lewin and Ed Lewin and Karen Cohen, Jocy Lowy and Richard

Lowy, Don MacGregor, Brigitte McKenzie, Anne Melul, Isa Milman, Muriel

Morris, Bill Pechet, Geoff Perkins, David Roels, Brian Rosner, Susan Roy,

Leah Rubin, Judah Shumiatcher, Jordan Stanger-Ross, Charlayne Thornton-

Joe, Marnie Tritt, Joy Wilkins, David Zack, and Jeff Zilberman.

Archival Processing and Digitization

In 2015, we were fortunate enough to receive grant funding for several new

projects:

• Digitization of the Morris Soskin and Rose Hyams collection, received

through Young Canada Works.

• Phase 1 of database migration from PastPerfect to Access to Memory (A to

M) on our new website, received through Young Canada Works. 

• Phase 2 of database migration from PastPerfect to Access to Memory (A to
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M) on our new website, received through the Diamond Foundation. 

Processing of the following projects was completed this year: 

• B’nai B’rith fonds

• Nemetz family fonds

• Minnie Toft Fonds

• Congregation Emanu-El fonds

• Bogoch family fonds

• Shalom Legion No. 178 fonds

Finding aids as well as digitized documents and photographs are now avail-

able on the JMABC website, archives.jewishmuseum.ca.

Conclusion

The B.C. Community Archives could not do all of this work without the gen-

erosity not only of our sponsors and donors, but our volunteers. This year,

our volunteers logged a total of 1,736 hours, more than ever before. Thank

you to all of the volunteers for all your hard work and dedication. 

Alysa Routtenberg, Archivist 

Jewish Museum and Archives of British Columbia



  




